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Gov. Wilkinson stays his course
in Tuesday's televised address

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Rain

KFNUICKY CERTIFIED CITY
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Tonight: Occasional rain.
Low in the upper 40s. Rain
probability 80 percent. Southwest wind around 10 mph.
Thursday: A 50 percent
chance of morning rain. Mostly
cloudy in the afternoon. High in
the upper 40s.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
Year of growth

NATIONAL

WORLD

WASHINGTON — Anti-abortion lawmakers are concerned about
the views of President Bush's choice to head the Department of Health
and Human Services but concede they have little hope of blocking the
nomination.
WASHINGTON — The American Psychological Association says a
survey of the scientific research on abortion suggests that most women
suffer no lasting emotional problems from the procedure.
STARKE, Fla. — Hours before his execution, Ted Bundy coolly
traced his origins as a serial killer, describing how boyhood glimpses
of violent pornography became "an addiction" that grew until his
"destructive energy" exploded from fantasy into reality.
SEATTLE — After enduring more than a decade of Ted Bundy's
smug silence and denials, relatives of his acknowledged victims found
a chilling relief in his 11th-hour admission of a life of rape and
murder.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's selfstyled state of the commonwealth
address contained some hopeful
signs for legislators. but many of
them said ,they were still leery of
executive intentions of working
with the General Assembly.
Wilkinson's speech Tuesday
night contained promises of cooperation as well as veiled criticism
of the legislature and its effect on
the first 13 months- of his term.
On the subjects of education and

taxation. Wilkinson's speech meant
different things to different legislators. Some thought he gave hints of.
a willingness to compromise. while
others said they detected no change
in Wilkinson's longstanding opposition to a tax increase and unwillingness to embrace legislative initiatives on education.
Generally, Wilkinson said the
past year has been one of unprecedented economic and fiscal growth
for the state, and he also listed
numerous other accomplishments

DOVER, Tenn. (AP) — Two
Kentucky prison escapees wanted
in the slaying of a Stewart County
couple are asking for more time to
fight their extradition from Texas,
authorities said Tuesday.
Derek Quintero and James Blanton, who have been held in El
Paso, Texas, since their capture in
Mexico July 10, recently lost an

effort against extradition in the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals,
District Attorney General Kenneth
Atkins said.
Atkins said authorities in El Paso
said Blanton and Quintero have
requested a 60-day stay of the
appeals court decision so they can
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
First-degree murder charges

against the pair have been filed in
Stewart County in the slayings of
Buford "Slick" Vester. 71, and his
wife Myrtle Estelle Vester, 69, at
their Leatherwood community
home last June.
Quintero, 26, of Clarksville, and
Blanton, 29., of Farler, Ky., were
among eight inmates who escaped
from the Kentucky State Prison at

She's just attended a development workshop and you can tell
she's excited about what she has to
do. If you didn't know better.
you'd think she was a teenager
planning her sweet sixteen party
instead of an independent woman
planning 'activities for the enure
community.
Which is not to say that she does
not take her job seriously. Rosanne
Radke, local Family YMCA director, is anything but fooling around.
"We developed a mission statement now and it's like we're really
going somewhere," Radke said.
"The five key areas of emphasis
are aquatics, child care, 50 + (for

By DAVID TUCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
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Murray Independent School District maintenance man Glenn Halo
swept an empty bus after classes were canceled for the rest of the
week in the city school system in hopes of stopping an outbreak of
influenza among many of the younger children. Assistant Superintendent Bob Rogers said 20 percent of the city youngsters were absent
from school Tuesday morning, with more being sent home during the
day. Rogers said classes are expected to resume Monday.
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lithe number of building permits issued by the city fire marshal's office is any indication, 1988
was a very good year for expansion
in the city of Murray as an all-time
high of 99 permits were issued last
year, a fire department spokesperson said.
Department records showed the
total costs of the projects in the
city was S6,852,630, up from
1987's total of $5,924,352 when 92
permits were written.
The old record was 98 permits
authorized in 1986.
Permits were authorized for 24
new houses, up from 18 in 1987.
Last year, additions to existing
houses accounted for 29 permits,

ap from H
were issued for new multi-tatn..‘
dwellings in 1988. one v. as
for an addition to an ix i‘nngwtfamily dwelling.
Commercial start-ups a..couii.o..
for 14 permits. up one trom
and 23 commercial addition termits, down two from 1987, were
authori/cd by the city.
In 1987, 18 permits were Issued
for new family d‘.vellings_ Additions and alterations to singlefamily dwellings accountedfor 13
permits in 1987.
Government pmetls. for winch
permits are not issued, are not
included on the summary. Such
projects could include the school'
systems. the hospital. and Murray
State University. —

Committee cements plans for area festival
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
1,

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:34 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
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By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER

SAN FRANCISCO — Wholesale changes aren't expected, but next
year's San Francisco 49ers should have a different look from the team
that won its third Super Bowl.
NEW YORK — Television history's three most-watched shows
could all be Super Bowls — knocking the farewell episode of
MASH. to fourth place — when final viewership figures are tallied
on San Francisco's 20-16 victory over Cincinnati, NBC says.
RALEIGH, N.C. — The chairman of the University of North Carolina Board ofGovernors will meet with the panel's vice chairman and
top staff to consider whether the board should investigate allegations
against North Carolina State's basketball program.
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his .Jarromstrat!on.
"Tlie state of the common w ea
good." Wilkinson said in .b.e
.Iddress broadcast by Kentuck%
Education Television. "It's far
say that every day in every An,.
Kentucky's getting better and better — better jobs. better p.Jy ant
the promise of a better !uturc
House Speaker Don Blandrnrd.
D-Philpot. was among
ers wary of Wilkinson •
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Rosanne Radke excited
about her YMCA duties

LEXINGTON — University of Kentucky President David Roselle
-This agreed to brief trustees on the response the school is preparing to
18 NCAA allegations against its basketball program before it is
submitted.
FRANKFORT — The state's first driver's-license check of its thousands of school bus drivers has found 19 with problem licenses, officials said.
LEXINGTON — Investigators are trying to determine whether two
weekend house fires are tied in with six others that arsonists have set
since Sept. 17.
LEXINGTON — Five defendants are awaiting sentencing in a narcotics case in which federal prosecutors said they were assisted by the
former wife of an alleged drug kingpin.

LONDON (AP) — The .U.S.
dollar edged up against most
major currencies in light European trading early today,
spurred by Federal Reserve
Board Chairman Alan Greenspan's declared commitment to
fight inflation. Gold prices fell.
Dealers said the dollar's surge
could prompt renewed dollarselling by central banks, and
said fear of intervention was
already preventing the dollar
from rising faster.
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The Business Committee for the
Arts' Festival Committee met
Tuesday at the Chamber of Commerce to cement plans for the
upcoming Jackson Purchase Arts &
Crafts Festival June 3-4 at Kenlake
State Park.
JPAC Chairman Betty Hinton

told committee heads that for the
festival to be a success this year,
the work needs to begin now.
"We need to start publicizing
this thing," she said. "because for
so long now people have been
thinking of it as a 'Murray' arts
and crafts show, but it's not. It's
for the entire Jackson Purchase
area."
Hinton said even though some

people perceived the show as one
entirely for Murray, it still drew a
crowd of more than 14,000 people
and she expects it will bring in
more than 20,000 in 1989.
The committee is still looking
for corporate sponsors for the
show, Hinton said, and will not
send the festival program to press
until three days before the show.
"That way, we can get everybody

in and get them thanked."
Hinton said it is important to
bring in more business sponsors.
"That's what we are," she said,
"the 'Business' Committee for the
Arts. We need to get support from •
businesses, and whether they want
to donate something we need or
just give money, we need their
(coot'd on page 2)
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Louisville to be lottery board headquarters

STATE OF THE
COMMONWEALTH
GOVEPNOP WALLACE G. WILKINSON

Wilkinson...
(Cont'd from page I)
"I guess 1 have to wonder which
was the real Wallace Wilkinson,"
Blandford said. "Was he speaking
at Bowling Green or was he speaking here tonight."
A speech Wilkinson made to a
chamber of commerce gathering in
Bowling Green two weeks ago was
sharply critical of legislators.
On education, Wilkinson reiterated his criticism of those who
have called for more money for the
current system of teaching Kentucky children.
"Nothing short of a complete
restructuring of our schools will
allow substantial improvement,"
Wilkinson said, sounding a theme
he has repeated through several
rounds of failed negotiations with
lawmakers and educational interests for a compromise education
package.
Blandford indicated he was
somewhat skeptical of Wilkinson's
education position.
-If the governor has a plan
where he can revamp education and
move Kentucky forward without a
tax increase, I'm certainly willing
t@ listen. But I haven't heard it."
Blandford said.
Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned, the
majority floor leader in the Senate,
gave Wilkinson generally high
marks for the speech.

Ni

"1 thought he came across as
being extremely sincere in what he
believed," Wright said. "Without
being critical, I'm not sure that
maybe he didn't oversimplify the
ease of solving our education
problems.''
Republican floor leader Sen.
John Rogers of Somerset also felt
good about the governor's education points in the speech.
"He's at least been bold enough
to suggest there may he more than
one way to skin a cat.... I think our
party would not have any problem
at all in exploring the possibilities
of seeing whether we can retool the
system to put out a better product," Rogers said. "We can surely do better than what we are
doing.On the subject of taxes. Wilkin-

ACE
Hardware

son said: "No governor in the history of the commonwealth has been
under more pressure to raise taxes
than I have. But let me say it again.
I am not willing to call for new
taxes just to continue the same old
stuff. We must change."
That was a signal to some lawmakers of a slight change in Wilkinson's no-tax stance.
"I thought he left the door open
when he talked in terms of understanding that money was needed
for the schools — that it wasn't the
only issue, but he did understand
that," said Sen. David Karem, DLouisville.
Karem said he thought Wilkinson was trying to go directly to the
people to garner support for his
position.
"I think that was tactically a
wise way to do it.... It was a thing
Ronald Reagan was effective in
doing to try to get his programs
through," Karem said.
On that subject, Wilkinson
pleaded for help in a folksy
manner.
"I'm going to need the folks
you've hired to represent you in the
General Assembly and the folks
you've hired to teach in the classroom to stand with the fellow
you've hired to be your governor,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson said his own educational ideas are based on the four
points of discipline in the classroom, accountability for schools,
parental and community involvement and a return to basics.
He did not spend much time
explaining his own plan for education, which has been criticized as
vague. Instead, he borrowed a
phrase that Soviet Premier.Mikhail
Gorbachev uses to describe his
own plans for that country.
"Simply put, I am proposing
'perestroika.' or restructuring, for
Kentucky's educational system."
Wilkinson said.
Recalling the first 13 months of
his administration. Wilkinson said
he engineered an explosion in
employment in the state and made
a $100 million turnaround in the
state's budget.
There are 53,000 more,Kentuckians working now than a year ago,
and Wilkinson said the state's
unemployment rate is dropping
twice as fast as the national

.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's games will be based in
Louisville.
Kentucky Lottery Corp. directors
voted 3-2 Tuesday to let President
Frank Keener pick a home in the
state's largest city for the headquarters and the 100 jobs it is
expected to include.
Keener had recommended Louisville because of its location in what
will be the largest retail area for
the lottery, the availability of communications facilities for future
computer games and a private
development group's offer of
$100,000 to help defray the cost of
beginning the operation.
"From the people standpoint,
it's more centrally located," Keener said.
Director Ralph Hacker of Lexington said that not enough time
had been spent comparing the locations, especially their costs. He was
joined by Connie Lawson of Richmond in opposing Louisville as the
headquarters.
Keener said delays in choosing a
site would eat up any savings in
the cost of rent. Directors Robert
Anderson of Louisville, Charleen
Vater of Florence and Chairman
William Sullivan of Henderson
backed Keener's recommendation.
The lottery board also selected
companies to provide start-up services in financial and marketing
areas and decided to award the first
advertising contract to a Kentucky
company.
Also during Tuesday's meeting,
Keener was given permission to
negotiatt for a loan of up to $26
million to begin the lottery and
also gave board members a sneak
preview of what the first game
might resemble.
Keener also said he had hired
Larry Sipes, a deputy director for
administration for the Illinois Lottery, to serve as No. 2 man for
Kentucky's games. He said Sipes
will probably aSsume his Kentucky

Festival... •
(Cont'd from page 1)
support."
Hinton said advertising being
sold for the show's program by
MSU students should bring in some
of the funds needed for the festival.
Proceeds from the festival aid in
the support of organizations such
as the Murray Art Guild, MurrayCalloway County Community Theater, -Murray -C-ivic Music Association, Murray State University's
College of Fine Arts and Communications and the Boy Scout
Museum of America.
In addition to being publicized
by the Kentucky Park System, the
festival committee is working with
the chambers of commerce and
tourism commissions in all vacation areas of Land Between the
Lakes and Western Kentucky to
publicize the show in a farreaching tourist zone.
Entertainment will be provided
Saturday afternoon and evening by
the community theater summer
cabaret, in hopes that the activity
will draw more people to the
festival.
Awards will be presented to
exhibitors who enter in two categories — hard and soft crafts. Prize
money ranges from $25 to $100
and a best of show award will be
given.
For information about the festival or how to become a sponsor,
contact Pam Shay at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, 753-5171, or Hinton at
753-0077.

duties in about two weeks.
Keener also said he hopes to sell
the first ticket by April 8, but
declined to set that as a deadline.
The board selected Arthur
Andersen of Phoenix, Ariz., to provide computer hardware and software services for the lottery headquarters and for its instant games.
The company will be paid
$1,277,000 for the work.
The Arthur Andersen proposal
was neither the least expensive
proposal for the service nor the
most expensive: Deloitte Haskins
and Sells bid $1,577,000 and Dit
tler Bros. and The Game Plan submitted a joint bid of $688,000.
Keener said Dittler Bros. had
never before provided services to
begin a lottery.
Lottery Support Group of Atlanta was selected to provide the
marketing assistance, such as training and recruiting retailers, training
of sales agents and help in selecting an advertising agency. The
company will be paid $298,000,
the lowest of three bids.
Other bids were submitted by
Gaming Dimensions of Phoenix
and Webcraft Games Inc. of North
Brunswick, N.J.
Hacker, a broadcasting executive, urged the selection of a Kentucky advertising company. The
selected company will have to contract with an out-of-state firm for
expertise in conducting a lottery
campaign.
Keener said that restriction
should not cause any problems.
"I just think we need to keep
everything inside Kentucky that we
can keep in Kentucky," Hacker
said, who added he will abstain
from the vote when the actual com-

Escapees...
(Cont'd from page 1)
prison.
Atkins said if the Supreme Court
agrees to hear Quintero's and Blanton's appeal and reverses the lower
court ruling, it "could be a long
time before the two are brought to
trial in Stewart County.
"In that event, we would probably go ahead and bring Hall down
from Kentucky to trial on his
own," Atkins said. "But if they
don't get a stay (for their appeal),
we could have all of them in Stewart County by April."
Stewart County Sheriff David _
Hield -S-aid- he WM ask the County'
Commission for money to fund
extra security for the trial.
In addition to the fire-degree
murder charges, Quintero, Blanton
and Hall were indicted in Stewart
County on burglary and habitual
criminal charges.
Investigators suspect the three
took the Vesters' car that was
found in Memphis after the murders. They are also believed to
have taken a 20-gauge shotgun
from the Leatherwood home of
Neal Foster and that gun may have
been used in the Vester murders,
authorities said.
The Vesters were found shot to
death in their home June 22.
"They (Quintero and Blanton)
are saying they were improperly
brought from Mexico to Texas,"
Atkins said.
Two of the other eight escapees
are scheduled to go on trial in
Marion County, Ky., Feb. 27,
Joseph Montgomery, 27, and
Ronnie Hudson, 29, face charges in
Kentucky that they disposed of a
car stolen from a Stewart County
woman's home June 19.
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pany is selected.
Keener said he hopes to choose
an advertising company at a board
meeting on Feb. 20.
Three Louisville banks, First
National, Citizens Fidelity, where
Keener used to work, and Liberty
National have been contacted about
providing the capital to get the lottery going. First Security Bank in
Lexington was also contacted.
Keener said he will choose the
bank that offers the best deal.
The selection of a deadline to

sell the first lottery ticket is particularly important to Keener
because he has a $5,000 bonus riding on whether he meets the
deadline.
The board members got a secret
look at what might be the first
game during a closed portion of the
meeting. Keener said he will spend
$5,000 for a market survey to
determine which of three games is
most preferred.
All of the games have a connection to the Kentucky Derby.

Bush to present his
version of budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush pledged Tuesday to submit detailed revisions to Ronald
Reagan's budget next month and
suggested high-level negotiations
between the White House and Congress to produce an early
agreement.
The White House acknowledged
Bush had not kept his promise to
send his team of budget negotiators
to Congress on the first day of his
presidency. Likewise, it appeared
unlikely Bush would follow
through on his promise to personally lead the budget talks.
Amid a glow of bipartisan good

Radke...
(Cont'd from page 1)
munity needs and developing
human potential by providing
wholesome activities for all people
to further their spiritual, physical,
mental and social growth regardless of their economic
circumstances."
Radke said she felt the need to
"narrow" the organization's scope
with only one full-time staff person. "We have a lot of part-time
people and we have a lot of volunteers," she said.
In fact, one of the programs
Radke seems most- proud of is one
that requires a great deal of time
from volunteers.
"We have a tutoring program at
both middle schools," Radke said
of the program that started last
semester at Murray Middle and this
semester at Calloway Middle.
"MSU students-do the- wring- at
no cost to the middle school students. It helps them (middle school
students) develop good study
habits, and the college student is
not only a tutor, but a good role
model and a friend."
"A lot of these kids come from
single-parent families," Radke said,
pointing out the need for some special attention that one parent may
not have time to give.
"And, a lot of the Murray State
students are education or social
work majors," she said, "and they
are looking for practical work
experience to use when they graduate. We keep track of their hours
and they turn in report sheets but
there's no money involved."
Radke said the tutors for Murray
Middle students got a special treat
before Christmas when they were
invited to school to eat lunch with
their students. "It was just really
neat," Radke said.
Radke has other tricks stored in
her magic hat. A cheerleading clinic (Jan. 28), where the MSU cheerleaders will teach cheers and pompon routines, will give local girls a
chance to perform at the half-time
of the Racer basketball game on
Saturday.
An overnight for fifth, sixth and
seventh graders in MS U's Carr
Health Building (with a maximum
of 150 children) will give children

will on the fourth day of his presidency, Bush met at the White
House with Democratic and Republican congressional leaders to seek
cooperation on the budget and foreign policy.
Republicans and Democrats alike
said Bush gave no clue about his
budget priorities, but said his rkoposals would include steps to deal
with the nation's savings and loan
crisis.
Bush will address a joint session
of Congress on Feb. 9 to reveal
proposals for revising Reagan's
$1.15 trillion budget for fiscal
1990.
an night of swimming, games,
snacks and a chance to tie-dye their
own t-shirts.
Radke says the Tots in Motion
program is a big success too.
Designed for three to five-yearolds, the class helps children work
on coordination and motor development through games, exercising
and tumbling.
"They run me wild," Radke
laughed."We do all kinds of things
and the kids get a lot of different
skills. Some of the parents stay and
watch but after we've earned their
trust, most of them enjoy having 45
minutes to themselves."
Radke says a gymnastics for
theerleading class is primarily for
girls who want to try out for cheerleader and need to sharpen their
gymnastics skills.
"We're not in here to take away
business or to take over what's
being done," she said of the existins gymnastics ,krograrris,__"W_Q
want to fulfill needs that aren't
being met."
Radke is especially proud of
everything the Y does for kids. But
she seems to hold a special place in
her heart for the 50+ participants
"They are so much fun," she said
of the students in the class she
teaches. "We all moan and groan
out loud -- they work really hard."
The class is designed to improve
strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness.
Radke, director of the local Y
since it formed in July 1988, says
she's beginning to think about the
future of the organization and its
iminent growth.
"We want to build a building for
everybody in the town to go to,"
she said. "We need a place."
Radke said a new building would
need a gymnasium, an indoor pool
for year-round aquatics, and community meeting rooms.
Though she seems content to
work from her donated office space
in the Loretta Jobs Century 21
Realty building, something about
Radke tells you that she's ready to
expand — to make more programs
available with expanded YMCA
facilities.
"We're going to serve a lot of
people."
For more information on any
YMCA programs, Radke can be
reached at 759-YMCA (9622)
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ACE Torch
Solid brass pencil flame torch. 14.1 oz.
propane cylinder, 15 hrs. burning time.
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Anyone can be 'tres chic' with a bit ofinstruction
Admit it, fellow mopes, you would like to
be tres chic. You'd like to dazile your
social set by dropping such phrases as
n'est-ce pas? Or savoir-faire. And you'd
like to do it without making a faux pas.
But you can't be tres chic because it's
likely that you not only don't know what it
means, but you would pronounce it tress
chick. And that would be a faux pas, which
you, in your mopeness, would pronounce
fox
, but you don't have to be so blatantly
lacking in sophistication, so socially inept.
You don't have to stand there shuffling
your feet and staring into your beer glass
while some wine sniffer, who was born into
wealth and privilege, drops a c'est rnagnifique into the conversation.
Someone has come to your rescue. In no
time at all, you can be tossing around tres
chics and n'est-ce pas like you were born
with a silver frog leg in your mouth. You'll
be able to hold your own with any no-good,
low-down, French phrase-dropping faking
phony. Not only French, but Italian,
German, Latin and Yiddish.

And you can do it without taking any
long, tedious language courses after work.
You don't have to learn any new language.
You can fake it.
The answer is a home-study program
called "Culturally Speaking." You just
listen to the cassettes while looking at the
list of phrases and words, and in no time
you will be as tres chic as anybody in your
bowling league.
•
As the brochure for this course describes
it:
-340 frequently used foreign words and
expressions on dual cassettes.
"Project a more sophisticated image at
social and business gatherings! Vis-a-vis ...
L'chayin
"Add more enjoyment to foreign travel!
Bon Voyage ... Ciao.
"Understand the foreign terms in literature, theater and cinema! Forte ... Ich
Liebe dich.
"Add polish to conversations and writings! La dolce vita ... Tres chic."
Would you be surprised to learn that this
program is something that came to life —

Royko
Says
By
Mike Royko
but where else — in California?
According to the publicists for "Culturally Speaking," it was the creation of
-former fashion model and film producer
Marion Forrest, a successful entrepreneur
who's been written about and talked about
in scores of newspaper and magazine
articles and on numerous TV and radio
programs.
"She has appeared on such shows as
'Captain Kangaroo,' 'Two on the Town,'
and 'Regis Philbin."
Imagine that. Captain Kangaroo and
Regis Philbin. If that ain't tres chic, I don't
know what the hell is.
The, cassettes are selling by the thou-

sands and thousands, according to Hugh
Penton, president of the California firm
that is marketing them.
In a telephone chat, Mr. Penton said;
-They're going fantastically. They're
being sold to libraries, schools, full-line
bookstores, supermarkets and giftware
stores."
If I use it, will I be able to impress my
friends?
"Sometimes that may be the case. And it
might be a little self-defense by adding
some polish to your conversations.
"If you use them, they can make you
sound erudite and polished. I don't see
anything wrong with using these expressions if they enhance your image. It
implies you're privy to a level of language
that's not available to ordinary people, and
there's nothing wrong with that."
Me, either. As I wrote several months
ago, I've frequently been embarrassed in
restaurants when I pronounced prix fixe
the way it is spelled. One waitress almost
slapped me.
Mr. Penton went on: "There's certainly

an image of a more polished and educated
person. You don't hear people use them in
just everyday use. It's usually people who
are well-educated, jet-setters."
But with this program, Mr. Penton says.
you don't have to be a jet-setter or well
educated. Any boob or rube can do it.
"It is not necessarily just a Beverly Hills
product. We're getting orders from Oregon,
Nebraska, Indiana and Des Moines, Iowa
You name it."
Indiana? That is amazing. I can see
Rudy, in his bib overalls and John Deere
cap, hopping out of his pickup, walking into
Vera's Hoosier Coffee Shop, and saying to
the waitress: "Howdy. Vera, ma chem.' I
sure do like this joint's milieu."
And Vera responds: "Yep, Rudy, n'est-ce
pas?
If Rudy can do it, so can I, so I've rushed
in my order. I was especially intrigued
when I saw that the word list included "al
fresco." And all this time I thought Al
Fresco was a Chicago alderman.

Business Mirror
Can these numbers be ignored?
By JOHN. CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Sharp disparities in local real estate prices
— between abutting communities
and neighborhoods within them —
eventually become muted by financial pressures, such as those that
exist today.
And the stage is being set once
again for major shifts of the same
sort on the national scene — that
is, from state to state and city to
city. Should it occur, it probably
will be for the same reasons dictating the local moves.
In this metropolitan area, for
example, Hoboken and other
lower-priced New Jersey -communities that once seemed beyond consideration by builders, are in.,,
Smart buyers and renters flock
there to get a view of New York's
skyline.
The once dilapitated Times
Square area and Midtown's
neglected West Side are being
rebuilt, and no doubt will attract
people who once would live
nowhere but in Greenwich- Village
or the Upper West Side. Harlem
may be next.
The process has occurred in
almost every city in America as
financial factors overcome prejudice. Bargains become too great to
decline. Factors such as cultural
reputation and social acceptability
give way not just to price but to an
appreciation of natural beauty and
convenience. What was out
becomes in.
Enormous disparities in housing
costs now suggest that some of
those same factors will be working
on the national scene as well.
Consider, for example, that payments on the average conventionally financed St. Louis dwelling
require 18.2 percent of income
compared with 35.5 percent in the
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New York area _ancl you see why
individuals and industry must take
notice.
Lomas Mortgage USA, which
produced these figures from its
continuing study of real estate
markets, offers this breakdown:
ST. LOUIS: Household income
$46,900. New home price
$103,400. Monthly payment
$796.95. Percentage of income
required 20.4 percent. Existing
home price S93,500. Monthly payment $675.59. Percentage of
income 17.3.
NEW YORK CITY AREA:
Household income $48,000. New
home price S167.500. Monthly
payment S1,340.72. Percentage of
income needed 33.5 percent. Existing home price S135,400. Monthly
payment $1,093.76. Percentage of
income 27.3.
In a special report to subscribers
of Lomas! -"U.S, Housing Markets," the 10 least affordable metropolitan areas were listed as New
York, Sa Diego, Los Angeles, Boston, San Francisco B-ay, Washington, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Baltimore, Seattle-Tacoma. Al! were
near either the East or West coast.
In contrast, the 10 most affordable areas were St. Louis, Cleveland, Miami-Fort Lauderdale, Tampa, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Portland, Ore.. Greensboro, S.C.,
Detroit-Ann Arbor and Salt Lake
City.
A critical factor in evaluating the
disparity in these figures is the
financial pressure placed on young
households today. Many require
two incomes. Savings rates are
down, but down payments are up.
The price of housing, therefore.
becomes a vital factor in maintaining lifestyle, and eventually may be
the determining factor -- even beyond employment — in making a
move. It is a pattern that industry
cannot ignore.
Paul Low, Lomas Mortgage
president, points to national figures
in making the point.
He observes that while the U.S.
average household income rose
from $35,500 in 1984 to S43.000 in
1988, the selling price of the average conventional financed dwelling
soared to $130,800 from S83.100.
Household income advanced 21
percent in the four-year period. The
average home price ran up 57.4
percent. producing a situation that
makes home-ownership much more
difficult than it was in 1977.
In that year, says Low, more
than half the nation's first-time
homebuyers were able to make at
least a 20 percent down payment.
But 10 years later, though median
household income had nearly
doubled, less than one-third of
first-timers were able to put 20 percent down.
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Commonwealth Comment

By Michael D. Ward

Different sentences,same crimes cause controversy
In the last few years there has
been a concerted attack upon the
discretion used by judges and prosecutors in our criminal justice
system.
Flagrant abuses of power — infrequent, yet sensational — has
caused the general public to grow
suspicious of the courts.
The area which has attracted the
most attention in this regard is that
of disparity in sentences.
A murderer in one jurisdiction
receives 20 years in the penitentiary. In another state the same
type of crime is punished by death.
Justice is. after all, relative. But
should it always be equal?
Time and circumstance, and
many times the offender
themselves, create a need for flexibility in sentencing.
The big difference between
sentencing in Federal courts, and
in Kentucky state courts is, that the
judges do the duties in our United
States tribunals. In Kentucky we
have jury sentencing.
To combat unjustifiable dispari-

ty in penalties in Federal Court,
Congress in 1984 established a cornmission to come up with sentencing
guidelines. It has now been 10
months since the system went in
effect.
It's a rather complex system.
Judges add and subtract points
for such things as the use of a
weapon in the commission of the
crime, the severity of the crime,
and the defendant's previous
record. The resulting "score"
determines the sentence.
There are other important fac•
tors which are left out however —
age. drug dependence, and mental
health.
So how has the new procedure
worked?
. It's perhaps too strong to say that
chaos prevails. But there is a lot of
confusion. Of the thousands of offenders tried in the Federal courts.
400 have challenged the new way of
doing things as being unconstitutional for one reason or another.
And uniformity in sentencing has
not been attained. This is because
some judges are afraid that the
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Looking Back

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Byars, a girl
Ten years ago
Muhammad Ali, three-time and :o Mr. and Mrs. Danny T. Lampcurrent world heavyweight boxing kins and a girl to Mr. and 'Mrs.
champion, spoke last night at Niur- George W. Dowdy, Jan. 20, and a
ray-State University Sports Arena. boy to Mr. and Mrs. George F.
He was paid S12,500 by MSU Stu- Ward. Jan. 21.
Thirty years ago
dent Activities Board to appear
Kenneth Murdock of Lynn
here, according to officials.
Dr. Walter W. Jones, Murray eye Grove attended a Leaders' Training
physician and surgeon, has been meeting on "4-H Tractor Mainteelected to active fellowship in nnce" held Jan. 14-16 at
American Acadmey of Madisonville.
Clara Eagle. Jana Wilson and
Ophthalmology.
Thelma Warlord of the Theta Ann Wood presented a program on
Department of the Murray "Know Your State" at a meeting of
Woman's Club, is pictured present- Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa
for
example
an
a check of $729.65 from the Gamma held at New Concord
set
ing
student
These
us all to follow., As Kentucky's Business and Industry Drive for School.
Recent births reported at Murray
only full-service pediatric hospital, Arthritis to Rita McLucas, execuKosair Children's Hospital gives tive director of Western area of Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Rafe Brooks, a boy to Mr. and
the best care possible to children Arthritis Foundation.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. William Ahart and a girl to
needing our help. We can do that
Kathy Rowlett, Murray High Mr. and Mrs. Glavious Rogers.
because of the support we receive
Forty years ago from special friends, like the Beta School, Rickie Hopkins, Calloway
Troy Donelson, 21, died from
County High School, and Elizabeth
Club membership.
We thank the Beta Club mem- Gowans, University School. all injuries when hit by a car on Paris
bers for their concern. And, we seniors, have been selected as Highway near Hazel last night. He
invite your readers to join us in Good Citizens by Captain Wendell had stopped to aid a motorist.
Preston Ordway, business manacongratulating them for their con- Oury Chapter of the Daughters of
ger of Murray State College, said
tribution. It means a lot to many the American Revolution.
A meeting on redistricting Callo- tickets are on sale for the Ohio
children and their families.
way County was held Jan. 21, at Valley Conference Basketball
With kindest regards,
Calloway County Courthouse. Tournament at Jefferson County
Yours sincerely,
About 30 persons were present to Armory at Louisville on Feb.23-26.
Stanley R. McAnally
meet with the committee appointed
Mrs. Vesta McQueary and W.D.
Vice -President for
by Calloway County Judge Hall Sykes were married Jan. 22 at the
Development
Sykes' home on Broad Street,
601 South Floyd St., Rm. 404 McCuiston.
Births reported include a boy to Murray.
Louisville, Ky 40202

Letter To The Editor

Beta Club commended
Dear Editor:
Special achievement deserves
special recognition. On behalf of
Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, I hope that you'll help
us to recognize the Beta Club
members from Calloway County
High School, and their sponsor,
Ms. Kelly Doran, for their contribution to benefit our kids.
Beta Clubs, from all parts of
Kentucky, met in Louisville for
their state convention and presented Kosair Children's Hospital
with a gift totaling $7,768.10. Beta
Clubs members at Calloway County High School helped to make that
gift possible.
They helped the children that
come to us for life saving dialysis
treatment. They helped to give
hope to many families from
throughout the Commonlycalth.

new guidelines will be overruled hv
the U.S. Supreme Court. and Li re
sticking to the old penalty ranges.
Other courts are using the new.
Still others are using both — handing out two sentences to each
defendant. One will have to stand
up, they reason.
The U.S. Supreme Court will
make the final decision, probably
sometime this winter.
It's a tough problem — the
disparity question.
Disproportionate penalties between like offenders and like offenses causes a loss of confidence
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Rainey Apperson

When word came that the famed
surrealist artist, Salvador Da11, had
died this week at the age of 84,
Effie (Mrs. Leonard) Vaughn
brought to my attention something
of interest about Dali.
Salvador Dali's famous "Art-inJewels" Collection once helped
save Cokesburg College in Greenwood County, S.C.

Effie's friend and member of the
Jdnited Daughters of the Confederacy, Mrs. Sterling Graydon, used
her imagination and ingenuity to
convert the abandoned college
building into an historic shrine.
When President Jefferson Davis
and his entourage were fleeing
South from pursuers, they stopped
at Cokesburg College near Green-

wood, S.C. It was said that here
Davis dismissed the 100 ablebodied, armed men from the Confederate Navy Yard in Charlotte,
N.C., and sent them back to
Charlotte.
Afterwards, this was seen as a
ghastly mistake for the Davis contingent was discovered by a detachment of Michigan Cavalry,,and the
entire Treasury was stolen. This
was said to have consisted of
$85,000 in gold, $35,000 in silver
bullion, and $700,000 in Confederate bills. It is not known what
became of it.
Cokesburg College, owned by
the Masons of South Carolina and
the Methodist Conference, was a
female college, built in 1854. Later
the college was closed and the
abandoned building reached a state
of ruin.
Through Mrs. Graydon's hard
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work and Dali's -Art-in-Jewels
Collection, the boildiggs were
restored.
"The Divine Dali" as he liked to
call himself, was easily recognized:
his waxed mustache curling up like
a bull's horn, his long hair falling
over his neck and one of his more
than 30 walking sticks draped over
an arm.
Dali was a resident of the United
States for many years, but went
home to Figueras, Spain, and that
is where he died. He completed
most of his critically successful
works before he was 35.
His "Persistence of Memory"
%with its clocks and barren landscape is perhaps the world's most
celebrated surrealist painting.
If you are traveling near Greenwood County, S.C., stop for an
hour and visit old Cokesbury College, now a state shrine.

Community events are listed
Wednesday, Jan. 25

Thursday, Jan. 26

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill will meet at 7 p.m. in
Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir rehearsal at 6:30
p.m,

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet 'at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

The Single Connection will meet
Events at First Baptist Church. at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom
will include Bible Study at j9:45 of Educational Building, First
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.; United Methodist Church. For
Fellowship Supper and Youth information call Ruth, 753-7645,
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Children's Glen, 435-4143, or Jim, 492-8733.
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign .Lan- \ Parenting Class will be at 7 p.m.
guage Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctu- .in education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
ary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club Bowling
at 4 p.m.; super dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Adult cl-teith Dr. Buchanan at 6:20CI.; Bazaar Workshop
at 6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults) will meet at 7:30
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray Magazine Club will meet
at 1:30 p.m. in the home of
Kathryn Carman.
Public meeting will be at 7 p.m.
at Paris Landing State Park.
COVENANT, a national music
team, will perform at 7 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. The
public is invited.
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on the 'courtsquare in downtown
Murray from 9 tp 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a coffee break
for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at church.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers are scheduled to play
a basketball game with Hickman
County at Jeffrey Gym.
Murray High School Tiger
Freshmen Boys will play a basketball game with Mayfield at 6:30
p.m. at Murray High.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Benton. For
information call 759-4059,
762-3399, 753-7764 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach Streets.
For information call 753-;8136.
489-2628 or 762-6297.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church include Legion of Mary at
9:45 a.m. and Reconciliation Meeting (Parents/Child) at 7 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Bell Choir at 6
p.m. and Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Hall.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis.Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Front Porch will rehearse at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
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Humane Society plans meeting
The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Jan. 26,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend, a society spokesman said.

SCV plans event on Saturday

Center plans two special groups

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans
- will observe the birthdays of Generals Lee and Jackson with a dinner on
Charter Counseling Center at 104 North Fifth St., Murray, will start
Saturday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Mayfield. This is an annual
two special groups on Wednesday, Feb. 8. An ongoing Adult Children of
observance by the SCV. Fulton County Judge/Executive James Everett,
Alcoholics Group will be from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m.; and an ongoing
assisted by Dan McKinnis, executive director of Visions, Inc., and Jimmy
Seniors Caring and Sharing Group will be from 2 to 3 p.m. For more
Treas, businessman of Fulton County, will provide the program. A portion
information call 753-8494 between the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
of their program will explain and enlighten the movement underway concerning Columbus-Belmont battlefield being designated a National Landmark. Carol Barnes and Patricia Stallins of Mayfield will provide southmusic. Reservations for the meal at $10 per person should be made
ern
The Kentucky State Poetry Society has announced its 1989 Poetry Conwith
Adjutant C.L. Pollard Jr., Rt. 1, Box 156, Water Valley, Ky.
test with over $1.500 in cash prizes. There is no entry fee for those
immediately.
attending school. Also, there is a free contest for "those who have never
won a poetry prize." There are over 40 categories ranging from "Traditional" through modern and even "way out." For a complete listing of
categories, rules, entry fee and other information send a stamped selfaddressed stamped envelope to J. Proctor, 505 Southland Blvd., LouisvilThe Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
le, Ky. 40214.
Employees will meet Friday, Jan. 27, at 11:30 a.m. for a luncheon meeting at Sirloin Stockade. Lowell Palmer will have senior citizens' discount
cards for distribution. Jack Owens, president, urges all members and any
federal employees planning to retire soon to attend.

Poetry Contest is announced

NARFE Chaper plans meeting

Local hospital lists dismissals
and babies for last two days
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
23, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hutcherson baby boy, mother,
Rhonda, 214 Dudley St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Kelley baby boy, parents, Karen
and Kenneth. Rt. 1, Box 77A,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Futrell baby girl, parents, Terri
and Jimmy, 410 South Eighth St.,
Murray;

INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
7.15. 915

(Cont'd on page 5.4)

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Millington of Richardson, Texas, are the parents
of a son, Jarred Kyle, weighing nine pounds eight ounces, measuring 22
inches, born on Saturday, Jan. 14, at a hospital there. The mother is the
former Patti Anne Ross. Both the father and mother are employed at
Rockwell Corp. there. A paternal great-grandfather is Pat Ross of Murray.

•Infants •Toddlers
•Pre-School •After-Schooi

,
7 00, 930

Free government commodities
will be distributed at the county
road department's facilities on East

Jari-od Kyle Millington born

PROVIDES HIGHEST
QUALITY CHILDCARE

7.10, 920

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.

MARRIED FOR 25 YEARS - Mr. and Mrs. James (Ruford) Black
of 709 North Clifford, Tolono, Ill., are today observing their 25th
wedding anniversary. They were married Jan. 25, 1964, by a Justice
of the Peace in Champaign, Ill. Their attendants were Susie and Wilbur Tarter, sister and brother-in-law of the bride. Mrs. Black, the
former Ura Louise Dalton, is the daughter of Mrs. Lena Miller Dalton
Patton and the late Henry Carson Dalton of Champaign. Mr. Black is
the son of Mrs. Pansy F. Sanders Black and the late James B. Black
of Rt. 1, Farmington. They have two sons, Britt Leon Black of Murray and David Allen Black of Georgia; and one granddaughter, Jordon Denise Black of Chicago, Ill.

DATEBOOK
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TWINS

Thursday, Jan. 26
Golden Age Club is scheduled to
meet at 11 a.m. in social hall of
First United Methodist Church.

•Infant Stimulation
*Pre-Computer Skills
•Music Appreciation
•Foreign Language
Introduction
Call For Information/
Application Packet:
Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W.

753-9909 or
753-5227

Braddy baby girl, parents, Frankic and Gary, Rt. 2, Box 45, Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Tana Jones and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 22, Wingo; Ms. Pam
Tharpe and baby boy, 433 Belmont
Lodge Apts., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Leah Beth Evans, Rt. 1,
Box 1, Kirkscy; Mrs. Lori Powell,
1081/2 North Ninth St., Murray;
Mrs. Carole Inman, Rt. 7, Box 803,
Murray;
Mrs. Tonya Starkey, 1208 Lone
Oak, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Danese
Stephens, P.O. Box 804, Murray;
Mason Ray Underhill, Rt. 1, Box
112, Dexter;
Justin Manning, E-14 Coach
Estates, Murray; Wendell Allbritten, Rt. 4, Box 303, Murray; Mrs.
Rubye Culver, Rt. 1, Box 56,
Dexter,
Nathan Cochrum, Mobile Home
Village, Lot No. 18, Murray; Mrs.
Drucilla Ford, Rt. 2, Rayburn Dr.,
Benton;
Mrs. Josephine Taylor, 615 Ellis
Dr., Murray; Reggie Jones, Rt. 5,
Box 212, Benton; Ray Erwin, CR
Box 173, New Concord.
(Cont'd on page SA)

Alpha Department will meet
The Alpha Department of the Muriay Woman's Club will meet Saturday, Jan. 28, at 10 a.m. at the club house. "Special Collections at Murray
State University Libraries" will be the program to be presented by Dr.
Keith Heim. Joe Nell Rayburn will give the devotional thought. Hostesses
will be Pauline Johnston, Eleanor Larson and Effie Vaughn. Ruth Wilson,
department chairman, urges all members to attend.

Keeslar plans special class
A class on "How To Build A Muzzle Loading Rifle, Pistol or Shotgun"
will start Monday, Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. at Murray High School. Joe Keeslar
of the Industrial Arts Department at MHS will be the instructor. Classes
will continue through April 17 on Monday nights from 6 to 9 p.m. The
registration fee will be $50. To register call the Murray Independent
School Central Office at 753-4363 or attend the first meeting on Feb. 6.
For more information contact Keeslar .at 753-7919 after 6 p.m.

Cheerleading Clinic planned
Family YMCA will sponsor a Cheerlcading Clinic for Grades1 to 6 on
Saturday, Jan. 28, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at Carr Health Building, Murray State University. MSU Cheerleaders will be the instructors. A free
t-shirt and ticket to Murray-Tennessee State basketball game will be given
each participant. Those who attend the clinic will perform a group cheer
at half-time. For more information call 759-YMCA,

Parkinson's Group will meet
Parkinson's Disease Support Group will meet Friday, Jan. 27, at 12
noon in the education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech therapist.

Church cancels events tonight
The Youth Club activities and Adult Study Class at First Christian
Church, scheduled for today and tonight (Wednesday) have been
cancelled because of the flu epidemic in the area, according to Dr. David
Roos, pastor of the church.
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Jenkins and Boone wedding vows said Couple will be married at Paris, Tenn.
Miss Theresa Lee Jenkins and
Mark Franklin Boone were married
Friday, Dec. 30, at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. John M. Jenkins, Jackson,
Tenn. Dr. Jenkins is a brother of
the bride.
Dr. Phillip Jett of Jackson performed the ceremony with only
family members present.
The soloist and pianist were Jill
and Jay Blackwell of Jackson.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Dorothy Jenkins of Murray and the
late John T. Jenkins.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mills Boone of Louisville.
Miss Kim Jenkins of Murray,
sister of the bride, was the maid of
honor.
Flower girls were Sarah Thompson and Crystal Thompson, nieces
of the groom, and daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. John Thompson of
Brooks.
Mills Boone of Louisville served
as best man for his son.
The ring bearer was Mark Jenkins, nephew of the bride, and son
of Dr. and Mrs. John M. Jenkins.
Following the ceremony a sitdown dinner was served at the
Jenkins' home in Jackson.
The groom's parents hosted a
reception in their home in Louisville on Saturday, Jan. 7.
The bride's family will host a
reception on Sunday, Jan. 29, in
the Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank, Murray.
The new Mrs. Boone attended
Murray State University and is
employed with Snelling and Seri!ling Employment Agency.
The groom received his B.S.
degree from Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, and his Master's degree from Murray State

The approaching marriage of Ms.
Joyce Cope Stout and Leon
Atwood has been announced.
Ms. Stout is the daughter of Mrs.
Dora Cope of Rt. 5, Murray, and
the late William A. Cope.
Mr. Atwood is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Atwood of Paris,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is employed at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect is employed at
Midland Brake, Paris, Term.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Tuesday, Feb. 14, at
Paris, Tenn.

Joyce Cope Stout and
Leon _Atwood to be married

Community

•••

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Franklin B000ne
University. He is a Fisheries Management Specialist for the Missouri
Department of Conservation.

The new Mr. and Mrs. Boone are
now residing in Cape Girardeau,
Mo.

Musical tribute by Ellington is heard
LONDON (AP) - Queen Elizabeth 11 once had a musical tribute
composed just for her by Duke
Ellington, but 31 years passed
before it got its first live public
performance.
The queen's daughter, Anne, was
guest of honor at a Royal Festival
Hall benefit concert on Jan. 23 to
hear the 15-thinute work, "The
Quetn's Suite," performed by U.S.
musician Bob Wilber and his band.
"Duke was so overwhelmed at
meeting with the queen in 1958

Hospital...

that he composed this longer orchestral work for her, recorded it with
his band and instructed that only a
single disc should be pressed, for
the queen herself,- Wilber said in
a preconcert interview.
Because no sheet music existed,
Wilber transcribed it by listening to
the music, which Ellington's son,
Mercer, allowed to be issued on a
disc for public sale in 1976, two
years after his father:s death.
"Duke set a precedent for his
extended music with 'The Queen's

(Conrd from page 4A)

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan.
24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions Allen baby boy, parents. Kimberly and Steve, 290 Brierfield
Lane, Cadiz;
Travis baby girl, parents, Denise
and Gregg, 1202 South 16th St.,
Murray;
Lane baby girl, parents, Delores
and Ronnie, 1112 Poplar St..
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marilee Baker and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 169, Mayfield;
Mrs. Treva Darnell, Rt. 1,
Mayfield;
Jimmie Lee Harrell Jr., 823
North Fourth St., Murray; Billy
Gene Smith, Rt. 2, Box 156,
Puryear, Tenn.; Kevin Miles, Rt. 3,

Box 59, Paris, Tenn.;
Ms. Jean Lewis, Rt. 2, Box 2317,
Murray; Mrs. Lavada Garland, 406
Sycamore Si, Murray; Mrs. Melissa Boggess, Ri 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Jeannie Hinton and baby
boy, 907 Main St., Benton; Mrs.
Cynthia McGill, P.O. Box 56, Farmington; Donald Burke, 2230
Gatesborough, Murray;
Mrs. Karen Kelly and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 77A, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Thurman Albin, Ri 7, Box 173,
Mayfield; Louis Ellesson, Rt. 6,
Box 12A, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Pearl Welch, 1650 Calloway, Apt. 3. Murray; Guy Kelly,
1005 Vine St., Murray; Connie
Burton, Rt. 1, Box 60, Murray;
Hulon Smith, 116 East 22nd Si,
Benton; Mrs. Ruby Travis, P.O.
Box 287, Murray; Bennie Geurin,
Rt. 6, Box 75, Murray.

Suite' because it's about nature,"
Wilber said. "All his previous
compositions were about city life.
This is in six pans and is about
sunsets, insects, birds, animals and
the single petal of a rose."
Wilber described "The Queen's
Suite" as a "short, pretty work
considered by musicians and critics
comparable with Duke's other longer compositions."

Princess Diana
talks of alcohol
LONDON (AP) - Teetotaling
Princess Diana on Tuesday blamed
soap operas featuring alcohol for
influencing people to drink.
Diana also told a former alcoholic at a rehabilitation center that
people find it strange that she does
not drink socially.
-She said that when she switches on EastEnders or Coronation
Street the whole scene around
those soap operas is drinking and
pubs and of course that is an influence,- said Mike Abell, a former
resident at the center who now runs
his own program to help
alcoholics.
Diana, the center's patron, was
referring to two popular British
soap operas, both of which feature
scenes in pubs.
She, spent an hour Tuesday touring the Camberwell Alcohol Project, a center run by Turning Point,
the largest national voluntary organization for people with drug, alcohol and mental health problems.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Sycamore Street from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 27
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Woodmen
of the World Hall.

ST. PAUL. Minn.(AP)- When
she was crowned Miss America
four months ago, Gretchen Carlson
said her selection showed that the
pageant is interested in brains and
talent, not just looks.
"It shows that I'm not a bimbo,
that I do have intelligence and that
I do represent what every woman
wants to be in this society, which is
a career woman, and be respected
for her intelligence," said Carlson,
a Stanford University junior from
Anoka.
Carlson appeared at a school in
Minnetonka and the Childrens Hospital of St. Paul on Monday. When
she met Marcus Jackson, 15, at the
hospital, he looked at her hands
and said, "Miss America with no
fingernails?1"
"1 know, isn't that refreshing?"
Carlson ,said, displaying her closetrimmed nails,
A violinist can't have long nails,
said Carlson, who had just returned
from President Bush's inauguration
in Washington. "I put on fake ones
for the inauguration, but as soon as
I got back to Minnesota I ripped
them off, because I had to
practice."

Singles Organizational Society
,
will Meet at Chamber of Corner.'
building at 6 p.m. to go to Gloria"
at Mayfield for a ]asagna
For information call Pamela
753-76 or Paul at 753-7351.
Games will he played at

'

p.m.
\\ and .-V-A,H.r
m. at J.L

at Murray Moose Lodge. This
for members only.
Parkinson •s Disease Suppe-.
Group will meea at '2 noon in eL
cation unit of NItirray-Callow:!\
County Hospital
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Fall & Winter Merchandise

50%

Off

If You Buy A 2nd terr
(Equal Value or Less-;'
You Will Reoelve

1/20ff

The Sale Price

LAD & LASSIE
Southside Shopping Center

753-3456
I

Breakfast Specials

FREE
All
In Stock

Frida%. Jan. 27

/Friday, .Ian. 27

Murray High School Varsity
Girls and Boys will host basketball

Former winner
speaks at school

Interest
For 12 Months
No Payment For 90 Days

(Cont'd from page
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Movie World is your Headquarters for:
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Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
Now

Mon.-Thurs.
10-9
Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Central
Shopping
Center

Drop-Off &tax
Available
Sunday
1-8
Sales and Rentals

753-7670
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Calloway County Middle School lists honor rolls for periods ML
Calloway County Middle School
has released the honor rolls for the
third six weeks' period and the first
semester as follows:
SIX WEEKS
Sixth Grade
All As
Brad Bucy, Bryan Burgess,
Melody Parker, Tom Richter and
Andy Rose.
All As and Bs
Micah Bazzell, Farrah Beach,
Jon Bennett, Macrae Coleman,
Miranda Coles, Celena Cooper,
Michael Crouse, Michael Enoch,
Scott Farmer, Annie Forrester,
Chad Garland,
Erin Gillum, Erin Grogan, Drew
Harrell, Emily Helton, Jay Hemdon, Jeff Hughes, Kim Johnson,
Stephen Keel, Jason Leet, April
McKee, Eric McKee,
Tim McDaniel, Shannon Nelson,
Peter O'Rourke, Amberly Overbey,
Jason Overbey, Erin Owen, April
Peal, Matt Perry, Barbie Potts,
Susan Potts, Shane Raspberry,
Melanie Slemmer, Derek Smee,
David Smotherman, Sarah Stallons,
Milton Stokes, Jeremy Vaughn,
Erica Vidmer. Sean Waller, Chad
Ward and Amanda Wright,
Seventh Grade
All As
Leah Baust. Ricky Boyle, Clay
Cowan, Nicole Doyle, Ruth Ann
Ferguson, Paul Hart, Tom Henninger, Marti McClard, Jason Neale,
Alexia Schempp and Neal
Simmons.
All As and Bs
Jesse Arant, Joanna Assad, Jason
Barnett, Rob Binford, Emeline
Brown, Vanessa Bucy, Bethany
Call, Chrystie Carson, Seth Carson,
Valerie Chapman, Belvia Clark.
Cassie Cooper, Jason Cummings,
Trice Dunn, Jay Fulton, Robert
Geurin, Heather Gillum, Chad
Gray, Erica Hughes, Jeff Jachowitz, Emily Leslie, Amy Lough,
Sheila Paschall, Paige Patterson,
Bryan Pierce, Jaime Pigg, Josh
Roberts, Nicole Ross, Valerie Shelton, Leah Stuart, Cager Thompson.
Kelita Vance and Jason Williams.
Eighth Grade
All As
Ken Carmode, Misty Emstberger. Selena Hill. Rebecca Hoke,
Eric Johnson, Becky Kelso, Heather Poat, Mau Price, Kadonna Randolph and Wendy Stephens.
All As and Bs .
Lori Adams, Jody Albright,
Michael Assad, Nathanael Bazzell,
Annie 'Boyle, Susan Bucy,
Michewlle Bybee, Craig Carraway,
Aaron Colson, Michael Dale, Leah
Darnell,
Misty Darnell, Matt Dennis,
Cherishe Diehl, Antonia Dunn.
Lori Dunn, Mac Dunn, Todd Earwood, Krysta Ernstberger, Kevin
Farris, Anna Fox, Matthew
Frizzell.
Matt Garrison, Trent Gibson.
Patrick Gray, Monica Griffin, Teresa Groff, Kelly Gupton, Billy
Haskins, Kim Hopkins, Heather
Hosford, Leona Jarvis, Rachel
King,
Nicole Lang, Timmy Lax, Laura
Luciano, Trisha Mathis, Tobie
Mays, Jeff McClure, Jamey McDaniel, Jeremy McKee], Angelia Melvin, Kevin Orr, Jennifer Pardue,
Christy Parrish, Tommy Phillips,
Julie Rhye, Sarah Richter, Chris
Roach, Penny Roberts, Amy
Runyon. Kara Shipley, Penny
Smith, Melyssa Stockhani, Sheri
Tatlock,
Michelle Thomas, Amy Torsak,
Gaya Trimble, Bonnie Turner, Jennifer Turner, Brooks Underwood,
_Buffy Waldrop, Sarah Walker, Stacey West, Richard Wilson and
Jason Witte.
SEMESTER
Sixth Grade
All As
Brad Bucy - and Andy Rose.
All As and Bs
Micah Bazzell, Jon Bennett,
Bryan Burgess, Travis Burris, Jennifer Clayton, Ashley Cleaver,
Macrae Coleman, Miranda Coles,
Celena Cooper, Darren Crick,
Michael Crouse,
Clint Darden, Vicky Davidson,
Michael Enoch, Annie Forrester,
Erin Gillum, Laura Gough, Erin
Grogan, Kelly D. Hale, Drew Harrell, Jay Herndon, David Jones,
Stephen Keel,
Jared Lassiter, Jason Leet, Jesse
Maupin, Eric McKee, April
McKee', Michael Mohler, Shannon
Nelson, Peter O'Rourke, Amberly
Overbey. Jason Overbcy, Erin
Owen,
Melody Parker, Angela Peal,
April Peal. Matt Perry, Barbie
Potts, Susan Potts, Shane Raspberry, Tom Richter, Erica Rowlett,
Melanie Slemmer, Derek Smee,
David Smotherman, Sarah Stalions, Milton Stokes, Tiffany Taylor, Shawna Thompson, Amanda
Todd, Jeremy Vaughn, Sean Waller, Chad Ward, Molly Wisehart and
Arhanda Wright.

Seventh Grade
All As
Clay Cowan, Ruth Ann Ferguson, Michael Haney, Paul Hart,
Jeff Jachowitz, Marti McClard,
Jason Neale and Neal Simmons.
All As and Bs
Jesse Arant, Joanna Assad, Jason
Barnett. Leah Baust, Robert Billington, Rob Binford, Sabrina
Bowker, Ricky Boyle, Vanessa

Bucy, Bethany Call, Paul Camfield, Pigg,
Chrystie Carson, Seth Carson,
Kim Poole, Josh Roberts, Alexia
Valerie Chapman, Belvia Clark, Schempp, Christy Scott, Valerie
Chad Collie, Cassie Cooper, Marie Shelton, Leah Stuart, Cager
Cothran, Jason Cummings, Nicole Thompson, Jay Todd, Kelita
Doyle, Trice Dunn, Jay Fulton,
Vance, Chris Weber and Jason
Robert Geurin, Amanda Greer, Williams.
Tom Henninger, Erica Hughes,
Eighth Grade
Melissa Johnston, Emily Leslie,
All As
Amy Lough, Jackey Parker, Paige
Lori Adams, Ken Carmode, MisPatterson, Bryan Pierce, Jaime ty Emstberger, Matthew
Frizzell,

Selena Hill, Rebecca Hoke,
Eric Johnson, Becky Kelso,
Heather Poat, Matt Price, Kadonna
Randolph, Wendy Stephens and
Bonnie Turner.
All As and Bs
Nathanael Bazzell, Annie Boyle,
Susan Bucyh, Erica Burkeen, Craig
Cutaway, Aaron Colson, Michael
Dale, Leah Darnell, Matt Dennis,
Cherishe Diehl, Antonia Dunn,

Lori Dunn,
Mac Dunn, Todd Earwood,
Kevin Farris, Anna Fox, Matt Garrison, Trent Gibson, Patrick Gray,
Teresa Groff, Kelly Gupton, Billy
Haskins, Heather Hosford, Rachel
King,
Nicole Lang, Timmy Lax, Chris
Liddle, Laura Luciano, Trisha
(Cont'd on page 7A)
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CORN SNACKS
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TOMATO JUICE
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ORANGE JUICE
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Bill Wells, principal, Mark
Brady, assistant principal, and
Wanda Laird, guidance counselor,
have released the second nine
weeks and first semester honor
rolls as follows:
NINE WEEKS
Seniors
All As
Michelle Gantt, Dawn Greer,
Bethany Hall, Meredith Howe,
Yancey Huie, Mark Miller, Laura
Perrin, Bruce Thurmond and James
Westphal.

Chandler Stroup, Sonny Warner,
Marcie Willeu and Amy Young.
Juniors
All As
Connie Chan, Gene Cook, Ryan
Malone, Andy Rickman, Scott
Rose and Laramie Simpson.
All As and Bs
Danielle Alexander, Maylene
Chu, Michelle Clayton, Don
Easley, Chris Edwards, Bill Fandrich, Laura Ferguson, Scott Gordon, Randy Hansen, Carol Hodges,
Melanie Julian, Tina Lane, John

All As and Bs
Chip Adams, Melissa Adams,
Lance Balmer, Greg Bennett,
Joseph Bomba, Jody Borge, Holly
Brown, Andrea DeBoer, Scott Foster, Dejane Gaietto,
Sandy Hoke, Darren Jones,
Joann Kelly, Leigh Landini, Laura
Lawson, Kelly McDonald, William
Mills, Michelle Moore, Cassandra
Linn,
Kelli Massey, James Payne, Jenny Ragsdale, Jason Sammons,
Craig Schwettman, Robin

PAYPORE?

Mark McDougal, Brook Peyer,
Heath Ryan, Renea Rogers, Stephanie Sammons, David Vaughan and
Traci Walker.
Sophomores
All As
Leigh Ann Carter, Erin Friend,
Rachel Greer, Shannon Hazier,
Leisa Nesbitt, Katherine Oakley,
Erik Underwood and Andy
Vaughan.
All As and Bs
Chad Bazzell, Joey Bazzell,
Susanne Beckwith, Heather Boyd,

Alison Burton, Chanon Chaney,
Willis Cheaney, James Chu,
Daniel Cohen, April Crawford.
Bart Crum, John Dailey, Emily
DeBoer, Chris Dill, Jennifer Fairbanks, Tina Johnson, Heather Key,
Carrie Kuehn, Tracy Marvin,
Karen Mikulcik, Holly Miller,
Doug Payne, Andrea Rose, Kimberly Sexton and Alison Ward.
Freshmen
All As
Kelsey Christo9pher, Suelenbe
Laura Davis, April Haneline
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ORANGE-COLA-ROOT BEER
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EMGE PIONEER BACON

ENDS & PIECES.

.2
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2 PK.
2 OZ. CANS
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KY. 1/2 FIELD

BONUS PACK

HAM

LEGS & THIGHS
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MRS. PAUL'S CRISPY CRUNCHY

HAPPY HOME

FRESH PORK

FIELD FINEST

CORN DOGS

TENDERLOIN

BAKED HAM

TENDER BEST

EL MONTERY

BONUS PACK

COOKED HAM

BURRITOS
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-LEG QUARTERS

LB.

FISH FILLETS
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FISH STICKS.
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13.6 OZ. $
MRS. PAUL'S CRISPY CRUNCHY
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OZ. $

199
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and Kaylin Haverstock.
All As and Bs
Tamara Hansen, Dana Hohman,
Jennifer Howe, Catherine Hurt.
Colette Jones, Kelly Krouse.
Matthew Lawson, Brad Nunnally
and Amy Perrin.
FIRST SEMESTER
Seniors
All As
Melissa Adams, Michelle Gantt,
Dawn Greer, Bethany Hall, Meredith Howe, Yancey Huie, Mark
Miller, Laura Perrin and Bruce
Thurmond.
All As and Bs
Chip Adams, Lance Balmer,
Joseph Bomba, Jody Borge, Holly
Brown, Andrea Deboer. Dejane
Gaietto, Greg Gilbert, David Gish,
Darren Jones,
Joann Kelly, Leigh Landini, Laura Lawson, Cassandra Linn, Kelli
Massey, Kelly McDonald, William
Mills, Greg Moffitt, Michelle
Moore, James Payne,
Kelly Prescott, Jenny Ragsdale.
Jason Sammons, Robin Shay,
Chandler Stroup, Sonny War-James Westphal, Marcie NA,
and Amy Young.
Juniors
All As
Connie Chan. Maylene Chu and
Gene Cook..
All As and Bs
Danielle Alexander, Michene
Clayton, Darla Culver, Don Easley.
Chris Edwards, Bill Fandrich. Scott
Gordon, Randy Hansen. Michael
Hill, Melanie Julian,
Ryan Malone, John Mark
McDougal, Brock Peyer, Andy
Rickman, Renea Rogers. Scott
Rose, Heath Ryan, Laramie Simpson, David Vaughan and Traci
Walker
Sophomores
All As
Leigh Ann Carter, Dan Cohn,
John Dailey, Erin Friend. Rachel
Greeer. Shannon Hailer. Karen
Mikulcik, Leisa Nesbitt. Erik
Underwood, Andy Vaughan n d
Alison Ward.
All As and Bs
Scott Andrus, Chad Bayrell,
Joey Bazzell, 'Susanne Beckwith,
Heath Boyd. Alison Burton. Chanon Chaney, Willis Cheaney,
James Chu, April Crawford, Bart
Crum, Emily DeBoer.
ii;d-ifattkt - -Tina Johnson, Heather Key. Carrie
Kuehn. Holly Miller, Katherine
Oakley, Doug Payne, Chris Portnet-, Andrea Rose and Kirnherly
Sexton,
Freshmen
Al) As
Kelsey Christopher, Suclene
Chu. Laura Davis, April Haneline
and Kaylin Haverstock,
All As and Bs
Marianne Gilbert. Tamara
Hansen. Dan Hohman, Kristen
Homback, Jennifer Howe, Catherine Hurt. Colette Jones,
Amanda Kelsey. Kelly Krouse,
Matthew Lawson, Eric Niffenegger, Brad Nunnally. Amy Perrin
and Aaron Whitaker.

Borg's marriage to
Loredana Berte is
stopped by church
STOCKHOLM. Sweden (API
Former 'tennis star Bjom Borg'
planned marriage to Italian rock
singer Loreclana Berte has been
stopped by the Roman Catholic
Church, a Borg aide said,
"Loredana and Borg are deeply
shocked,— lngemar Alverdal told
the Swedish news agency TT on
Monday.
Alverdal said he did not know
why the church had intervened, and
he declined to speculate.
The couple had planned to marry
in Milan on Feb. 26.
Borg previously was married to
Romanian-born tennis player Mariana Simonescu. The new agency
speculated that Borg's marriage to
Simonescu could be an embarrassing factor in Italy as it was a
Greek-Orthodox ceremony.

THIS WEEK WIN

LAST WEEK'S NAME:
SHARON BROWN
CARD NOT PUNCHED

(Cont'd from page 6A)
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C.M. Newton accepts UK athletic director's post
By MIKE EMBRY

Associated Press Sports Writair

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- Vanderbilt basketball coach C.M. Newton, with a reputation for running
clean programs in more than 30
years as a coach and administrator,
plans to continue in that manner as
the new athletic director at the University of Kentucky.
"The opportunities and the challenges are great," Newton said
Tuesday after his appointment was
unanimously approved by UK's
board of trustees.
"I want Kentucky to be a program that wins. I want a program
that operates totally within the
Southeastern Conference and the
NCAA rules ... I want a program
that doesn't sacrifice academic
integrity."
Newton, 58, takes over the $1.3
million-a-year UK athletic program
as a widely publicized NCAA
investigation of the school's
basketball program nears its
conclusion.

C.M. Newton
New VA' Athletic Director
"It's not an issue with me, and
it's nothing f have any control
over," he said of the 18 allegations
lodged against the program by the
NCAA.
The school is expected to
respond to the charges by Monday
and to meet before the NCAA's
Infractions Committee in late
April.

Asked if he thought the
announcement of his appointment
woulti- send a message to the
NCAA that Kentucky is intent on
adhering to rules, Newton said: "I
really don't know. I would hope
honesty helps any situation."
Charles "Jock" Suthod, an
assistant under Newton at Alabama
from 1968-70, believes Newton is
the right person for the position.
"The day he walks into the UK
athletic department is the day the
department and everything under
his jurisdiction becomes white as
snow," said Sutherland, now a
radio commentator for Louisville
basketball games. "If ever a job in
heaven was made for a man, that
was made for him."
Kentucky is the winningest
basketball program in the country
with 1,462 victories. The Wildcats
also have won five NCAA titles.
. University president David
Roselle said Newton's contract will
be for five years with an annual
pay "slightly in excess of
$100,000."

Roselle said bringing Newton,
whom he called a man of "proven
ability and the highest personal and
professional integrity," into the
athletic program "marks the beginning of a new day for UK
athletics."
Newton was the unanimous
choice of a six-member screening
committee appointed by Roselle.
None of the other nearly 60 applicants were interviewed by the panel,
which met Newton in Bowling
Green on Jan. 12. He was Roselle's
top choice for the -job.
. Newton won't assume the post at
his alma mater until April 1, and
only after his Vanderbilt team completes its season.
"I have a whole lot to do with.
the basketball team until April 1,"
Newton said. "I'll assure you I'll
be ready to go on the first of
April."
Newton will replace Cliff Hagan,
who served as athletic director for
13 years before resigning Nov. 15
amid the NCAA basketball probe.
Joseph Burch has served an interim

athletic direcor sake the Hagan 211-123 record.
resignation.
Born in Rockwood, Tenn., and
"I think highly of him, and I raised in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
think it's an excellent choice," Newton was a letterman on
KenHagan said.
tucky's 1951 national champion"I'm pleased," basketball coach ship team.
Eddie Sutton said. "C.M. and I
"To be able to go back to your
have been good friends for many alma mater and head up a
quality
years."
athletic program is like a dream
Newton, who recently won his come true," Georgia basketb
all
500th game, coached at Transylva- coach Hugh Durham said. "I don't
nia University in Lexington from think it could happen to
a more
1956 to 1968. He coached at Ala- qualified or better person."
bama from 1969 to 1980, when he
Last season, Vanderbilt's Comresigned to accept a job as assistant modores posted a 20-11 record and
commissioner of the Southeastern advanced to the final 16 of the
Conference. After holding that pos- NCAA tournament. This year they
ition, he returned to coaching in are 9-6 overall and 4-2 in the SEC
1981 at Vanderbilt.
Newton said he made his deci"He made it perfectly clear that sion Friday in order to end the speif we had any success, it would be culation and the distractions
suron the right side of the ledger," rounding the choice of an athletic
Sutherland said of his time with director.
Newton at Alabama.
He said he had told his VanderWhile at Alabama. Newton's bilt players that he had accepte
d
teams won three consecutive SEC the job on Monday nighi
championships, and he won more
"I've come home," Newton said
games than any other coach in of returning to Kentucky.
"I've
Crimson Tide history, compiling a come full circle."

High School Basketball

Roselle will
brief board

Laker practices pay
off in 65-33 triumph
Staff Report
practiced well."
The Calloway County I.akers
The week off gave the Lakers
ended a five-game losing skid with
some time to work out some kink.a 65-33 win over the Heath Pirates
which had bogged Calloway down
Tuesday night in Heath.
into the five-game skid.
Despite missing top scorer Tim
"We ironed out a lot of probArmstrong, who played just briefly lems," Morris
said.
because of the flu, the Lakers put some things that "We worked on
we hadn't been
four players in double figures as , doing right..
they jumped out to an 8-0 lead and
"We did a good job of attacking
never looked back.
offensively. And we sustained it.
The win upped the Laker report We didn't have
a stretch where we
card to 7-9 overall, while Heath didn't play well."
fell to 3-11.
Morris was pleased with the
"We played a lot smarter with
Laker
execution, and also with the
the basketball," Laker coach Craig
Morris said. "Everyone Laker following that made the trip,
"1 appreciate the people who
contributed."
Benii Kelly led, the Laker.. attack _ drove up. A lot of people weren't
----Aim 18 points, while David Hart feeling real-weltThe win came at the righLtime
had 13, Harv Newton pitched in
12, and Mike Ruccio had 10. New- as the Lakers prepare to go croston, Ruccio and Hart led the Laker stown Friday night to visit the
rebounding attack, as Calloway Murray High Tigers in a Fourth
outboarded the Pirates 40-21, with District showdown.
"It's a big one Friday night,"
Newton pulling down 10, Ruccio
Morris
said. "It's that time of the
nine, and Hart seven.
While the Lakers were hitting 50 season where everyone knows that
percent from the floor, they held the two schools in the county are
the Pirates to just 26 percent playing. They're going to be
ready."
shooting.
Morris felt his ballclub, which CALLOWAY
12 2s 46 65
had a week off, carried strong prac- HEATH
05 15 22 33
Calloway
(65)
Kelly
18,
Hart 13, Newton 12,
tices over into the game.
Ruccio 10, Curd 5, Carpenter 5, Turner, Dennis.
"It's a prime example of playing Chapman Totals FG 21-42, FT 20-25,
40 rebounds
10)
in games like you practice," he (Newton
Heath (33) -- Phillips 9, Rice 7, Sanderson 6,
said. "We can't have anybody turn- Jordan 5, Fellows 4, Wallace 2, Kepner. Tharp. Murray High School head coach Cary Miller shrugged off Tuesday night's disappo
inting Tiger play in
Musey Totals FG 14-55, FT 2-2, 21 rebounds
Murray's 79-46 loss to Carlisle County.
ing the switch off at anytime. I felt (Phillips
9).
Staff photo by timid Ramey
like we'd play well because we had
Records - Calloway 7-9, Heath 3-11

College Basketball

Syracuse holds off Eagles
By BOB GREENE
Associated Press Sports Writer

The first part of Boston College's game plan worked to perfection. The Eagles held No. 14 Syracuse to under 80 points.
"The score was kind of where
we wanted it to be," Boston College coach Jim O'Brien said. "If it
got up into the 80s and 90s, we
knew we couldn't score enough
points. I think we did the right
thing."
It was the second half of the plan
that went awry. The Eagles didn't
score enough points themselves as
Syracuse snapped a three-game Big
East losing streak Tuesday night
with a 72-60 victory.
"We don't care how it looks.
We just care how We played," Syracuse senior guard Sherman Dou-

glas said. "We couldn't afford any
more losses."
The victory improved Syracuse's
record to 16-4 overall and 2-4 in
the Big East, and elevated the
Orangemen out of the conference
cellar, a spot now owned solely by
the Eagles, 8-8 and 1-5. It was the
fourth straight loss for Boston College, which has lost 10 in a row to
Syracuse.
In its four conference defeats,
Syracuse was held to 76 points by
Pittsburgh, 73 by Villanova, 63 by
Si. John's and 62 by Connecticut.
Douglas led Syracuse with 19
points and nine assists.
Only two other ranked teams
saw action Tuesday night. No. 5
Missouri defeated Maryland 87-73
and No. 20 Providence downed
Miami of Florida 106-91.

Tigers may burn film of defeat
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

If smoke begins emitting from
Murray High School sometime
soon. you really can't blame Cary
Miller.
Miller and his Tigers might want
to burn the film of their 79-46 loss
to Carlisle County at Tiger Gym
Tuesday, in a game which saw the
Tigers play very poorly and the
Comets play very well.
But despite the loss, Miller and
his troops might just forget about
the whole game.
"Well, so much for that," Miller
said after his team dropped to 7-11,
while Carlisle upped their mark to
8-10.
"As poorly as we played, they
played that well," Miller said. "We
were horrible, and we have absolutely no excuses. The score indicates exactly what happened in the
ballgame."
The Tigers got off to a bad start,

and worsened. The Comets played
well early, and got better. The
Tigers didn't shoot well, the Comets did. The Tigers didn't run the
break well, the Comets did.
"It was just one of those nights
where nothing we tried worked,"
Miller said.
The Comets put four players in
double figures, with Todd Tyler
leading the way with 25. Billy Kellett had 14, while Steve Draper
added 12, and Bruce Deweese had
10.
Despite battling foul trouble all
evening, Mike Fulton and Jim
Hornbuckle were the top Tiger
scorers with 11 apiece. The only
bright spot of the night was the
play of junior forward Rob Danner,
who came off the bench to pitch in
eight points.
While the Comets were shooting
a sizzling 67 percent from the
floor, Murray High was hitting just
31 percent of their field goal
attempts.

Tyler started the evening's scoring with a baseline jumper, but
Fulton answered with a layup for
the Tigers. Kellett scored on a stick
back, followed by a 17-foot jumper
from Deeweese, and a turnaround
bucket by Kellett, to give the Comets an 8-4 lead.
Hornbuckle scored on a turnaround before the Comets ran off 11
straight points, six from the free
throw line. After Fulton hit two
free throws to end the Tiger
drought with the score 19-6, Hornbuckle was whistled for his third
foul. Two free throws by Tyler and
a baseline drive by Fulton made it
21-8 Carlisle at the end of the first
quarter.
Things worsened for the Tigers
at the start of the second quarter.
Willis Cheancy missed two free
throws, and Fulton and James Payne picked up their third personal
fouls within 10 seconds of each
other, as the Comets scored the
(Cont'd on page 9A)

Lendl'destroys' McEnroe; back pain ousts Edberg
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
- Ivan Lendl destroyed John
McEnroc's title dream with a
straight-set victory today in the
quarterfinals of the $2.4 million
Australian Open tennis
championship.
"I played very well, but he played better," McEnroc said.
Lendl crashed a remarkable 40
passing shots past the American to
win 7-6 (R-0), 6-2, 7-6 (7-2) and
earn a meeting in the semifinals
with 11th-seeded Thomas Muster
of Austria.

Muster gained the semis for the
first time in a Grand Slam event
when two-time champion Stefan
Edberg of Sweden was forced to
default with a mysterious and painful back injury. Edberg suffered the
injury during his fourth-round victory over Australian Pat Cash and
said it would keep him out of
action for at least two weeks.
Miloslav Mecir of Czechoslovakia, the ninth seed, crushed Yugoslav teen-ager Goran Ivanisevic
7-5, 6-0, 6-3 to also advance to the
semifinals, where he will face

unseeded Swede Jan Gunnarsson.
Gunnarsson, who almost retired
a year ago after a painful knee
injury and is playing in the event
for the first time, beat his 1401seeded compatriot Jonas B. Svensson 6-0, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4.
Both men's semifinals are scheduled for Friday.
Lendl, who has never won the
Australian Open, was at his very
best against McEnroe, whose last
victory in a Grand Slam tournament was in the 1984 U.S. Open.
McEnroe believed he had a rca-

listic chance to beat Lendl, but had
no answer to the powerful Czech's
precision from the baseline. The
No. 2 seed rifled backhands past
the onrushing McEnroe with regularity and his service never was
threatened. McEnroe reached deuce
on it only once.
Lendl also returned serve spiritedly, repeatedly hitting his shots
to McEnroe's feet. McEnroe did
not play badly, dropping serve only
twice, but was never able to raise
his game to his opponent's level.
Lendl now has a 15-14 record

over McEnroe, with whom he has
dueled for the past decade. He has
won their last four encounters. He
is bidding for his first Grand Slaiu
title since the 1987 U.S. Open biz?
has lost in the semifinals in Melbourne for three straight years.
"I feel if I keep playing like
today, it should be good enough,"
Lendl said.
Big-hitting Muster never has
previously made it past the third
round of a Grand Slam and has
made the semifinals without facing
another seed.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- University of Kentucky President
David Roselle has agreed to brief
trustees on the response the school
is preparing to 18 NCAA allegations against its basketball program
before it is submitted.
Roselle told the board that some
people named in the allegations are
still being questioned, and that they
also would be shown the university's reply.
He set no date for the briefing,
announced at Tuesday's meeting of
the board, at which it voted 12-6 to
be briefed on the response before it
is submitted to the NCAA.
The deadline for replying to the
NCAA is Monday. Roselle said a
special meeting of the board would
probably have to be called Sunday
or Monday.
The allegations include charges •
that Kentucky assistant coach
Dwane Casey sent $1,000 to Claud
Mills, the father of then-recruit
Chris Mills, now a Kentucky freshman. Casey has denied sending the
money, and the Millses have
denied receiving it.
Other allegations include improper recruiting efforts and "academic fraud" by Eric Manuel, who was
accused of cheating on a 1987 college entrance exam.
"The university is notorious for
not defending its own people,"
said former Gov. A.B. "Happy"
Chancuer, who voted in favor of
the mution.
"I think the whole thing has
been handled pretty badly,- he
added. "The NCAA (officials)
think they were put on Earth to
punish people and get paid for it.
I've been through this before, and
it's all been a disaster to the
community."
Roselle has insisted throughout
the investigation that the administration not become involved to
avoid the possible appearance of
tampering with the findings. He
hired an independent investigator
to conduct the probe.
He didn't seemed pleased with
the board's action and wanted to
brief the trustees and athletics association after a March meeting with
NCAA officials.
"I'm worried about the perception of a conflict of interest," said
trustee Mary Sue Coleman, a faculty representative who voted against
the motion.
But trustee W.E. "Bud" Barnett
thought it was imperative that the
board be briefed "before some outsider reads the report."
And trustee Tracy Farmer said
he had no intention of trying to
influence the report's contents
''one way or another" unless it is
"totally irresponsible." Any
changes in the response, he said,
would have to be voted on by the
entire board.
Several trustees had complained
privately in recent weeks that
Roselle's administration had not
kept them informed of the
investigation.
Henry "Cap" Hershey, who was
replaced on the board Monday by
William B. Sturgill, said earlier in
the day that "I think the trustees
were under the impression they
would be briefed before the
response was made."
Hershey said he - and he
believes other trustees - thought
that Roselle agreed at a special,
(Cont'd on page 9A)
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Leonard and Hearns to stage a rematch
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — Eight years and some 20 pounds heav.ier than
when they first met in their prime, Sugar Ray Leonard and Thomas
Heams will fight a rematch of their classic bout June 12 at Caesars
Palace.
Promoter Bob Arum said late Tuesday that the Las Vegas resort had
million to host the fight, which will be for Leonard's
agreed to pay
168-pound title.
Leonard will be guaranteed S13 million and Hearns $11 million, but
both could make more if the fight does well, Arum said.
"I'm not saying these guys are as good or not as good as when they
first met," Arum said. "But I'm sure it will be an even better fight than
the first one."
Leonard rallied from near certain defeat in the September 1981 welterweight title bout to knock out Hearns in the.. 14th round in a fight that
many boxing observers call one of the best ever. ----a...—
Leonard hasn't officially signed for the bout, but Arum said Leonard's
attorney, Mike Trainer, has "agree(' in principle to everything."
Trainer could not be reached for comment. He said Monday that no
agreement had been made on the t ,ut.
"All we have to do is get a signet- contract on the terms we agreed
on," Arum said.

Tigers...
(Coni'd from page 8A)
first seven points ot tne period to
jump out to a 20-point lead at 28-8.
Miller was forced to use Danner
and sophomore Jason Joseph
inside, and the two responded. when
Danner scored twice and Joseph
once to cut the lead to 28-14. After
Carlisle called a timeout with 2:42
left in the half, the short Comet
drought ended when Marvin Martin
hit two free throws. After Danner
hit two free throws, a bucket by
Kellett closed out the scoring for
the half giving the Comets a 32-16
lead.
Any chance of the Tigers climbing back into the game ended in the
third quarter when the Comets outscored MHS 17-4 to effectively
end the game. The Tigers could not
get any closer than 24 in the final
stanza.
"It's not the end of the world,"
Miller said, as his team now prepares to battle crosstown rival Cal;
loway County Friday night in Tiger
Gym.
Miller said it is hard to tell how
the Tigers would react to the loss.
"This group just can't seem to
play two good games back-toback," Miller said. "We're just
going to have to work harder."
The only consolation for the
Tigers was a 39-33 victory in the
junior varsity game.

Arum said the fight was a certainty and said he would how a press
conference early next week to formally announce it.
The fight has been in the talking stages for several months following
Leonard's ninth-round knockout Nov. 7 over Donny Lalonde in a fight
that won him both the World Boxing Council's super middleweight and
light heavyweight titles.
The 32-year-old Leonard, who is 35-1, gave up the light heavyweight
title after the fight, but agreed to a request by the WBC to hang on to the
I68-pound crown.
Hearns, 46-3, has long clamored for a rematch with Leonard and has
often expressed bitterness that Leonard would not agree to fight him
again.
But Hearns is coming off an unimpressive performance in beating
James Kinchen in a 168-pound fight Nov. 4, and was knocked out by Iran
Barkley in the fight prior to that.
"I think he's shot," Leonard said earlier this month.
That 1981 fight also was staged at Caesars Palace, and Arum said both
fighters wanted to return to the same site for the rematch.
Arum said billionaire Donald Trump outbid Caesars for the fight, but
said all parties involved wanted it at Caesars instead of Atlantic City.

Holding their breath

Vandy players react to move
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Vanderbilt fans and
players are holding their breath going into tonight's
Southeastern Conference game with Florida until
they see what effect the impending departure of C.M.
Newton will have on the Commodore basketball
team.
Newton informed his staff and players Monday
night that he would be leaving Vanderbilt for the athletic director's job at his alma mater, the University
of Kentucky.
The appointment was officially announced Tuesday in Lexington, Ky.
Newton succeeds Cliff Hagan, who serzed vs athletic director for 13 years before resigning Nov. 15.
Hagan resigned amid an NCAA investigation of the
university's basketball program.
Joseph Burch has served an interim athletic director since Hagan's resignation.
Vanderbilt senior guard Barry Goheen said it will
be interesting to sec how the Commodores react to
Newton's announcement.
"I hope we react positively. It really shouldn't
bother the seniors as much as the underclassmen. It's
going to be interesting," Goheen said.
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21 32 49 79
MARV(
—24- 46
Carlisle (79) -- Tyler 25, Kellen 14, S.Draper
12, B Doeweese 10, Martin 9. Choate 5, B.Draper,
L.Dceweese, O'Neill, Brower. Totals FG 28-42, FT
23-32, 29 rebounds (Tyler 9).
Murray (46) -- Fulton 11, llornbuckle 11. Deana 8, Cheaney 4, Payne 4, Sowcrby 2, Joseph 2,
Walls 2, Gordan 2, Hansen. Dill. Crouse. Thurmond. Totals FG 19-48, FT 8-16. 27 rebounds
(Hortsbuckle 6).
Records --- Carlisle 8-10. Murray 7-11.

Roselle...
(Cont'd from page 8A)
closed board meeting Oct. 9 to
keep them informed.
At the Oct. 9 closed meeting,
which lasted more than three hours,
Roselle and UK investigators
briefed board members on the
Casey-Mills allegation — the only
one received at the time — and
others that Kentucky expected but
that had not arrived.
The trustees gave Roselle their
unanimous support in handling the
investigation and said they
expected him to "take all actions
necessary to deal with any infractions" that may have occurred.
Kentucky is expected to have a
hearing on the charges before the
NCAA's Committee on Infractions
in late April.

Barry Goheen hopes the Vanderbilt Commodores
react positively to the departure of coach C.M.
Newton.

Goheen said Newton's announcement that he will
be leaving the Commodore basketball program sent
shock waves through the team.
"It was like dropping a bomb or? 12 or 14 players," Goheen said. "I think the timing could have
been'better, but I guess they saw ,no way to keep it
under wraps for two or three months."
After Newton's meeting with the team on Monday.
many of the underclassmen ,on the team met and
appear to have developed a wait-and-see attitude.
Freshman Morgan Wheat said his decision, and the
decision of other underclassmen on staying or leaving Vanderbilt,' could hinge on who takes Newton's
place.
• "I'd rather have this done after today and then not
have to think about it until after the season. C.M.
was one of the main reasons I came to Vanderbilt. 1
know that not knowing what to expect wiil he in the
back of my mind," said sophomore forward Steve
Grant.
Senior center Frank Komet says he is sure Newton's impending departure will have some effect on
the team.
"We (the seniors) have to help them through this
because we know we can win the conference this
year," Komet said. "If we go into a losing streak.
I'm sure the media will say it's because of this.
"I know Coach Newton will go intb Kentucky and
clean it up. He'll make it like Vanderbilt. There
won't be any cheating going on. This was a career
decision for Coach Newton and deep down in my
heart I knew he had to consider it (leaving)," Kornet
said.
was very sntprisecl," S'aid-recTshitt junior guard
Scott Draud. "I really didn't think he would, take it.
Obviously, his loyalty to the University of Kentucky
runs deeper than I thought."
Newton apparently had not discussed the situation
with his players since a meetin before the Kentucky
game on Jan. 7.
In that meeting before the Commodores' trip to
Lexington, Newton told his players to ignore the
rumors surrounding his candidacy for the job.
"It was a shock that caught most of us by surprise.
We weren't expecting him to take the job," Ggheen
said. "He feels that UK is in trouble and that he can
help."
Newton, who will turn 59 on Feb. 2, earned his
bachelor's degree from Kentucky in 1952 and his
master's in 1957. He also was a letterman on the
1951 Kentucky basketball team that won the national
championship under the direction of Adolph Rupp.
Newton coached 12 years at Transylvania in Lexington and 12 years at Alabama before taking a job
as assistant commissioner of the Southeastern Conference in 1980.
Newton left that post to return to coaching at Vanderbilt in time for the 1981-82 season. He earned his
500th collegiate victory Saturday against the University of Texas.
Vanderbilt posted a 20-11 record last season and
advanced to the final 16 of the NCAA tournament.
While at Alabama, Newton's teams won three consecutive Southeastern Conference championships.
Newton won more games-than any other coach in
Alabama basketball history, compiling a 211-123
mark.
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Two more Steelers enshrined in Canton
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — Terry
Bradshaw said he was certain that
somewhere, Art. Rooney, the late
owner of the Pittsburgh Steelers,
was smiling.
"Art Rooney is In heaven looking down, saying, 'My boys! My
boys! I told you you'd make it,' "
Bradshaw said Tuesday after he
and a Steelers teammate, Mel
Blount, were named to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame.
Blount and Bradshaw, mainstays
of the Steclers teams that pion an
unprecedented four Super Bowl,
championships in the 1970s, were
joined by two other members of
teams that were dominant — offensive tackle Art Shell of the Oakland Raiders and defensive back
Willie Wood of the Green Bay
Packers.
"You've got representatives of
the best teams of the '60s and
'70s,' Bradshaw said. "It speaks
well for what athletes are taught.
Athletes are told to win and they
are judged on how many games
they win. It's not personal accomplishments or statistics that matter
most America loves winners."
Bradshaw and Blount each

gained entry in their first year of
eligibility. It was Shell's second try
and Wood's 13th.
Blount, a cornerback, and Bradshaw, a quarterback, each spent
their 14 professional seasons with
the Steelers.
Blount, 40, the director of player
relations for the NFL, said induction meant even more since he was
joined by a teammate.
"This is a particularly good feeling because Terry and I came in
together, we retired together and
now we go into the Hall of Fame
together. The only thing I need
now is to make the money that Terry's making" as a TV broadcaster
for NFL games.
Blount, a graduate of Southern
University, led the NFL in interceptions in 1975 with 11 and had
57 for his career, seventh all-time,
for 911 yards. He also recovered
13 fumbles, returning two for
touchdowns. The 6-foot-3,
205-pound third-round draft pick
played in six conference title
games, four Super Bowls and five
Pro Bowls.
Blount is the third member of ,
Pittsburgh's "Steel Curtain —

defense to make the hall. Tackle
Joe Greene, two years ago, and
linebacker Jack Ham, last year,
also made it in their first year of
eligibility.
Bradshaw, a 6-foot -3,
210-pounder from Louisiana Tech,
was the first player chosen in the
1970 NFL draft. He completed
2,025 of 3,901 passes for 27,989
yards and 212 touchdowns and ran
for 32 scores. Bradshaw, MVP of
the 1979 and 1980 Super Bowls,
holds Super Bowl records with 932
yards passing and nine touchdown
passes.
He played in six AFC championship games and four Super Bowls,
in addition to two Pro Bowls.
"It's like winning a Super
Bowl," Bradshaw, 40, said.
"That's because I know this is the
last award and the last honor that
I'll ever get as a player."
lie said the Steelers' success was
the product of the organization, the
coaches, players and even the fans.
"They're dancing in the streets
in Pittsburgh because they were
inducted, too," Bradshaw said.
Wood spent 12 seasons as a
defensive back with the Packers,

who won five NFL titles and the
first two Super Bowls, in 1967 and
1968. He also played in seven Pro
Bowls. During his career, he had
48 interceptions for 699 yards,
returning two for touchdowns.
"I was selected as a finalist a
couple of years ago, hut I wasn't
chosen then. I started thinking that
so many Green Bay Packers had
gone in, maybe they might have
used up their quota." joked Wood,
52, who runs a construction business in Washington, D.C.
He said the Hall of Fame certainly wasn't in the back of his
mind when he began with the
Packers.
"My size was against me
I
only weighed 165 pounds. I can
remember at the weigh-in, I got on
the scales with two 10-pound
weights on my ankles," Wood
said.
Shell played offensive tackle for
the Raiders from 1968-1982, participating in eight AFL or AFC title
games and two Super Bowls.
He recalled walking through the
Hall of Fame a decade ago prior to
a Raiders exhibition game in
Canton.
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Prairie Farms

Yogurt

3/$11e-f,

4
0
, Pepsi
§ Cola
2 LItior Proditcts

FOOD STORES

99c

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps ,
12th St. at Storey Ave.

4

Ofit
i

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk

111111k$
Fluffy

Wor•

Pepsi Cola

forc
iitif
c
,

Flour

12 Pk. Can Products

-'44Tirm"
)

Corn Chips

1/2 Gal.

99c

$2"
Cheez Puffs

Sandwich
Bread

Martha White Self-Rising

7oz 59s

10 oz 59s

Raisins

15 oz 99s

Vegetable Oil

48 oz

$1 89

lmit. Margarine Spread

2,. 796

American Cheese

5 lb

$999

2/$1

24 oz.

Mustard

2.0z 59s

Grape Jelly

2 lb 99s

Microwave Popcorn

3 pk $119

Evaporated Milk

120z 39s

Biscuits

8 oz 21 s

Whole Dill Pickles

32 oz. 994

Bon Ton Nachos

12 oz 99s

Waffle Syrup

24 oz 79s

Cream Cheese

8 oz. 69s

Sweet Relish

22 oz. 994

412
4
1
Fryer
Red or Yellow Delicious

Chicken
Breast

Apples

Golden Ripe

Chicken

Bananas

_37c

99c

Leg Qtrs.

Red or Yellow Del. Apples

6
lb 39

Country Pickle Loaf

16 oz $1 /9

Red Grapefruit

5 lb

$1 89

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

16 oz $179

Cabbage

lb.25

Meat Wieners

12 oz 69c

Lemons

2 lb.

$1 39

Field Wieners

16 '
oz
1 39

Turkey Franks

$
12.z 59

Florida Oranges

4 lb.

$1 59

TAV Sliced Ham

16 oz $89
2

Country Bologna

16 oz $1 19

Red Grapefruit

Country Combo Pack

16 oz

Oyster Crackers

120z 494

Celery
Green Peppers

59s

3/$100

4/$1

$119

5 Lb. Bag

Chicken
Livers

Houser Valley

Tamales

150z 69

Field Bologna and Cheese

Vegetable Soup

6
„oz 33

Reelfoot Hot Dogs

120z 884

Williams Sausage

16 oz

TAV Turkey Ham

16 oz $199

Country Brand Salami

16 oz $1 19

Mushroom Soup

Reelfoot Bologna

16 oz $129

Chunk Light Tuna

Corn Dog

16 '
oz
1 59

Vienna Sausage

$109
8 oz.

Reelfoot Bacon Ends & Pieces

31b $1 49

$1 79

Peanut Butter

$119
18 oz. Crunchy

4

Beef Stew
Krispy Saltines
Unsalted Crackers

4

16 oz 496

Worthmore Bacon
Savory Bacon

24 oz

1 79

160, 894

10 01336
61
/
2 oz 634

5.1 49s
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Emberton files for Appeals Court seat

111 Dimensions:
WingsPan. 94 fest,
9 inches, length
overaii, 119 feet,7 inches:

-

1-1:40Iar

A former Republican nominee
for governor filed for one of two
vacant seats on the state Court of
Appeals this week.

height, 36 fest,6 inches
•Weights: Oporabrig
weight empty 72,700
pounds; maximum payioad
40,300 pounds, maximum
takeoff weight, 138,500
pounds
•Accommodations:
132-159 passengers
•Performance:
Maximum cruising speed,
500 m.p.h.; cruising
attitude, up to 37,000 feet;
range with maximuLn
payload, 2,500 mites

Tom Emberton of Edmonton will
oppose Marcia Smith of Corbin for
one of two seats from the 3rd District. Emberton was the Republican

Murray man arrested
A Murray man was arrested in
Hazel Tuesday night in connection
with stolen transmissions, according to Calloway County Deputy
Sheriff Dan Bazzell.
According to Bazzell, William J.
Feckley, 21, Murray, was arrested
around 9:30 p.m. at Gallimore's

Fruit Stand in Hazel. He was
charged with theft over $100. The
charge stems from Feckley allegedly taking transmissions and scrap
alluminum, Bazzell said.
Feckley is lodged at the Calloway County Jail.

gubernatorial candidate in 1971.
The vacanty occured last fall with
the death of Judge Kenton J. Cooper of Jamestown.
The state Judicial Nominating
Committee nominated Emberton,
Smith and former Circuit Judge
Robert Spragens of Lebanon for
the seat. Spragens said in an article
in The Louisville Courier-Journal
that he did not file for the election
because the campaign in the district
would be expensive and there are
less than two years left on Cooper's term.

Voters will not choose until
November because only two candidates filed. However, one of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's aides said
Tuesday that the governor is
expected to appoint someone to fill
the vacancy with a couple of days.
Emberton, 56, is rumored to
have the inside track for the
appointment and nomination
because most of the voters in the
3rd District are Republican,
although judical races in the state
are offically non-partisan.

Burglary reports received

Chicago Tribune Graphic:
Sources Jane's MI the Wines
Airersit, Piedmont Mine and

Ins Boeing Co.

Dam,

By Abigail
Van Buren

Majority Votes to Disconnect
Solicitations Made by Phone
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest
your columns about telephone solicitation, and agree it is sometimes a
nuisance. But I am chairman of the
fund-raising committee for a local
symphony orchestra, and we could
never survive without telephone
solicitations. We write letters first,
but most people ignore letters, so we
resort to telephoning — and we do
not give up until we have made five
telephone calls.
I do not like to call people, and I
can understand their irritation if
they are interrupted in lovemaking
or some other pleasantry. However,
lovemaking can be resumed later —
a dead symphony orchestra is not
easily revived, so I continue to call.
Abby, any advice that can free me
from having to call people to beg for
money is welcome.
LARS B. LOEGREN, M.D.,

DEAR DR. LOFGREN: Believe me to understand your
problem, but I still maintain
that the telephone is in the
home for the convenience of the
person who pays for it.
Read on, please:
DEAR ABBY: The problems
created by aggressive telephone
solicitation can be more than
merely disturbing.
Not long ago, my wife, who is
undergoing chemotherapy treatments for cancer, received a phone
call from a local cemetery, telling
her that she had "won" a cemetery
lot worth $500!
She replied,"Thank you, but I am
not ready to die yet!" She was
visibly upset and wondered aloud if
perhaps the American Cancer Society might have given them her
name. Of course they had not, but
it is apparent that some controls
over telephoning people to solicit
business are desperately needed.
ANGRY IN MANSFIELD, OHIO

DEAR ANGRY: My stand on
telephone solicitation for any
reason, which includes consumer researchers who want only
to ask busy homemakers what
kind of soap or cleanser they
use, met with some angry responses from professional researchers. For example:
DEAR ABBY: You said, "Market

researchers should find another
way to gather information. Some
people sleep at odd hours; others
may be ill and don't want to he
disturbed."
Abby, that response was the most
uninformed response I have ever
read in my adult life. Maybe its
time you considered stepping down
to let a more rational, knowledgeable person give advice to the
public.
Dr. George Gallup Sr. years ago
reported that the most genuine
responses are recorded in an anonymous telephone interview.
National companies need to know
what consumers really think. Their
survival depends on quality information. Our client list of manufacturers, retailers, banks and dentists
are most interested in gathering
information so they can better
fulfill_ consumer. needs. To say that
market researchers should find a
better way to gather information
reflects your total ignorance of what
telephone research really does.
I, too, grew up in Iowa, and it is
obvious that you have lost the
common-sense perspective associated with Midwesterners.
By the way, we get many more
positive comments than negative
ones from people our company has
interviewed. It is with much sadness that I read your poorly
thought-out column.
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCHER,
CHARLESTON, S.0

DEAR RESEARCHER:Sorry.
I stand by my original opinion:
Telephoning the general public
either to sell something or to
gather information for whatever purpose is an invasion of
their privacy and should be
abolished. Furthermore, my
mail is running 100-to-1 in
favor of my view. So, sue me.
see

"How to Write Letters for All Occasions" provides sample letters of
congratulations, thank-yous, condolences, resumes and business letters —
even how to write a love letter! It tells
you how to properly address clergymen,government officials, dignitaries.
widows and others. To order, send
your name and address, plus check or
money order for $2.89 ($3.39 in ('anada) to: Abby's Letter Booklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department received four different
burglary reports Monday, Sheriff
J.D. Williams has reported.
According to the reports, two of
the burglaries occurred Sunday,
one happened Monday and a time
and date on the other one is
unknown.
Eddie Brown, Route 3, Murray,
reported a burglary at the home of
Lucille Brown, Route 3, Murray.
The burglary took place on Anderson Shores, past Ledbetter Church.
The value of the items taken is
unknown, but among other things,
four rod and reels, two tackle boxes, and a kerosine heater were
taken.
Hubert Cotes, Route 2, Hazel:
reported a burglary took place
between 10 a.m. and noon Sunday
at his home on U.S. 641, three

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
wives of three kidnapped American
professors appealed to their
Moslem captors to release the men,
who on Tuesday began their third
yeat in captivity.
They also urged the administration of President Bush to do all it
could to obtain the release of their
husbands, seized Jan. 24, 1987,
from the campus of the Americanaffiliated Beirut University College, where they taught. „
"We appeal to you (kidnappers)
again to release our loved ones,"
said Virginia Rose Steen, wife of
journalism professor Mann Steen
of Boston. "Two years have passed
since we saw our husbands
abducted from this campus."
The women held a news conference on the campus to mark the
second anniversary of -the
kidnappings.
Jesse Turner, a mathematics professor from Boise, Idaho, and
Robert Polhill, a business professor
from New York City, were
abducted with Steen by unidentified gunmen posing as Lebanese
police.
Mithileshwar Singh, an Indian
citizen and U.S. resident who was a
visiting professor of finance at the
college, also was seized that day
but since has been freed.
Fifteen foreigners, including nine
Americans, are held hostage in
Lebanon. The hostage held longest
is Terry Anderson, chief Middle
East correspondent for The Associated Press. He was kidnapped
March 16, 1985.
MTS. Steen said the women had
not yet made contact with the Bush
administration but hoped "the new
people with fresh ideas ... would do
everything they possibly can to end
this for all the hostages."
Islamic Jihad for the Liberation
of Palestine, believed made up of
Moslem extremists, claimed
responsibility for the kidnappings.
The group initially demanded

Arvin Hill, Route 1, Dexter,
reported two male Beagle dogs stolen around 10:30 a.m. Monday.
The dogs were wearing collars with
their names and addresses on them.
The estimated value of both dogs is
$500.
Williams said the Sheriff's
Department has no leads on any of
the burgla7ies at this time, but
investigations are continuing.

that Israel free 400 Arab prisoners
in return for the educators. Israel
has refused to consider the demand
and Washington said it would not
pressure the Jewish state to change
its position.
The kidnappers, in a statement in
September, appeared to soften their
demand by hinting they would consider freeing the men if the United
States backed a Palestinian uprising
against Israeli occupation of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip.
"Let us end this horror now and
make a positive step out of it ...
Let them love, breath and walk as
you do," Mrs. Steen said.
Polhill's- wife, Feryal, said,
"Please release them and allow
them to help you. They will tell the
world of your grievences and will
help you continue achieve your
aims."
Badr Turner said of her husband,
"I wish he would return home
soon, along with his colleagues."
Turner's I9-month-old daughter,
Joanne, who was born during his
captivity, sat. in her mother's lap
and waved to television cameras,
saying: "Hello, daddy."
Mrs. Steen said there had been
no word from the kidnapped professors since Oct. 3, when Singh
was released. At the time, the kidnappers released pictures showing
the others saying goodbye to
Singh.

Hog market
Federal-Sate Market News Service January 25,
1989. Kentucky Purchase Area Hos Market report
Includes VI,* Buying Slaloms' Receipts; Act 654, Est
MSS, Barrows & Gilts weak - .55 lower, Sows steady
1.00 lower.
539.55-39.75, few to 40.00
IS 1-2 220-250 lbs
_ S37.50-39.50
2,5 1-2 204-224 le.
139.00-39.50
US 2-3 225-255 lb.
8311.04-39.00
US 3-4 250-275 IS,
Sows
S2K00-29.00
lb.
270-350
US 1-2
US 1-3 301-400
US 1-3 40051141 lb,
to 30
2111:
8.0.—-rL
ftw
I ".
S/7 4111211
US 1-3 50 and up
.526.00-27.841
US 2-3 3410-500 lb.
Roars $13.55 • 1430

WANTED!

WINTER SHOW
Sat. 4:00 p.m.

miles south of Murray. The amount
of $115 was taken from a pouch
inside the house. Approximately
S80 was left. in the pouch.
Stepen Wayne Durbin, Route 2,
New Concord, reported $1,020 of
mechandise stolen from his house
around 8 p.m. Sunday. A satellite
receiver, a pocket' watch, and a
telescope were among the items
missing.

Wives make appeals to captors

Decatur Co. & Chesterfield Saddle Club
Jan. 28

WEDNiESDAV, JAI AR1 25, 19119

THREE RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR

DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS

Murray State University Exposition Center
ENTRY FEE

Order Dates: Jan 20—
Feb.5
Deliveries/Booth Sales:
Mar. 10-26

GIRL SCOUTS

Stock Market .
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
1.B.M.

+1.96
Industrial Average
2256.43
Previous Close
45% +%
Air Products
33%B :433 .i
A.T.C.-Class A
30% unc'
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
27% A/4
29% .%
Chrysler
32% +
CSX Corp
30% unc
Dean Foods
9B 9%A
Dollar Gen. Store
44% %
Exxon
51% •%
Ford
501/-2 sine
GAF Corp
891/2 General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
—17 -1
/
4
M/4 +%
Goodrich

491/2

Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield.

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

+ 1/2

124 •3/8
:153/4
15B 151/5A
36 •14,
unc
53% - 1
104% -1,,
No Trade
.54 +%
41% one
54Vs +%
1113/4
41%
32%

+ lift
+%
8.45

BETTY BOSTON

PAT GOSSUIV1

753-3366

PRE

TINE'S DAY
SALE
ON NEW GMC and PRE-OWNED
TRADE-INS
4.9% Financing Or Rebates
Up To $750 On Selected
1988 & 1989 Models
'88 NEW JIMMY 4 X 4, Stock 41556

$15,000.00

'89 DEMO JIMMY 4 X 4, Stock #1589

$16,200.00

'89 TC10903 PICK-UP, Stock #1632

$14,500.00

'89 DEMO TC10903 PICK-UP, Stock #1587

$13,500.00

'89 SAFARI PASSENGER VAN, Stock #1692

$17,500.00

'89 S-15 PICK-UP, Stock #1591

$12,500.00
•

PRE-OWNED TRADE-INS
ROAD READY:
1986 Nissan Pick-Up 4 X 4, 5 spd.

$7,500.00

1986 GMC 1 Ton w/ flat bed V-8

$9,500.00

1984 Volvo 2 dr. Car A/T

$7,500.00

1984 Chev 30 Van Conversion V-8

$9,250.00

1934 Chev 10 Pick-Up V-8 A, T

$6,250.00

$2 00

1

Training Barrels - No Payback

$5 00

2

Jr Barrels - 15 yrs & under, boys & girls, $5000 Added

$800

3

Open Barrels - $10000 Guaranteed, 4 Places

1984 Chev S-10 Blazer 4 X 4, V-6.

$8,500.00

Ow

4

Men's Barrels' 4 Places, $50 00 Added

1984 Ford Ranger Pick-Up V-6..

$3,250.00

$5 00

5

t adios Barrels 80% Payback., 4 Places. $50 00 Added

1985 Chev Astro 7 Passenger Van

$8,750.00

$500

6

Flags - 15 yr0 & under, $5000 Added

$500

7

Flags- t6 yrs 8. over, $50 00 Added

1983 Chev Caprice 9 Passenger Wgn.

$3,250.00

$500

8

Poles 15 yrs & under, 4 Places 80% Payback

1982 Ford F250 Pick-Up V-8 A/T

$2,500.00

$5 00

9

Poles 16 yrs & over, 4 Places. 80% Payback

$500

10

15 yrs & under Speed. 15000 Added

1800

II

Open Speed $10000

"Easy-Handling; Fun Loving, Great Trucks
For Great Times — All GMC Models To Choose Flym"

Added

Neither New Providence Or Decatur County or Chesterfield Saddle Club nor Murray State
University iskor will be responsibte tor any loss damage or accident

All Classes must have 13 entries for added money.
ADMISSION: $2.00
CHILDREN 6 AND UNDER: FREE

For Information Call
Jimmy Gilbert
(901) 847 6583
Ronald Derryberry
190 1 1 845-5247
Maly Tolley
(901) 645-5248

WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN AMERICA'S FINEST
SWIMMING POOL AT A GREAT SAVING,
as advertised in House Beautiful magazine.

CALL

1 -800-821 -3087

TRUCKSNTRAILERS•BUSES
3 Miles South on 641 - (502) 753-1372
8:00-5:00 M-F; 8:00-Noon Sat.
JACK FOLEY-BEN NIX-DON McCORD-KENT WISEHART
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lavada Irene Davis
Final rites for Mrs. Lavada Irene
Davis were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Hornheak Funeral
Home, Fulton. Dr. Mel Mason
officiated.
Grandsons served as pallbearers
and burial was in Acree CemeLery
in Weakley County, Tenn.
Mrs. Davis, 78, South Fulton,
Tenn., died Sunday at her home.
A retired machine operator for
Merit Clothing Co., Mayfield, she
was a member of South Fulton
Baptist Church.
Born Sept 21, 1910. in Obion

County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Ed Johnson and
Annie Gabby Johnson. Her first
husband, Attie James McClure, and
three daughters also preceded her
in death.
Survivors are her husband, the
Rev. Henry Davis, to whom she
had been married for 18 years; two
daughters, Mrs. Harlan Osborne,
Tri-City, and Mrs. Patsy Young,
South Fulton; one son, Floyd,,James
McClure, Tri-City; four brothers;
three sisters; 19 grandchildren; 22
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Frances M. Chester, 93, of
Milburn died Tuesday at 7:30 a.m.
at 1.C.F. Nursing Home, Clinton.
She was employed by ClintonHickman Co. Hospital. She was a
member of Milburn Baptist Church
and a charter member of Milburn
Chapter of the Order of the Eastern
Star.
Mrs. Chester was preceded in
death by her husband, Capp Chester, and two sons, Wilson Chester
and Edison Chester.
Survivors are one son, Bedford
E. Chester, Keaau, Hawaii;_ half
sister, Mrs. Edna Litton, Memphis,
Tenn.; two half brothers, Roy
McMichael, Lehigh Acres, Fla.,
and George McMichael, Beaumont,
Texas; two grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren

Herbert Key
The funeral for Herbert Key will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Jim Simmons and the
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Key, 66, of 205 North 10th

Business
inventories
Of U.S. businesses
in billions of dollars
Seasonally adjusted
$760
1
November:
750 $753.6 billion ow-

Lr

740

St., Murray, died TueSdly at 12:50
a.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He was a used car
dealer and a member of Memorial
Baptist Church.
Born Sept 4, 1922, in Hazel, he
was the son of the late Lynn Key
and Frances Bradley Key. One sister, Mrs. Rhupayne Adams, and
two brothers, Donald Key and
Howard Key, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Christine Adams Key, to whom he
was married on May 24, 1941; two
sons, Jerry Key and wife, Celia,
and Reggie Key and wife, Robbie,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Don
(Moyce) Blanke, Florissant, Mo.;
four grandchildren, Edwina Key
Rodney Key, Heather Key and
John Robert Key.

Graveside rites for Logan Miller
Watson were today at 11 a.m. at
Spring Creek Cemetery. The Rev.
Hal Shipley officiated. Pallbearers
were Fred Kemp and Scottie
Morris.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
The infant son, born Jan. 21 at
Murray, died Monday at 4:28 p.m.
at Kosair Children's Hospital,
Louisville.
He is survived by his parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Watson, and
one brother, Ryan Michael Watson,
Rt. 1, Murray; his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Watson,
Rt. I, Murray, and Mrs. Beverly
Reed and Buddy Spann, Murray;
great,grandmothers, Mrs. Gracie
Watson, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Dathel
Wilkerson, Coldwater, and Mrs.
Gladys Spann, Murray; four aunts,
Connie Spann and Cindy Spann,
Murray, Mrs. Phillip (Jackie) Morris, Rt. 1, Murray, and Mrs. Don
(Judy) Overbey, Rt. 1, Almo.

Mrs. Ivy Irene Rogers
Mrs. Ivy Irene Rogers, 90, died
at Mills Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield, where she was a patient,
on Tuesday at 12:30 p.m.
The widow of Martin Luther
Rogers, she also was preceded in
death by one ?ister anpl— six
brothers. She was a member of
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove.
Born Aug. 19, 1898, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Samuel Oury Miller and
Martha Ann Lawrence Miller.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Irby (Dell) Hendon, Mayfield,
and Mrs. J.C. (Joett) Lamb, Murray; three grandchildren, Mrs. Jerry
(Anita) McAllister, Georgetown,

Pat Lamb, Vienna, Ill., and Jimmy
Lamb, Murray; six greatgrandchjldren, Stacey McAllister,
Sarah McAllister, Terri Lamb,
Sherri Lamb, Johnny Lamb and
Jenny Lamb.
Services will be Thursday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Buron
Richerson and the Rev. Jackson
Foster will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
SONO...C•0111

641 South
Murray
753.2617
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Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. at Milburn Baptist Church.
The Rev. Earl. Harrison and Dr.
Kenneth Jordan will officiate. Burial will follow in Arlington
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday) at Story and
Orr Funeral Home, Arlington. The
body will be taken to the church at
12 noon on Thursday.

Clemens, Mich.
Services will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Jack
Doom will officiate.
Burial will follow in McKendree
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Helen Brewer Elliott, 72,
died Monday at 4:30 p.m. at Cottage Hospital, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
She is a former resident of Marshall County.
She was a member of Brewers
United Methodist Church.
Survivors are three brothers,
Paul Brewer and Ralph Brewer,
Benton, and Felix Brewer, Mount

Th,?.Grt.t GM F eelun Vilth Gamut; GAS-P-44-

720
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Mrs. Chester was also instrumental in rearing the children of
the late Dr. John T. O'Neill. They
are Mrs. Katie M. Evrard, Silver
Spring, Md., Kevin J. O'Neill,
Bardwell, Brian T. O'Neill, Murray, Mrs. Margaret A. Howieson,
Magna, Utah, and June E. O'Neill,
Norwalk, Conn.

Logan Miller Watson

1111111110
.
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Mrs. Helen Brewer Elliott

Mrs. Frances M. Chester
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NOTICE
VV.' Haul White Cultivv..te,
Grovel arel Dirt.
KECK STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically 11..i...vett
24 — Deep Free Estrittates
Treated Cross Tics
435 4343 Bob Kemp

Searching for answers to all
those who/whet/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call

or

Chicago Tnbune Chart
S44rce U S Department of Commerce

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess lngeborg King 492 8348

WFOAORDEHSOUSE
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Stokley
Cut Green Beans,

Ajax
Laundry Powder
125 oz. Family Size

Whole Kernel or

Chicken of Sea

Cream Style Corn
303 Size Can

Tuna
61/2 oz.

3
For

$298

1 00

Can
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Frito-Lay Ruffle
Bonnie

Scottowels

Potato Chips

Paper Towels

88
16 oz

69c

200 Ct Box
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$2

Plus Dep.

New From Scot Paper

Mway @ Hand
Towel
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50 Ct. Box
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Ketchup

2
8971.2 Liter Bottle

20 Lb. Bag

3 Roll Pkg.

Pepsi, Mt. Dew or Diet Pepsi
Scotties
Facial Tissue

Dog Food

1 89

Reg. 1.49

8 Pk
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--- 12 Pk

12 oz
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Grapefruit
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Squeeze Btl.
28 oz.
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12 oz

12 oz

$129
For $11"
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Moslem leader calls for end to'human suffering'
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
spiritual leader of a radical Moslem
group believed to hold nine Americans hostage in Lebanon has written to those pressing for the captives' release that he wants to see
an end to the "human suffering,"
recipients said Tuesday.
A State Department official who
has seen the correspondence from
Sheik Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah said, "The letters themselves
are unusual, but the content is
not." The official refused to be
quoted by name.
Fadlallah, 53, is thespiritual guru
of Hezbollah, an umbrella group of
pro-Iranian Moslem Shiites. Elements within the Lebanese group
actively employ terrorism and are
thought to control the American
hostages, U.S. officials say.
Facliallah's written statements, in
Arabic, came in response to letters
sent to him by Peggy Say, the sister of hostage Terry Anderson; the
Journalists Committee to Free Terry Anderson; the New York-based
Committee to Protect Journalists,
and Ray Barnett, the head of
Friends in the West and Ambassa-

dors of Aid, two humanitarian
groups in Seattle, Wash.
Anderson, an Associated Press
correspondent in Beirut when he
was kidnapped in March 1985, has
been held longer than any of the
other American hostages.
On Tuesday, the wives of three
American professors at Beirut University College, seized two years
ago, appealed for the release of
their husbands as they began their
third year in captivity. The three
men are Alann Steen of Boston,
Robert Polhill of New York and
Jesse Turner of Boise, Idaho.
The responses Fadlallah gave to
the letter-writers were similar in
tone and content, bet were not
identical.
"We are always sorry for the
continuous human suffering which
we have tried to solve and continue
to try to solve to bring the situation
to a happy ending," Fadlallah
wrote Mrs. Say, who lives in
Cadiz, Ky.
To Anne Nelson, executive
director of the Committee' to Protect Journalists, Fadlallah .said, "I

have -tried several times to
intervene to find a solution of their
situation but my efforts failed
because they were complicated by
factors at the international level."
The Moslem leader told William
Foley, a Time magazine photographer in New York who works with
the committee to free Anderson,
that "we emphasize our concern to
maintain friendly relations with the
American people. ..."
Fadlallah disavowed any responsibility for the kidnappings.
Mrs. Say, who has written Fadlallah in the past but never before
received a response, said she interpreted the letter as meaning the
Shiite leader might be willing to be
a "point of contact" in any negotiations to free the hostages. She
pointed out that Fadlallah knows
Anderson, who had interviewed
him as a reporter.
The letters, delivered thiough an
intermediary, were receiyed last
week.
The U.S. official sad that Fadlallah has made many pronouncements about the hostages, some of

which have appeared to be contradictory. Moreover, he said that
officials are "not quite sure how
much influence (Fadlallah) has personally" over the kidnappers.
The United States has a policy of
not negotiating with those holding
hostages, although officials will
talk about the welfare of the
captives.
"There is no direct contact
between us and the Iranians and
between us and Fadlallah," the
official said.
In a newspaper interview published in October, Fadlallah was
quoted as saying the fate of the
hostages "would have to wait for
the outcome of the American presidential election." He said then
that Iran preferred to deal with°
Republicans.
President Bush has said he foresees the day of better relations with
Iran, which could lead to the
release of the hostages. "I don't
start off with the view that we
always have to be at loggerheads,"
he said recently.
Still, Bush has said he thinks it
would be wrong to assume that

Iran "controls a key to all these
hostages."
Iran's prime minister, Hussein
Musavi, said last week the hostage
issue was an "internal question of
Lebanon," and what his country
can do is limited because "it is a
question of territory."
The other hostages are Thomas
Sutherland, a dean at the American

University of Beirut: Joseph James
Cicippio, acting comptroller of the
university; Frank Herbert Reed.
director of the Lebanon International School in Beirut: Edward
Austin Tracy, an author, and Marine Lt. Col. William R. Higgins,
head of an observer group attached
to the U.N. Interim Force in
Lebanon.

U.S., Britain ask for meeting on terrorism
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States and Britain on Tuesday asked for a 33-nation meeting
of transportation officials to plan
anti-terrorism measures in the wake
of the bombing of Pan Am Flight
103 over Scotland last month.
The meeting, proposed for Montreal next month, would seek to
improve international standards for
handling passengers, baggage and
cargo to prevent sabotage, said
Mimi Weyforth Dawson, acting
transportation secretary.
Samuel Skinner, whose Senate
confirmation hearings as transportation secretary open Wednesday,
would attend if confirmed, Dawson
said.
She and -Bri1ish-4-ecretary of
State for Transportation Paul Channon made the joint request for a
special session of the Council of
the International Civil Aviation
Organization to include transportation ministers or secretaries from
the 33 countries that sit on the
council. The Montreal-based organization has 160 member nations.
Charles Lafond, spokesman for
the _ICAO, which is a United
Nations agency, said the council

King of Spain
honors teacher
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
king of Spain has honored a retired
professor from the University of
Kentucky for his advancement of
the study of Spanish literature.
King Juan Carlos has conferred
the Order of Alfonso X the
Learned with the rank of commander upon the professor emeritus,
John Keller, the university said in a
news release Tuesday.
In 1984, Keller was knighted
into the Order of Isabel la Catolica
by the king.
In 1986, Keller was awarded a
degree titled "doctor honoris causa" at the University of Granada in
Spain — "the first time for an
American to be so honored," the
news release said.
Keller, a professor emeritus of
Spanish, said plans call for the
king's consul general to make the
presentation of a medallion and
diploma symbolizing the latest
honor in ceremonies on the Lexington campus April 27.
King Alfonso X was a patron of
literature and learning, according to
the news release.
In 1987, Keller began a journal
about Alfonso X, "Bulletin of the
Cantigueiros de Santa Maria,"
which is now in its third volume.
Keller, 71, said he has spent the
past 40 years studying the works of
the medieval king, who ruled from
1252-1284.

Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high-fat foods

was in session currently and had an
"unlawful interference" committee
that was expected to take up issues
surrounding Flight 103. He said
council officials had not received
the U.S.-British request, and no
special meeting was yet scheduled.
Investigators of the Dec. 21
explosion which killed all 259 people aboard the Pan American Boeing 747 and 11 on the ground concluded the plane was destroyed in
flight by an explosive device, probably made of plastique.
Authorities have identified a
baggage container in the 747's forward cargo hold which they believe
contained the bomb. But they'have
not suggested how, by whom or at
-what point itte-b0Mb WaCsniuggled
aboard the airliner.
The plane was on the LondonNew York leg of a flight that originated in Frankfurt. The Times of
London reported last week that

WE'RE FiGi-ItiNG FOR
'CUR LIFE

level session to "emphasize the
worldwide nature of the terrorist
threat, and the need for greater
international cooperation and
improved security measures."
Dawson said the meeting would
consider how standard security
measures might be expanded and
applied uniformly in high-risk
areas. She also said it would
explore ways of increasing research
and development of explosive
detection, aircraft design and construction and security equipmeni
The announcement said the international organization would look
for ways to assist countries trying
to improve aviation security measures and possibly survey airports,
upon request, to see if they meet
international safety standards.
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WHY WAIT
FOR YOUR
goatø
r I TAX REFUND
ita..0
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!

eport to the eople
In early Marcn, The iyluria ,,, Leo(,;(ji
distribute its annual Prafiie specia
ray and Calloway County.

Use H&R Block's Rapid Refund Program
It's a loan agains your
whether H&R Blockck
Available
t
refund.tax
prepares your tax return or not.

IT'S FAST!

H&R BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center - 753-9204
Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-5 Sat.

This is a very -Special Section
show how Murray and Calloway Count'., cis
together through the years. It will show the 0(;.:--,t
progress we have made and the cont,nr.c)us
gress being carried on.
Show others your desire to excel,the r
heritage of Murray and Calloway County and cr
ticipate in this year's profile. Hundreds did last
and we look forward to more this
It's your community -- it's 'your time to et oecolo
know how you started, how you ,e doing, arc'.
What your plans are for the future
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Contact a sales representative of f- ne Murn:
Ledger and Times to oarticipat

on one style of

Time Is Running Out
So Call Today To ,Be Included
In This Special Edition

SOFT SPOTS
Theyfeel better because
theyfit better
Other Styles

Reg. 4995

Available

hoe

$39"
Whole Supply
Lasts

American Heart
Association

investigators think the luggage was
ffrst loaded in Frankfurt and transferred tothe 747 at London's
Heathrow airport.
Another British newspaper, The
Sunday Express, reported Jan. 15
that investigators were looking into
the theory that the bomb went
aboard the plane with a soldier
involved in a diamond smuggling
ring.
During the weekend, Syria's
defense minister, Mustafa Tlass,
alleged that Israeli intelligence
agents duped an American soldier
into carrying the bomb in his luggage, paying him $300,000 and
telling him it was diamonds to be
smuggled into. the United States. _
'T.Srael, -Which accuses -Palestinian
elements of planting the bomb,
called the charge "ridiculous and
malicious.'
A U.S. Transportation Department announcement said Dawson
and Channon called for the high-

Mon-Sat 9:30 - 8:00 Sun. 1-5

hac

Olympic Plaza 759-4795

753-1916
Barb Paytes, Angie Herndon,
Fran Faith
M-ary Ann Orr, Advertising Manager
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Save
30%-35%
Our 12.99-13.99 Ea. Separates. Choice of
tops in S-M-L or pants in jr /misses' 5/6-17/18.
Our 14.99, Women'sTops*Or Cotton Jeans**, $10
• i8,•, 24W 35 44 • iew 2E1V‘ 12 4: SMes,erxesemon,e or group

Sale Price. Automatic
dishwasher detergent. 50-oz net wt

Our 6.27 Pkg.6 prs. men's
tube socks. Fit 10-13
Our 5.17,6Prs.Boys'*Socks, 3.99
'SpesQ I I

Our 19.99 Ea. Men's jeans of
10000 cotton Indigo black or
gray Great fitting leans

Nitr m4:1

Sale Price. Yes laundry detergent with
fabric softener. 64 oz.*
- -Lirfli2

Our 97C Ea. Panty hose with
run-resistant toe. Choice of
shades. Misses' S.,M, MT.1

Or,

Sale Price Pkg. Chocolate
treats in choice of peanuts.
raisins, drops. 10-oz net wt

Our 44C Pkg. Action microwave popcorn in
choice of regular or butter flavors 3-oz net wt
• 2Pkgs. 1
3-oz.-net-wl. Flavored Popcorn

Sale Price Pkg. Delicious snacks the entire
family will enjoy Choose from Cheez Balls.
Cheez Curls. nacho or traditional'tortilla chips
5 '50!

Pr.
Women's step-ins with
moccasin styling in black or
sand. Weekend essential!

Dkg

970 CgA" 4U POtt
It fm.se/v-r•

Sale Price Ea. Closet organizer with vinyl finish Choice of
" 11 ,

Reg
,
Du Po

Whde qUatIttleS 1051

Sale Price Pkg. Crunch 'N
Munch in choice of delicious
flavors. 5-oz -net-wt box.

Delicious coffee ideal for
home, office or school. 24.
1.3-oz.-net-wt. pkgs. Buy!

Sale Price Pkg. Ruffles potato
chipS are a great snack for the
entire family! 6 5-oz net wt

Sale Price Pkg.4-pack Ivory
soap. 4, 3 5-oz -net-wt. personal-size bars Shop Kmartl

Sale Price Ea. Crest toothpaste in choice of formulas to
suit your individual needs

Sale Price. Scratch Guard is
an ideal bath and kitchen
cleaner. 26-fl.-oz. size. Save)

•Net •••I

Sale Price. Aluminum
foil in 12x25' size. Ideal for a
variety of food storage needs

770

1.22 Ea PY

0 Save
40%
Our 1.67 Ea. Wattle-weave
kitchen towel of absorbent
100° cotton 18x28" size

Sale Price Skein.4-ply yarn of
Orlon acrylic Choose 3 5-oz *
solid colors or 3-oz * ombres

Sale Price Ea. Murphy oil
soap with trigger spray Ideal
for general cleaning 22 fl oz

Save
" 20%
Our 97C Pkg. Jobe's houseplant spikes are specially formulated to promote growth

3.97 M

7.47

Sale Price Ea Round or rectangular headlamps'; styles
Red t Dual Ream••
Ea.,7.97

Sale Price Gal. Preston.antifreeze helps provide yearround protection Shop today!

tir,! 2 pigs

••

s,
I•mozwnsa,
•••••••,,,I•on

1.67

Sale Price Pkg. 2-pack color
print.film. Choose Polaroid 600
Plus or Spectra 20 exp total

Sale Price. 2-pack magazine
files will help keep you organized Ideal for dorm office

cI7
S6
2
Our 2.27 Pack.4-pack light
bulbs in choice of 40- 6075- or 100-W brightness

Federal lightning .22 L.R.
ammo*. 136 high-velocity
rounds per 1 -lb -net-wt bag

On Sale Thursday,Jan.26 Thru 1iesday,Jan.31
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Luke 8:41-55
When Christ returned to the
western shore of the Sea of Galilee,
after healing the Gadarene
demoniac, a crowd was awaiting
Him. In it was Jairus, who was tortured with agony because his only
daughter was at the point of death.
With faith in Christ's power to heal,
but uncertain about His willingness
to do so, Jairus cast himself on the
ground at the feet of the Master and
besought Him to come to his home
and heal his only child. Christ set
out at once to give the blessing
which had been requested. Accompanying them were the disciples
and the crowds,the latter of whom
were eager to see what Christ
would do or fail to do.
Christ's Power Over Disease Luke 8:41-48
Among those who thronged
Christ was a woman who had been
suffering from constitutional illness for twelve long years. Her
very touch was regarded as a
defilement to other people, so she
was not permitted to enjoy the ordinary privileges, such as entering
the synagogue. Because of her affliction she was ostracized from
society. Others regarded her illness
as the consequence of her sins, and
thought that she was under a curse
from God. Her case defied the skill
and ability of various physicians,

but she did not give up and indulge
in self-pity, When Christ came her
way, she came up behind Him,
stooped down and nervously and
appealingly touched the kraspedon
of His robe, or the tassel on the hem
of His garment, whereupon her
himorrhage stopped and health
beamed in her face.
Turning around, Christ said:
Who touched me?" With fear and
trembling she cast herself on His
mercy as she fell prostrate at His
feet and told about the miracle of
healing which had been wrought in
her. From Christ she received the
threefold work of cheer:
"Daughter, be of good comfort: thy
faith hath made thee whole: go in
peace." That tender word.
"daughter." indicated that she had
been adopted into the family of
God.
Christ's Power Over Death - Luke
8:49-55
On the way to the home of Jairus.
a courier came running and bringing the information that the girl
was dead. Before Jairus could
speak a hopeless thought Christ
said: "Fear not: believe only, and
she shall be made whole." On their
arrival at the home they found a
motley crowd of neighbors and
hired mourners weeping and wailing. Christ told them that the girl
was not dead, but asleep, thus giv-

trig His view of death as a temporary sleep, but they -laughed
him to scorn, knowing that she was
dead." However, laughter does not
disprove anything.
Putting out all the mourners and
scorners, Christ took Peter, James.
John and the parents into the room
where the corps was lying. Taking
her by the hand, Christ said unto
her: "Maid, arise." At Christ's
command she arose and walked.
The parents and the disciples were
amazed at such a singal instance of
the power of our Lord. We cannot
imagine the joy of those parents or
estimate their gratitude to Christ
for restoring their daughter to life.
As surely as Christ presented this
girl to her parents, He can save and
bring into the family of God any
sinner who trusts in Him. As
tenderly as He ordered food given
to the girl. He will look after one's
spiritual needs and provide the proper food for spiritual growth. Christ
is sufficient for all our needs, and
He is exceedingly anxious to supply them.
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Angela Middleton of Cobden,
Ill., a sophomore journalism
major at Murray State University, will be Murray State's student representatve at the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
District III Conference Feb.
12-15 in Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Middleton will attend
the meeting as pan of the CASE
HI Student Delegate Program.
She is one of 25 students in the
nine-state district selected to
attend the professional
conference.
Nominations for the program
were solicited at each CASEmember institution, Miss Middleton said. Donna Herndon,
director of alumni affairs at
Murray State, submitted her
name for the conference.
The nominee was also
required to submit an essay
titled "Why I Want to Attend
the CASE District III
conference."
In "addition to meeting CASE
district and national leaders and
participating in a full range of
professional career opportunities
in institutional advancement.
Alumni relations, development,
publications, government relilititiK-ptiblit- teiatiOris, institutional relations and management

more of the same through the
week.
In Chattanooga, the mean
24-hour temperature has been 5.2
degrees above normal for January,
and the Electric Power Board, the
local TVA distributor, is also
expecting below-normal revenues
for the month.
"We're subject to the vagaries
of the weather and it looks like if
temperatures are normal for the rest
of the month, the typical homeowner with electric heat will probably
see his January electric hill drop
anywhere from 5 to 15 percent
below what it was a year ago,''
said Jack Loveless. EPB
comptroller.
TVA's peak demand so far this
winter has been only 18,600 megawatts, nearly 10 percent below the
2,0,300-megawatt peak TVA
expected, The federal utility's anti-the power peak was Set in the
winter of 1983 when TVA customers demanded 22,478 megawatts.

Downtown Murray 7335825
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DEAR DR GOTT Cystitis has been
plaguing me for about a year Is there
any new therapy available'
DEAR READER Cystitis (bladder
infection) has a variety of causes In
general. the disease appears in two
forms
Acute cystitis begins suddenly with
painful, frequent urination. The urine
often contains blood Acute cystitis almost always affects women, is usually related to sexual intercourse and is
caused by bacterial infection. The diagnosis is established by a urine culture, a test in which a sterile urine
sample is obtained The bacteria in
the urine are identified and tested
against an array of antibiotics. In this

will be among the areas
discussed.
The Murray State sophomore
plays an active role in institutional advancement as assistant
to the vice president for marketing and promotions for the Student Alumni Association. She
often travels with the. university's Student Ambassadors, helping to recruit students for MSU.
The student delegate noted
that the activities she has par,ticipated in have fueled her interest on institutional
advancement.
"The conference will be a
wonderful opportunity to get to
learn more about institutional
advancement and meet some of
the top professionals in the
field," she said. She added that
it will also be good exposure for
her careerwise since a copy of
her resume and essay will be
distributed to the professional
delegates at the meeting.
A 1987 graduate of Cobden
High School, %liss Middleton is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Middleton. A dean's list
student, she is a senior resident
adviser in Heseter Hall and
serves on the Baptist Student
Union .CunciL..S.iLa1so a
member of the Theta Chi Delta
sorority.
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DEAR READER To my knowledge, the caffeine you took should
have no effect on the baby Alcohol
and nicotine are far more damaging
to a developing fetus
However caffeine is a drug are
should tell your obstetrician you
using it
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State-approveel
DUI classes to
be offered at UK
LEXINGTON, ICy. AP i
University' of Kentucky said Tut',
day that it plans to hegin (We,— •
state-approved courses for ti•
time DUI offenders
The courses comprise one of
DU! education programs approi.
in Kentucky. by the state Dep.,r
ment of Transportation.
The university's program •••
provide nine hours of drug-oleo'
education for those receiving a
conviction
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expecting. I stopped but am wondering if it will have any effect on the
baby
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

manner, the most effective antibiotic
is chosen
Treatment is almost always successful To prevent re-infection. women can carry out two simple
procedures
First, women should wipe themselves from the front after urinating,
from the back after defecating This
technique will stop intestinal bacteria
from entering the bladder opening
and causing cystitis
Second. women should empty their
bladders after sexual relations This
will prevent residual bladder-urine
from becoming infected and will
wash out the- urethra (bladder
opening)
Acute cystitis, although common, is
readily treated and prevented
On the other hand, chronic cystilis
is more of a problem This debilitating disease has an unknown cause and
is associated with urinary frequency
and abdominal pain As many as
90.000 women may suffer from
chronic interstitial cystitis However.
experts estimate that the actual number of undiagnosed cases may be five
times this number. Treatment with
antibiotics is inappropriate However,
many cases respond to periodic distension of the bladder (with water
through a tube) under anesthesia.
Women with chronic cystitis should
be under the care of urologists, specialists in diseases of the urinary
tract.
If you have had repeated symptoms
of cystitis for a year, you need to
know whether this is due to a series of
attacks of acute cystitis or whether
you have chronic cystitis A urologist
can help you.
DEAR DR G4D1'T• I'm five weeks
pregnant. I've been taking 500 milligrams of caffeine daily to boost my
energy. As soon as I found out I was
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TVA revenues could be down
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley Authority, which generally braces for a
heavy power demand by customers
in January, is finding itself with a
surplus of power this winter.
In fact, says a TVA official, if
unseasonably mild temperatures
continue to cause customers to
reduce consumption, it could put a
dent in the federal utility's
revenues.
Electricity sales were off $38
million from the projected amount
during the last three months of
1988 and will probably be down
again in January, said Robert C.
Steffy Jr., TVA senior vice presideal of power.
"We don't see this shortfall as
anything significant," Steffy said
Monday. "But we could use a
good cold snap to help our sales."
Temperatures akross the Tennes- -the-5N and
see Vatey cTinibeift6
60s again on Tuesday, and the
National Weather Service predicted
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State will not lose seat
in Congress: Bunning
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning does not believe
Kentucky is in jeopardy of losing a
U.S. House seat after the 1990
census.
But Bunning, the 4th District
Republican who would perhaps be
the most vulnerable of Kentucky's
seven congressmen to the loss of a
seat, said the outcome may hinge
on whom President Bush appoints
as director of the Census Bureau.
"I would expect it would be a
friendly face" for Republicans,
Bunning said.
—
Whether Kentucky loses a seat
will depend on whether illegal
aliens flooding the country continue to be counted for purposes of
redistricting.
The Census Bureau has counted
illegal immigrants in past censuses,
saying the U.S., Constitution
requires it to do so.
But 43 members of Congress and
the states of Pennsylvania and Kansas have challenged the practice in
a lawsuit scheduled for a hearing
Thursday in U.S. District Court in
Pittsburgh.
If successful, the lawsuit would
trim the number of new seats allotted to several fast-growing Sunbelt
states. That would preserve Kentucky's seventh seat, which a new
study has shown would be awarded
to another state if recent population
• •
losses aren't reversed.
Bunning said Tuesday that illegal aliens should not be counted for
reapportionment purposes.
To count illegal immigrants
would allow states such as Florida.
Texas and California to "disproportionately come up with numbers
indicating they are 'entitled to a
new congress-person when, in
terms of U.S. citizens, they are
not," Bunning said.
Another Kentucky Republican,
5th District Rep. Harold "Hal"
Rogers, vowed this week to use his
seat on the Appropriations Committee panel that oversees the Census Bureau to press his opposition
to counting illegal aliens in
redistricting.
But an expert on the census for

Social security taxes
cause of higher costs

CFM56 jet engine

House Democrats said Tuesday that
she doubts the practice can be
changed through lawsuits, personnel appointments, political pressure
or anything short of a constitutional amendment.
The 14th Amendment requires
apportioning House seats "among
aircraft, U.S.Air Force
the several states according to their
TvAitthatt subsonic
▪
KC-135R tanker, French air
respective numbers, counting the
turboran engine
force C-1 35F tanker, Boeing
whole number of persons in each
Manufacturer: CFM
737-300 and 737-400 and the
state, excluding Indians not '
International SA, a Joint
Airbus Industrie A320
taxed."
"Your legal status has never
venture of General Electhc Co. •Dimensions: Length.
been a factor in whether you're
93-95.7 inches. fan diameter.
(U.S.) and SNECMA (France)
included in reapportionment," said
MAircraft equipped: Various
60-68 3 inches
Terri Ann Lowenthal, staff director
configurations of the CFM56
OWeight: 4,276-4.860 pounds
for the census and population subhave been used on 19 carriers'
Maximum take-ott thrust
committee of the House Post
DC-8, U S Navy E-6A
4,810-5.830 pounds
Office and Civil Service
surveillance aircraft, Saudi Air
Chicago Tnbune Graphic
Committee.
Source Jane's All the World's Aircraft
Force E-3 advanced warning
"The Constitution is very clear,
and therefore it would have to be
mended before you could not count
the whole number of persons" in
each state, Ms. Lowenthal said.
Although Bunning said he is not
worried about losing his seat to
redistricting, he said it would be
unfair, if the state lost a seat, to
In Chattanooga, the mean
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
alter the 4th District to any great — The Tennessee Valley Authori24-hour temperature has been 5.2
extent.
degrees above normal for January,
ty, which generally braces for a
"My district is the fastest- heavy power demand by customers
and the Electric Power Board, the
growing in Kentucky, both in January, is finding itself with a
local TVA distributor, is also
economics- and population-wise," surplus of power this winter.
expecting below-normal revenues
he said.
for the month.
In fact, says a TVA official, if
But Bunning acknowledged that unseasonably mild temperatures
"We're subject to the vagaries
redistricting, which will be con- continue to cause customers to
of the weather and it looks like if
trolled by Democrats in the Ken- reduce consumption, it could put a
temperatures are normal for the rest
tucky General Assembly, could be dent in the federal utility's
of the month, the typical homeowhazardous to his political health. revenues.
ner with electric heat will probably
"Knowing the General Assembsee his January electric bill drop
Electricity sales were off $38
ly of Kentucky and how it operates million from the projected amount
anywhere from 5 to 15 percent
... I would be ready for anything," during the last three months of
below what it was a year ago,"
Bunning said with a chuckle.
said Jack Loveless, EPB
1988 and will probably be down
"I am very happy where I am," again in January, said Robert C. comptroller.
he added. "If the '90 census Steffy Jr., TVA senior vice presiTVA's peak demand so far this
changes things, I'll cross that dent of power.
winter has been only 18,600 megabridge when I come to it."
"We don't see this shortfall as
watts, nearly 10 percent below the
anything significant," Steffy said
20,300-megawatt peak TVA
Monday. "But we could use a
expected. The federal utility's allVOIRICA's I.:STITT:1T FOR FOREIGN STUD1
good cold snap to help our sales." time power peak was set in the
SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
Temperatures across the Tenneswinter of 1983 when TVA customOept VA, 1411 Greenwich Po.enue
see Valley climbed into the 50s and ers demanded 22.478 megawatts.
Greenwich, CT 06810
60s again on Tuesday, and the
The drop in power usage coinRO0-122 HOST
National Weather Service predicted
cides with TVA's best powerA 110/1 rf,fff educanonal exchange organfunon
net. ftwrilk Iran of etperrente
more of the same through the
generating situation in years with
week.
the restart or ‘Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant and an increase in hydroelectric availability.
During the final three months of
918.,_TY A generated S2_percen t of
its normal hydroelectric volume,
compared to 50 percent over the
same period a year earlier.
Above-average rainfall in January should boost generation from
TVA's 29 hydroelectric plants to
near normal levels, Steffy said.
"We still haven't generate as
much hydroelectric production as
we should in a normal year, but
thanks to the rain in early January,
we're coming a lot closer," Steffy
said.

TVA finds unexpected
surplus of power now
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less available labor out there in the
market, and it's harder to find what
you want."
Part of the overall increase in
employment costs was attributed to
the increase in the employer's
Social Security tax rate in January
1988 from 7.15 percent to 7.51
perceni
Rising health insurance costs
were cited as a major factor in the
6.8 percent increase in benefit costs
to private employers in 1988. That
increase was nearly double the 3.5
percent jump in benefit costs
reported in 1987 and came after
three years of virtually identical
growth in those costs.
Sales Nrkers, whose pay is
heavily intlknced by commissions,
experienced a 6.6 percent wage
gain in 1988, up from just a 1 percent gain in 1987.
Workers in the rapidly expanding service sector of the economy
experienced wage and salary gains
of 4.7 percent, while those working
in goods-producing industries saw
their pay increase' eueaverage by .
3.1 percent.
For the fifth consecutive year
non-union workers in private
industry received greater wage and
salary increases than did their
unionized counterparts, with the
increases averaging 4.5 percent and
2.2 percent, respectively.
State and local government
workers received on average a 4.8
percent pay gain in 1988, up from
.4.2 percent. in 1987, with the
increase in that sector highest
among elementary and secondary
school employees, predominantly
teachers, who averaged 5.7 percent
pay raises last year.

Fate of jail system up in air while
county officials clash across state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky jailers on Tuesday
renewed their campaign to be
allowed to contract with the state
to house the least serious degree of
felon.
But spokesmen for county
magistrates and judge-executives
said the state should take over the
jail system.
-The two side's —cTiSited in the
1988 General Assembly, each failing to win passage of legislation to
implement its plan.
They met again at Tuesday's
meeting of the Governor's Task
Force on Corrections, sy,hich was
appointed to seek short-rand longterm solutions to jail and prison
crowding.
The Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled last year that the Corrections
Cabinet cannot force counties to
hold state prisoners indefinitely
while waiting for space in a prison.
The Supreme Court upheld lower
court fines against the cabinet for
•
doing so.
John WigSecretary
Corrections
ginton, the task force chairman,
said he had hoped to present a plan
of action at the meeting, but it had
not been completed by his staff.
Instead, officials of the Kentucky Jailers Association outlined their
proposal to allow counties to house
Class D felons on contract.
Under the plan, counties would
be paid $16 per day for each

minimum-security prisoner — their
current reimbursement for state
prisoners in jails — and $26 per
day for each medium-security ,
prisoner.
Prisoners could refuse jail con-;°
finenient, opting instead for a state
prison, said Daviess County Jailer
Harold Taylor, who presented the
plan.
Jailers would not keep prisoners
who required maximum security,
were considered escape risks, were
sentenced to more than 10 years, or
were considered dangerous to
themselves or others, Taylor said.
The state would benefit by freeing prison beds for the most serious
offenders and counties with cell
space to spare would have a needed
source .of income, Taylor said.
Mike McGee, executive director
of the Kentucky County JudgeExecutives Association, and Bob
Hicks, president of the Kentucky
Magistrates and Commissioners
Association, said their groups
favored a state takeover of jails.
That would allow greater efficiency, economies of scale and
would make moot the lawsuits
against the state over keeping state
prisoners in local jails, they said.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Employment costs rose faster than
inflation last year, largely due to
higher Social Security taxes and
soaring benefit costs, while wage
gains lagged behind inflation, the
government reported Tuesday.
The 5 percent rise in the cost of
wages, salaries and employer-paid
benefits in 1988 compared to a 3.6
percent increase in 1987, the Labor
Department said. Inflation averaged
4.4 percent both years.
Employment costs rose by 5.6
percent among state and local governments in 1988, up from 4.4 percent in 1987, he department said
in releasing its quarterly Employment Cost Index.
It cost private industry employers 4.9 percent more last year .to
pay wages, salaries and benefits
than it did in 1947, the department
said, compared with a 3.3 percent
increase in 1987 over 1986. Federal government employment costs
are not included in the report.
Wage and salary gains are closely watched as signals of a possible
inflationary spiral. Although the
rate of those increases lagged
behind inflation for the second consecutive year, the increase was 4.1
percent in 1988, much closer to
inflation than the 3.3 percent hike
reported for 1987.
Analysts offered a simple explanation for that: continued low
unemployment has forced employers to compete for available workers, often by increasing pay.
"It's clearly the decline in the
unemployment rate," said Cynthia
Latta, chief financial economist at
Data Resources Inc., a Lexington,
Mass., forecasting firm. "There is
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True no-fault insurance could save hundreds of dollars
fault system.
There are 135 million cars on the
road, and the study said the average auto • inurance premium was
$434 per car in 1987.
This would imply a national
insurance bill of $59 billion if there
were no uninsured cars and no
trucks used as cars were counted. If
that $59 billion is true, the $3.7

Nevada had fastest income growth in '88
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nevada, bolstered by a resurgent tourist
industry, enjoyed the fastest income growth of any state through the
third quarter of last year while
Wyoming and several other energy
states had the weakest income
growth, the government reported
Tuesday.
The Commerce Department said
that non-farm incomes rose 7.8
percent nationally in the 12 months
ending with September 1988, virtually identical to the 7.7 percent rise
in incomes overall posted for the

period ending with the second
quarter.
The national average masked
wide disparities among states and
regions of the country.
Nevada, which is enjoying a
construction boom fueled by good
times in the tourism industry, saw
incomes shoot up 12.9 percent, the
biggest percentage increase for any
state.
This was followed by a 9.9 percent gain in non-farm incomes in
New Hampshire and a 9.6 percent
rise in Hawaii. Also posting large

increases were Massachusetts and
Florida, both at 9.3 percent.
With inflation rising at an annual
rate of 4.4 percent last year, the
figure's showed that these states
stayed well ahead of the increase in
prices.
At the other end of the scale,
income growth in some states just
barely kept up with the rise in
prices.
Wyoming ranked last with a 4.2
percent rise in non-farm incomes
over the period ending with the
third quarter, followed by Alaska
with a 4.8 percent increase. Other
states with low income growth
were Colorado, 5.2 percent; North
Dakota, 5.3 percent; New Mexico,
5.3 percent, and West Virginia, 5.8
said.
percent.
The list had not been purged and
Commerce Department analyst
many were no longer working, Rudolph DePass said that the slow
Nichols said. The department pre- income-growth states had all been
viously said Kentucky has about held back by depressed conditions
7,100 regular school bus drivers, in the energy sector.
plus an undetermined number of
"We are still seeing the effects
substitute drivers.
of weak energy prices," he said.
Nichols said the 13 affected -While some states have been able
drivers included seven whose to diversify their economies, other's
licenses had been suspended, have not.'
according to the Transportation
By region, New England conCabinets computer records. A tinued to lead the rest of the nation,
check by their local superinten- with an overall income growth of
dents indicated all seven now have 8.9 percent.
DePass said this increase was
valid licenses, but they will remain
off the job pending a double check occurring even though defense
by the Transportation Cabinet, spending, which had spurred
growth in the region's highNichols said.
Five other drivers were found to technology industries, slowed in
have expired licenses and one was the last year.
The Far West was second with
driving on probation, Nichols said.
The six drivers who were already an income growth of 8.7 percent.
Critics of economic policies duron the job Tuesday might also have ing the Reagan years have charged
expired licenses, but will be that the recovery was essentially a
double-checked because of a back- bi-coastal expansion, with both
log in the cabinet's records, coasts doing well while America's
Nichols said.
heartland suffered.
Nichols said he did not know
Other regions of the country and
which of the state's 177 school dis- their income growth rates were:
tricts were affected.
Southeast, 8.1 percent; MidAtlantic, 7.9 percent; Plains, 7.4
percent; Great Lakes, 7.2 porcent;
BOBBY WOLFF
Southwest, 6.9 percent, and Rocky
Mountains, 6.1 percent.
The Commerce Department
•5 2
focuses
on changes in non-farm
4J
income
as
a better indication of a
North South
region's
prosperity
because of the
1*
1•
of.,n
erratic
nature
of farm
NT
1
ANSWER: Three hearts. Slightly incomes.
aggressive; however, a bid of two
hearts (non-forcing) would be too
timid.

billion saving would be a little
more than 6 percent.
"It is reasonable to conclude
that some households could see
declines in their annual insurance
bills of as Inuch as several hundred
dollars" if plans similar to those of
Michigan, Florida and New York
were used nationwide, the group
said.
New Start considers those states
to have the only true no-fault systems. Twelve states and the District
of Columbia use elements of nofault in their insurance law, and 11
states have what the group calls
"phony no-fault."
Under no-fault, victims file
claims against their own companies, just as they would for medical
insurance. The companies are supposed to pay no matter who is at
fault.
With traditional insurance, a victim must sue somebody to determine who caused the accident and
whose insurance must pay. '
The New Start group was organ-

Bus drivers suspended

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds
1-15-B
•K Q 9 8 3
•K J 9 8 3

in Nashville trial
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- A
Kentucky beauty pageant winner
was convicted Tuesday of drunken
driving despite her testimony she
had four drinks but was not intoxicated when she was arrested just
over a year ago.
The Davidson County Probate
jury imposed the minimum fine of
$250 on Suzanne Pitman, 24, and
she faces a sentencing hearing Feb.
23.
Ms. Pitman, 24, testified that she
told Metro officer David Reynolds,
''This is going to destroy all I have
worked for."
She said the policeman replied,
"Pretty little rich girls can kill,
too.''
Reynolds testified that he
noticed Ms. Pitman when she
backed her car into another vehicle
as she attempted to leave a parking
space downtown shortly after midnight Jan. 17, 1988.
Ile said the car was not appreciably damaged, but that the
woman "reeked of alcohol," had a
hard time walking and talking and
could not recite the alphabet.
Ms. Pitman said her car, which
has a stick shift, rolled backward
into the bumper of the car behind
her as she attempted to leave her
parking spot.
She said Reynolds "asked me to
say my alphabet backward."
"I started, I said Z. Y, X, and I
said, I can't do that," she testified.
Metro policeman Stanley Black
testified that Pitman registered .18
on an alcohol breath test about half
an hour after her initial encounter
with Reynolds. A reading of .10 is
considered legally drunk in
Tennessee.
Ms. Pitman testified that she had
drunk a glass of wine at home, "a
tequila drink" at the San Antonio
Taco Co. and a whiskey-and-coke
and part of a beer at the Urban
Lounge disco.

FARM
FRESH
Red or Golden
Delicious,
Arkansas
Black, Winesap

59e

lb.

Carrots
3 1 lb. bags 990
Radishes 4/$1.00
Cabbage

51bs./$1.00

Plums or
Nectarines
89e lb.
Texas Oranges

10/$1.19
101b. bag
Red or Russet
Potatoes

$1.99
Tomatoes
Apple Cider

59C

lb

$3

gal.

L:
4111144 AT PA

Multi symptom relief of cold,
allergies, sinus congestion.
12 Tablets 24 Tablets

SPRAY
1,11milber One
Phys.t La. 4nd
Phiming
Ilicememaimos

ADVIL Advanced Med

•

"
•
231114:I- A

HERSHEY
10 PACK
CANDY
BARS
•KitKat
*Rearms
Peanut Butter
Cups
Your Choice

SWEET'N LOW

•CF
•DM
.PE

Granulated
Sugar Substitute
100 Packets

Your Choice

All Natural
No Preservatives

98'

801. Bottle $3.49

ALL OCCASION
CARDS

BIC
DISPOSABLE
RAZOR
•Regular
•Sensitive
•Lady

Assorted
Boxed
Cards

.Weeene.

weweer•

Box of 14
with envelopes
No. 5050

iffiC

Pack of 5

SHAVER

6 oz. Can

49'

•

1.39

•

VIM

$2.29

tit PtCTWANT

87'

Vi4k

a

•Regular

Cough and
Nasal StemesS
Formula
for Choklren
and AdOts

PAM
BUTTER
FLAVOR
NON-STICK
COOKING
SPRAY

88'

COACH LAMP
BIRD
FEEDER

„4.
lit

MAGNETIC ,

IL

akeek

;

ft.
with
Pole. 72 lb.
Feed Capacity.
May Also Be Hung

ARMOUR
BEEF STEW

WINDSHIELD COVER
No more scraping or
Defrosting. Keeps off snow,
sleet, frost and ice. Use on
rear windows also

lb Can

$ 1.14

Popular

No. 09001

Pay Lass DRUG

AC/DC
Cassette

COLOR PRINT FILM
Developed
110, 126, 35rnm

(J6

12 Exp

& Disc

$1.78

PLUS

(.l We tenvet
rod .169.61.

G.E. SLIM AC/DC
CASSETTE RECORDER

FREE
5%7

24 Exp. $2.97

built-in
6 pushbutton operation
microphone AC converter included

753-8214

No. 3-5015

99'

No. 400

5.77

size

mit

3,28

Bottle of 50

ROBITUSSIN
COUGH
FORMULA

Robitussin
PE

For Pain

•Tablets
•Caplets

2.49

1.59 2.59

•

,1
t- •iclv•
tor Oa's'

15 Exp.$2.48

Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn
408 N. 12th St.

•Regular
•Menthol

Ainn
NASAL

TRIAMINIC TABLETS

LE SAT PAY LE

Pitman convicted

AFRIN
NASAL SPRAY

Triaminiciri Tablets

L• A

Today's East used a special convention to describe accurately his
strength and distribution. Unfortunately for him, declarer was the one
who best used that information.
East's cue-bid of two clubs was
Michaels, promising length in both
majors (usually 5-5) and about 7-11
HCP. It is sometimes referred to as
a poor man's takeout double.
West started with the heart ace
and led another heart, ruffed by
South (Florence Mae Schudy of
Houston, Texas). Even though she
had an accurate picture of East's
hand, careful timing and play were
still required.
Schudy cashed the king and queen
of diamonds and then led the club
10, inviting West to cover. When he
didn't(he shouldn't, even when holding both missing honors), Schudy
won dummy's king, dropping East's
jack.
Since East had shown two diamonds and one club, it was now
odds-on that East's pattern was 5-52-1. Schudy returned to her spade
ace to lead the club nine, passing it
for a winning finesse. The club eight
came next, and when that held, it
was time to draw West's last trump.
In all, Schudy won five diamonds,
five clubs and one spade to bring
home a well-deserved game.
I-25-A
NORTH
+42
•Q 6 4
•A 9 3
+A K 7 4 3
WEST
EAST
•K Q 9 8 3
+76
•K J 9 8 3
IP A 10 7 5
•5 2
•10 8 7
•J
4 Q 6 52
SOUTH
4 A J 10 5
•2
•K Q J 6 4
410 9 a
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding
South
West
North East
2•
2•
1+
2+
2•
Pass
Pass
Pass
5•
All pass
34
Pass
Opening lead: Heart ace

PRICES GOOD THROUGH
TUESDAY JAN 31 1989

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-8; Pharmacy Mon.-Sot. 9-6; Closed Sundays

AT PAY LE

"Tis not knowing much, but what is
useful, that makes a wise man."
- Thomas Fuller.

10°. Senior
Citizen Discount
On Prescriptions

1205 Chestnut St.
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON PRESCRIPTIONS

• AY LES

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

The 11 -phony no-fault"
permit suits only by people s'
ing losses greater than a
threshold. which ranges Lip
S6,000 Hawaii, Ms. Knauer said

PAYLESS
DRUGS

SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

• AY LES AT PAY LE

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- The
state's first driver's-license check
of its thousan* of school bus drivers has found 19 with problem
licenses, officials said.
Thirteen were ordered off the
road Tuesday as part of a crackdown following a bug wreck that
authorities said was caused by a
driver with a suspended license.
Six more drivers might be sidelined, but were already on their
routes Tuesday before orders
reached their local school districts,
said state Department of Education
spokesman Gordon Nichols.
Nichols said the department was
pleased that problems were confined to a small percentage of drivers. "I would think that's a good
number for us," he said. "You
don't want there to be any ... but
you obviously are going to have
some (problem drivers)."
Action was taken by the department after Transportation Cabinet
employees spent the weekend
checking the licensure status of
12,117 people who had been
trained and certified by the department as school bus drivers, Nichols

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

Price Index was increasing .
percent.
Critics say this overpays those
who aren't hurt much and pays too
little to the badly injured. It jams
the courts with lawsuits that take
years to reach verdicts and. according to a 1985 Transportation,
Department study, return to victim
only half of premiums paid in
43 percent in states using no nofault elements at all.
The balance of premium income
goes to lawyers and to administer
the system.
In theory, lawsuits are harmed
under no-fault. Michigan, Neu,
York and Florida limit litiga!t);
people who hae suffered - serous
and permanent" injury, This r,st ,
iction greatly reduces the nurnhe,
of suits, the group said.

lied by James L. Brown, director
of the Center for Consumer Affairs
at the University of Wisconsin and
the Rev. Robert J. McEwen, professor of economics at Boston College. Brown said no insurance
industry funds had been used in
forming the new organization,
which he said has gained 20,000
members since it was born last
October.
Virginia Knauer, consumer
affairs adviser to Presidents Nixon,
Ford and Reagan, will be national
chair of the group and will undertake a coast-to-coast tour next
month to drum up support for converting all states to no-fault.
Rising premiums in states with
traditional insurance have
prompted political outcries in several states recently. California voters last fall passed a referendum
requiring companies to reduce premiums 20 percent.
Nationwide, auto insurance premiums increased 60 percent from
1982 to 1987 while the Consumer

L11220111p

which states would see such large
savings, and its sponsors said they
were still -massaging the data" to
come up with those estimates.
The analysis by Edward J.
Heiden. a Washington consultant,
for the new group New Start, said
consumers in 47 states could be
expected to save $3.7 billion in
premiums overall under a true no-

$15.99

,rid,
01

et-0100(1

36 Exp. $4.99
Expires 1-32-89
ertINIP

et ,ne e”.r. slim I .1

I D4,

221011111M112211-Alt

WASHINGTON (AP) - True
no-fault auto insurance could mean
savings of hundreds of dollars for
families in some states although the
overall impact on premiums nationwide would be little more than 6
percent, according to a study commissioned by a group backing universal no-fault.
The new study did not identify

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS
4111110111

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERYDAY-50' Limit, See store for details
PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY US% A' PA
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Coca Cola Classic, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello,
Minute Maid Orange

.tR1 23. 1989

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Heinz Keg of

Piggly Wiggly
Grade A Large Dozen

Ketchup
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

$854,490 IN CASH
95,160 PRIZES

Rent 2 Movies
Get One

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

FREE
VCRs

Prices Good Thr

Jan. 31s

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

•00
per

Value Pric
Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

Hershey 24 oz.

1.79
oz 69s
69s
1.89
1.29

Mushrooms
Armour 15oz.

Chili
Planter's 10.5 oz.

Microwave Popcorn
Dole 46 oz.

Pineapple Juice

Evaporated Milk
Piggly Wiggly 22 oz.

Coffee Creamer
Big "G" 12 oz.

Yummy Mummy's
Instant 12 oz.

Quaker Oatmeal

Napkins
Boy & Girl Sm., M

Luvs
Dog Food
25 Ct. Funday

Dish Liquid

3/99c

Oysters

4.59
.6.99

36 to 40 ct. Large Headless

Shrimp
Sole

Fillets

Fresh Pro

5/99s

Ruffles

Potato Chips
,z
ft

Fresh Crisp-11b. Bag

99

Apple Butt

Red Radishes
Wild Birdfeed

Borden 12 oz. 194 Off Label

59C
ea
7
9°
3/99°

1.49
Cinnamon Rolls
99s
Cheddar & Mozzarella 1.89
Cottage Cheese'
99s
Fruit Drinks
89s
Singles

414
..9

Piggly Wiggly 9 oz.

Carrots
Large Fancy

Bell Peppers

Piggly Wiggly 12 oz. Shredded

Prairie Farm 16 oz.

Helium 18"
lb

Peanut Bu ter

Biscuits

Fresh Crisp-California 2 lb. Bag

Seedless Imported

White Grapes

Dole 20 oz

Smucker's 17 oz

ce

Nunn Millings Co. 5 lb. Bag

lb.69°

Lemons

Jelly
Piggly Wiggly 18 o

Peaches &
Nectarines

Pears
Sunkist Large, Juicy

..ib.4.99

2/1.00
Apple Sauce
2189°
79C
Pineapple Sauce
Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

Bananas

U.S.A. D'Anjou-The Health Snack

ato

Welch 32 oz. Grapi

Saltines

Fresh Tasty Chilean

lb.69

0

Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

'Dole's Finest Fruit

Oranges

iggly Wiggl

Fresh in the Shell

Oysters

Seedless Navels

Dog Food.

Chicken Noodle Soup

‘44,

2.19

Magnum Hi-Pro

Piggly Wiggly 10 oz.

Catfish Nuggets

Fresh in the Jar 10oz.

Red Grapefruit

31

Cat Food

Value Priced Grocerifts

'-4
4
Deli-Made Combination At. 4:0,4v.

Indian River 5 lb. Bag

Unique 6 oz.

1.19
1.99

Foam Plates
32 oz. Palmolive

Fresh

Pizzas
It has the works

d. & Lg.

Trail Blazer 20 Lb.

Seafood

Pizza Parlor Specials: -

Ti
44.476.
Piggly Wiggly 140

1.59
2189e
1.29
2.29
1.99

Chocolate Syrup
Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

Pizza Parlor
In-Store Made

4 Pack

Fabric Softener

Prego 32 oz.

Spaghetti Sauce

Snuggles 60' Off Label 96 oz.

Piggly Wiggly 3 Lb. Vegetable

Green Beans, Cream Style
& Whole Kernel Corn

Piggly Wiggly Stems & Pieces

Groceries

Prairie Farm Gal.

Mylar Balloonsea.1.99

Tidy Cat

Cat Litter
Sunflower Self-Rising

Corn Meal
Breyer's 1/2 Gal.

Ice Cream

99e
99s
2.99

10 lb.

5 lb.

100 Sheet Composition

Book
Bic 10-Pk.

Stick Pens
Dexatrim 20's

Diet Pills

•

Piggly Wiggl

Potato(

Mrs. Paul 12

Fish Fill

Piggly Wiggl

Pizza
Pet 26 oz.

Cobble
Piggly Wiggl

Ice Cre

/
1
4;hec
nur N
Vic

Selec

Nt.1)Nift:S1141..14%t 4K1

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

s Good.Thr

Piggly Wiggly 13 oz.
Flake Bag

Towels

VER CARD

PAW'. 71i

THRIFTY SAVER

12 oz.

)ost
asti

19*9

USDA Choice Beef Boneless
Sliced Free

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Whole
Rib Eye

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Jan. 31st
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Store Hours:
7 a.m.-12 Midnight
Seven days a week

esh Meats
4 Pack Soft 'N Gentle

Boston Butt Style Whole Slice.

Fischer Whole of Half

Tissue

Pork Roast

Boneless Ham

a in

Field Old Fashion

ggly Wiggly 140lc .

lapkins
& Girl Sm., M
UVS
ail Blazer 20 Lb.

og Food.

lique 6 oz.

.at. Food

ignum Hi-Pro

og Food.

69°
9.99
2.99
3/1.00
6.89

d. & Ly

WE/ilk9

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

Rib Eye Steakid.
Flanders — 5 lb. box

Quarter Pork LoinCut into chops

Beef Patties.....4.49

Pork Chops.

Beef or Pizza

Piggly Wiggly 3 fb.
Sliced Free

Char-Broiled Patties2.39

Canned

1.69
Ham. 6.99
lb.

Fresh Meats

BOLOGNA

Bryan Reg-Thick Beef 12 oz. pkg.

Fresh Meats
Fine To Fry

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

ryer Leg Quarters

ato Juice

Sliced Bacon

)1ch 32 oz. Gra

1.39
1.39
99°

ally

;gly Wiggly 18 0

eanut Bu
ucker's 17 oz

pple Butt

Piggly Wiggly-Grade A 9-13 lbs.09,

Turkeys

Carl Budding-All Varieties
21
/
2 oz. pkg

On-Cor Reg or Cheese

Wafer Meat2/1.00

Chicken Nibblers.lb.

Bryan Juicy or Beefy

Jumbo Franks

lb.

lb. U
P

2.79

1.69

Bryan-12 oz. pkg.

Breakfast Bacon1.29
Reg.-Beef-Polish

Smoke Sausegelo.2.

19

Frozen
Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

KJ 95'

Many Varieties to choose from

Orange Juice

Coffee Cake
I

Great with Polish Sausage

9
)c
9
10
)0

German Potato Salad

Great with pasta

3-Bean Salad
Mrs. Paul 12 oz. Crunch

.89
69°
2.29

lb.1.79

Piggly Wiggly Golden Light

Fish Fillet Fish Sticksi

Deli Fried Chicken8 pieces

Piggly Wiggly 10 oz.

Low Sodium Mild Cheddar

Pizza
Pet 26 oz.

Cobbler
Piggly Wiggly 1/2 Gal.

Hoop Cheese

lb

3.99
3.99

19
4/89°

Garlic Kaiser Rolls6i
Baked Fresh Daily

Wheat Hoagies
Best Variety in town!

Deli Baked Cookiesd0z.1.49
Apple or Creme Cheese

Cinnamon Rolls

Ice Cream

Vess 12 oz. can

6/1.49

rscoupoNs„ recoupoN.,ror Thn N.
II

Sodas

r^)rmi

11111

II

I.
with coupon &
purchase of
Any Bag

Onions
•

lb.99°

Tangy Goodness

with coupon
purchase of
3 lb. or more

with coupon &
purchase of
2 Bags

Ground Beef

Valentine

with coupon &
purchase of

Pillsbury
Cake Mix

El

I
'
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Students challenged to read

Passive emergency
cooling system
For nuclear reactor core

OWENSBORO, Ky.'(AP) —
1'he principal of Cravens ElemenLary School gave her pupils a chal;enge to read that they couldn't
They could put her in jail if
'oo students read 100 pages each
1‘% the 100th day of school.
Principal Beverly McEnroe made
challenge on Jan. 3, and the
th da) of school came last
he students, 210 of 325,
„..„.,:pted the challenge and put Ms.
Enroe behind cardboard bars.
he challenge was so popular
many students, such as thirdder Aaron Soto, said they
icd their normal reading to
sure Ms. McEnroc received
sentence.
)ressed in a striped outfit with a
hall and chain on her ankle,
phucipal stayed in the school's
all day as students walked
and waved at her.
••Instead of saying they had to
a hook. they kept track of
Ms. McEnroe said.
tadents counted pages in their
li(zding books, as well as books
found at home or at the
„rrai-y.
'F‘crything had to be docu--led and verified,'' Ms. McEnF,t, said.
Youngsters who read at home
required to bring notes from
parents verifying the number
Dagcs they read. If they read at

Prints
For The
Price Of

*Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
with this ad
Expires

Feb. 7,

1989

school, they gave reports to their
teachers.
Fifth-grader Heather Frakes, 10,
read 3,085 pages in the two-week
period to earr. the position of jailer.
Heather said she wanted to be jailer
because she thought it would be
fun to put the pnncipal behind
bars.
Other students agreed.
"She looks funny in that outfit
because she usually wears dresses
and skirts," said 9-year-old Cory
Wilson, a third-grader who read
278 pages.
Cory and other students who
read 100 pages or more received a
certificate for their efforts.
Marlene Ashby, reading specialist, and Vemile Whiner, librarian,
came up with the jail idea to
encourage students to read.
"Several of them read more than
1,000 pages," Mrs. Ashby said.
Mrs. Whitmer said many students checked out books from the
library after the principal's
challenge.
"I would say it increased 50 to
100 books per day," she said. "
The children were so excited about
it."
Aaron Young, a third-grader,
read 2,023 pages.
-First-grader Susie Henderson, 7,
read 825 pages.
Jeff Cotton, 8, a third-grader,
read 251 pages.
"I don't think I've ever read 251
pages before," he said.
While Ms. McEnroe's jail term
was the highlight of the day, children participated in other activities
to celebrate the 100th day of the
school year.
At the close of the day, students
who had perfect attendance for the
first 100 days were honored.
In physical-education class,
fourth-grader Amy Henderson and
her classmates received bubble
gum for making 100 shots on the
basketball court.
Anna Fleet, a fourth-grade teacher, asked her students to write
essays about what they would do
with $100.
Lori Whitehouse, a first-grade
teacher, asked her students to practice counting to 100.
First-grade teacher Kay Brown
also designed her class around the
100 theme, but she said students
were more interested in sending the
_principal -to +ail.--Every- one of---her
18 students read 100 pages or
more. That was a real thrill for
them, she said.

Vietnam records show
agent orange effects

In case of small leak of
coolant gravity would pull
adequate water down to
makeup the loss

El

In-containment
refueling water
storage tank
(IRWST)

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Records of American troop movements in Vietnam prove that thousands of soldiers were in areas
heavily sprayed by the herbicide
Agent Orange in the 1960s, according to two scientists whose
methods are heavily criticized by
the government, a published report
says.
The findings by Steven and Jeanne Stellman that thousands of
troops were exposed to the cancercausing herbicide challenge statements by federal officials that they
have been unable to find enough
soldiers exposed to heavy spraying
to reach any meaningful
conclusions.
The two epidemiologists planned
to present their findings today to
Congress, The Washington Post
reported today.

Core
makeup
tank

.c)
Ei It a major coolant

Safety injection line

loss occurs, much
greater amounts of
water would be
allowed to flow into
the reactor vessel

Reactor core

— Reactor vessel

Chicago Tribune Graphic Soufce WesInghouse Eec Carp

Study shows cause of disease
BOSTON (AP) — The highest
concentration of Lyme disease ever
documented has been found in a
neighborhood near a Massachusetts
nature preserve that was overrun
with tick-infested deer, experts
report.
Researchers say their work
shows how rapidly the disease can
spread once it arrives in a community that has lots of deer.
"The message is that it can tc
terribly explosive," said Dr.
Andrew Spielman of the Harvard
School of Public Health, a cciauthor of the report.
The doctors recorded the spread
of the disease among 190 people
who lived along one road connecting the town of Ipswich with the
Crane Memorial Reservation and
Wildlife Refuge. One-third of them
caught Lyme disease over an eightyear period.
Lyme disease can cause a variety
of seemingly unrelated symptoms,
including a rash, headaches, facial
paralysis, heart complications and
arthritis. It can be cured if treated
early with penicillin.
About 1,500 cases were reported
last year to the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control, although officials
estimate that the true total is probably five Ma Mt
Experts believe the disease is
moving quickly throughout the
United States. It is spread by deer

and mice that carry ticks infected
New England, the mid-Atlantic
with the bacteria.
states, Minnesota and Wisconsin,
The 1,400-acre oceanside nature and California.
preserve was already a haven for
In the latest study, researchers
deer before the outbreak began repeatedly examined the yearabout 1980.
round residents of 65 homes along
-There were a lot of deer there, a three-mile stretch of Argilla Road
and once the ticks had arrived, the in Ipswich. From 1980 through
transmission was really, explo- 1987, 35 percent of them got Lyme
sive," said Dr. Catherine C. Lasta- disease. In those living closest to
'attack
vica. "It was very intense in a the wildlife preserve, the,
rate was 66 percent.
short period of time."
The researchers said that until
The epidemic peaked in 1984
and 1985. Although people there now, the most intense reported outcontinue to catch Lyme disease, The break was on Cape Cod's Great
spread has probably eased for a Island between 1979 and 1983.
variety of reasons, including insec- There, 16 percent of 162 summer
ticides and limited deer hunting in residents got the disease.
the reserve.
The deer herd grew significantly
The study, conducted principally at the Ipswich reserve during the
by Lastavica of Tufts University 1970s. "They were up on people's
School of Medicine, was published porches and looking in the winin Thursday's New England Jour- dows. They ate everything," said
nal of Medicine.
Lastavica.
Lyme disease is caused by
Ticks were first found in the prespiral-shaped bacteria called Born- serve in 1981. In 1985, limited deer
ha burgdorfcri that are carried by hunting was allowed there over the
blood-sucking ticks. During their objections of animal rights groups.
two-year life cycles, the ticks feed Lastavica said that besides thinning
on white-tailed deer and field mice, the herd, the hunting has made the
and both of these animals are con- deer more timid, so they stay away
sidered essential for the ticks to from people.
thrive. Although mice and deer are
"This appears tobe a model for
the bugs_prcieged mealspth_ey_aLso_1.41tat
-other tocasometimes attach themselves to tions in which the abundance of
people and spread the bacteria.
deer is undergoing a rapid
Lyme disease has been seen in increase," said Spielman. "That is
34 states but is most common in apparently occurring in many locations in the United States. That
isn't to say wherever deer occur
you will automatically have a situation like this, but that possibility
exists."
He said the disease has the
potential to be widespread any
allium vegetables can protect place north of the Mason-Dixon
against cancer in laboratory ani- line that has deer. In the South, he
mals," the NCI Journal study said. said, the disease probably will
It said a variety of studies have remain uncommon, perhaps
shown that chemical compounds because ticks there feed on lizards,
extracted from onions and garlic
which are poor reservoirs for the
tend to reduce, alter or prevent
bugs.
cancer in laboratory rats, mice and
Although Lyme disease has
hamsters.
probably existed around the world
But the study said the precise
for many years, it was first recoganti-cancer element in allium vegnized by Dr. Allen Steere, now of
etables has not been pinpointed.
the New England Medical Center,
The Chinese study found that
in Old Lyme, Conn. He published a
"reduced risks were associated not report on Lyme disease in 1976
only with intake of all allium vegand gave the illness its name.
etables combined, but also with
individual allium foods, suggesting
that these vegetables have a common chemical component (possibly
allyl sulfides) that is protective in
humans."
Researchers also suggested that
since garlic has been shown to
have antibacterial properties, it
could help prevent stomach cancer
by blocking the conversion of
nitrates to nitrites, a compound
associated with developing stomach cancer.
The " statistical study was conducted by a' National Cancer Institute team led by W.J. Blot, and by
researchers from the People's
Republic of China. Interviews for the study were
conducted between 1984 and 1986
•
rx
in Linqu County, part of the Shantung Province in northeast China.

Garlic, onions cut risk
Bring Your
Film To Us!
QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

n
h
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO
DEVELOPING

WASHINGTON (AP) — Garlic
and onions can put a crimp in your
social life, but they also could provide unexpected protection against
cancer, according to a study published by the National Cancer
Institute.
The study compared foods eaten
by stomach cancer victims with the
diet of healthy people in Linqu,
China. Researchers found that the
strong-smelling vegetables "can
significantly reduce the risk of stomach cancer."
Published this week in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, the study says researchers
used questionnaires to compare the
dietary habits of 685 patients with
stomach cancer with those of 1,131
other people, matched by age, gender, occupation and education, who
had no diagnosed cancer.
People in the control, or cancerfree, group each year consumed at

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
n

ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
, •

-_

Beautiful new all-suite resort. 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing Near 1-4 and 1-95 . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions.
alBECW-tallaiLaCIAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:

least 25 andsometimes more than
50 pounds of allium vegetables, a
genus which includes onions, garlic, leeks, chives, ramps and
scallions.
The cancer patients generally ate
less than 25 pounds of the
vegetables.
The study also found that the
risk of stomach cancer declined as
the habitual consumption of such
vegetables increased. In other
words, the more onions and garlic
you eat over a lifetime, the less
your chances of stomach cancer.
"Persons in Linqu tended to be
exposed to mild doses of allium
vegetables over long periods, likely
beginning in childhood," the study
said. "Our study suggests that all
or part of such exposure has
resulted in a reduction in stomach
cancer risk starting at an early age
... and continuing throughout life."
The anti-cancer effects of onionlike root vegetables have been suggested in studies dating back to the
1950s. A 1979 study, for instance,
found a reduced amount of stomach
cancer among residents of a Georgia county famous for growing vidalia onions. A study in Greece
showed that gastric cancer patients
usually ate fewer fresh vegetables,
including onions, than those who
were cancer-free.
'Several experimental' studies
have suggested that compounds in

• v.
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$35.00' ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
'Per person, per night double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

•
Sale Begins Wed Jan 25th

Based on availability.
Valid thru 12/31/88.

S Atlantic Ave , New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800 342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA
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20%

I
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Off
Additional
Marked Down Winter Mdse.
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UP fit)

70% Off

Mrs Mon -Thur 9-6 Fri & Sal 9-A30

Olympic Plaza, Murray, 753-9228
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Twelve million gallons of Agent
Orange were sprayed in Vietnam
from 1965 to 1970 to defoliate jungles and cropland where enemy
troops were thought to be hiding.
The herbicide contains dioxin, the
most toxic chemical known. A tiny
amount of dioxin causes cancer,
immune system depression and
birth defects in laboratory animals.
The Stellmans found that half
the 35 combat battalions they have
examined so far were in areas near
Saigon during or soon after the
time Agent Orange was sprayed in
the 1967 and 1968.
They said the evidence of exposure is so strong that veterans
should be contacted, checked for
health effects and informed of possible future problems.
"When I look at those levels of
exposure, I get a lump in my
throat," the Post quoted Jeanne
Stellman, an associate professor of
public health at Columbia University. "We have several units that
were right in the midst of very
heavy spraying."
Her husband, Steven Stellman,
an assistant health commissioner in
New York City, said, "Those men
are at higher risk for a variety of
health problems."
But Vernon C. Houk, director of
the Center for Environmental
Health at the Centers for Disease
Control, said the Stellmans were
"turning logic on its head" by
ignoring blood tests in favor of historical records.
The Stellmans said blood analysis such as those used by the CDC
are not a valid measure of dioxin
20 years after exposure.
The Stellmans are helping a federal court in New York determine
who is eligible for compensation
from the manufacturers as part of a
1984 court settlement with exposed
veterans.

Bundy exchanged
letters before
recent execution
STARKE, Ha. (AP) — Serial
killer Ted Bundy exchanged sever41 letters with a religious -broadcaster and anti-pornography crusader
before they met for a videotaped
interview hours before Bundy's
execution, an associate said.
James C. Dobson, whose halfhour "Focus on the Family" program is heard daily on 1,200 radio
stations, was the only member of
the news media to interview Bundy
in the days leading up to the Tuesday morning execution. Bundy
canceled a press conference with
30 journalists on Monday.
During the interview, Bundy
coolly traced his origins as a serial
killer, describing how boyhood
glimpses of violent pornography
became "an addiction" that grew
until his "destructive energy"
exploded from fantasy into reality.
"There are loose in the towns
and their communities people like
me today whose dangerous impulses are being fueled day in, day
out, by violence in the media ...
particularly sexual violence," Bundy said.
Dobson was an outspoken member of former Attorney General
Edwin Meese Ill's federal Commission on Pornography and was a
leader of the nationwide protest
last summer against Universal Pictures' "The Last Temptation of
Christ."
Dobson first received a letter
from Bundy in 1987, said Paul Hetrick, a vice president of the
California-based Focus on the
Family ministry. The broadcaster
then answered three or four more
letters from Bundy, said Hetrick.
Bundy requested the interview
with Dobson through John Tanner,
a newly elected state prosecutor in
Daytona Beach who previously
counseled Bundy through a religious ministry at the Florida State
Prison near Starke.
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Announcing the Opening of

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
I042D Mineral
Paris, TN
Wells Avenue

901-644-1089

I
I

DON A. SIMS, MSSW,LCSW I
Therapist
Licensed

I I

'Private confidential
c
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n
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Other services Offered
hypnottie for smoking and I
weight control.

Hrs.: 9-5 Noa.,_Wed.i 9-9 Tim,Thus.
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Sunflower

Corn
Meal

9

5 Lb Bag

Ad Good Jan. 25 thru Jan. 31

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS EVERY DAY
50 Limit

REELFOOT

PORK
SAUSAGE

Ci

See Store For Details

The wisest investment you'll
ever make for your family
begins with Volume I

Reelfoot

Sausage

KETCHUP

Vol. I 94
FUNK &WAGNALLS
NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA

Dole Golden Ripe

Latest Edition

Bananas

99
3-29
Volumes
only

Vol. II

$4.99 ea.

FREE
2-Volume Matching

DICTIONARY
With Volumes 3&sof the Encyclopedia

1/4" Lean & Trim Meats

Martha White

Flour

r--

5 Lb. Bag

Family Pack

Bathroom Tissue

99C

Bulk Style
Sliced Slab

Bacon

White Cloud

Boston Butt Whole

Hunt's Spaghetti

Pork Roast

Sauce
_

Campbell's
Cream of Mushroom
Soup..1O/ oz.
Alpo All Flavors

Dog Food

lb.

99
2/139
2/89c

27 oz. can

4 Roll

99`

Kroft Reg. or Lite

Mayonnaise

32 oz. $ 1 59

J.F.G. 32 oz. Jar

99c

Salad Dressing
IGA Saltine

Crackers

lb. box 59C

14 oz. can
Mama Rosa

Hi On

Pizza....24 oz. 2/$449
Skinless Boneless
Chicken Breast... $279

Towels
Jumbo Roll

GA Wafer Sliced
IGA

Meats..2.5 oz. pkg. 3/$119

Field Dinner

Franks

16 oz. $ 1 59

/•

Sirloin $
Tip Steak

lb.

IGA HOMOGENIZED
IGA

Sealtest

1/4 Sliced Clifty Farm

Bologna

Country Hams

Sour Cream

16

0.99

IGA Frozen

c
99

12 oz. can

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Freshness Proud Quality
c.46 80..99c

Mushrooms
Large Size

Green- Peppers

4 Lb. Bag

MILK

Milk
2

99

gal. crt.

1 Pie Shells

2 in a pack

IGA 8 oz.

Whipped Topping

79c
59

10th

Montery

9

IGR

IGA 9 Inch

Orange Juice
16 oz. pkg.

Oranges

79

39

Field

Florida

2 Liter

U.S.D.A. Choice

Margarine lb. pkg. 3/99c

:110
BOLOGNA
q*'

2199

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7
fa
Mt. Dew

Chestnut

ADAMS

3/99c

Yellow Onions
3 Lb. Bag

W. rasarve the right to limit quantities and correct printing errors.
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Wilkinson names 2 to UK board

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 26, 1989
ARIES

(Mar2ltoApr

19)
It's a good day for business
interests A new opportunity comes
to you now, You see eye-to-eye with a
partner. Common sense is your ally in
dealings with others.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)

911E

Don't let things stew inside of you.
A heart-to-heart talk eliminates
misunderstandings, you'll make some
Important decisions today about
domestic interests.

TAURUS

SAGITTARIUS

(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pat
Your feet are on the ground today.
Talks about job concerns are
productive. A fun opportunity arises
now,though some social plans will be
changed today

(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A career opportunity to your liking
comes to you today. You're on the
same wave length with a friend.
Group activities are favored. An
unexpected expense arises.

GEMINI

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)

( May 21 to June 20)
This is a wonderful day for
educational interests and creative
pursuits. A talk with a lawyer or
adviser is beneficial. Watch
temperament if dating tonight.

Isfa

It's a good day to ask for a raise
and to deal with other important
career concerns. An invitation comes
now to visit others. Both travel and
dating are favored.
AQUARIUS

CANCER

(June 21 to July 22)
. Dealings with bankers about loans
and property improvements are
favored now. Benefits come to you
today through a friendship. A small
domestic upset is possible.

(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may make a major purchase
for the home, though tonight doesn't
favor having company over. You
think well now on abstract matters.
Investigate new subjects.

LEO

PISCES,

(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
Though
some
business
appointments will be changed, you
will still meet with a wonderful new
opportunity for financial gain today.
Partners are in rapport.

(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.0110(
)4111P
You'll get the answers you're
seeking about an investment concern.
Talks with business advisers are
favored. Couples will enjoy a special
outing together.
IF BORN TODAY, you are
something of a fighter and gravitate
towarcts challenges. You _don't like
defeat and are resilient in a crisis.
You have literary and dramatic
inclinations and can succeed in
creative areas. Something of a law
unto yourself, you, nevertheless
possess leadership qualities. You
have a strong will and dislike being in
a subordinate position. Birthdate of:
Paul Newman, actor; Douglas
MacArthur, military leader; and
Eartha Kitt, singer.

VIRGO

(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Sit
Luck is with you regarding
publishing, travel, and personal
Efficiency
and
publicity.
level-headedness make this a good
work day ft5t you. Watch your
spending however.
LIBRA
.
(Sept. 23 to()ct.22)

A relative does the unexpected.
Today's financial developments are in
your favor. Talks with children and
creative pursuits are highlighted.
Hobbies bring joy.

Agent Orange findings released
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thousands of soldiers were heavily
exposed to Agent Orange during
1960s, according to scientists who
have examined military records of
American troop movements during
the Vietnam War, the Washington
Post reported.
The two epidemiologists, Steven
and Jeanne Stellman, plan to present their findings Wednesday to
Congress.
The findings are likely to stir up
the continuing controversy over the
cancer-causing herbicide whose
effects have become a nagging
legacy of the Vietnam War, the
Post reported in its Wednesday
editions.
Twelve million gallons of Agent
Orange were sprayed in Vietnam
from 1965 to 1970 to defoliate jungles and cropland where enemy
troops were thought to be hiding.
The herbicide contains dioxin, the
most toxic chemical known. A tiny
amount of dioxin causes cancer,
immune system depression and
birth defects in laboratory animals.
Veterans have insisted that high

rates of cancer resulted from contact with Agent Orange, but health
officials have said they have been
unable to find enough soldiers
exposed to heavy spraying to draw
any meaningful conclusions.
The Stellmans found that half
the 35 combat battalions they have

examined so far were in areas near
Saigon during, or soon after, the
time Agent Orange was sprayed in
the 1967 and 1968.
They said the evidence of exposure is so strong that veterans
should be contacted, checked for
health effects and informed of possible future problems.

Vet groups say budget is low
WASHINGTON (AP) — Four
major veterans organizations, saying "service to veterans is at an
all-time low," called Tuesday for
substantial new spending for the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
In a detailed proposal, the
groups said the final Reagan administration budget proposal of $28.6
billion for the department should
be increased by $3.5 billion, with
half that amount going to the veterans medical system.
The "independent budget" proposal for veterans programs was
released by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, the Disabled American Vet-

PEANUTS

SC

McGowan, 60, was appointed to the board in
January 1900 and had been chairman since June
1984. He also chaired the search committee that
brought David Roselle to the UK presidency, and is a
retired vice chairman of Ashland Oil Inc.
Ockerman is a graduate of UK and its law school.
His term as a trustee expires Dec. 31, 1992.
Sturgill, 64, who is also a UK graduate, is a
member of the Council on Higher Education and
serves on several boards at UK. His term will expire
May 1, 1992.
Ockerman spent three terms in the Kentucky
House of Representatives, 1953 to 1959, was commissioner of motor transportation under Gov. Bert T.
Combs, and legislative liaison to Combs' successor,
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt.

Associated Preys

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Foster Ockerman Sr., a
Lexington attorney and former state legislator, has
been appointed to the University of Kentucky Board
of Trustees, replacing the board's chairman, Robert
McCowan.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson Monday also appointed
Lexington coal magnate William B Sturgill to the
board where he previously served for several years.
Sturgill, a former chairman of the UK board who
was replaced by Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
replaces Henry "Cap" Hershey.
Ockerman, 68, "has a long and distinguished
history of service to Lexington and ... Kentucky,"
Wilkinson said in a statement issued through his
press office.

erans, the Paralyzed Veterans of
America, and the American Veterans of World War II, Korea and
Vietnam, known as Amvets.
They contend the budget for veterans programs for the current fiscal year is insufficient to continue
operating veterans hospitals and
other programs at current levels.
They said former President Reagan's budget proposal for fiscal
1990 falls even shorter and would
force the elimination of VA hospital and nursing beds, a reduction in

medical services and a loss of
5,000 jobs.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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"I'm afraid you'll have to do better
than that, sir.... The former president
could spin 26 times before stopping."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — More
study will be needed to determine
the severity of numerous cracks in
the cooling systems of a South Carolina reactor complex that produces
key ingredients for nuclear weapons, government officials said
Tuesday.
Department of Energy officials
told an advisory panel they needed
more time to assess cracking problems at the Savannah River Plant,
the nation's only source of tritium,
a perishable and increasingly
scarce gas vital to making nuclear
warheads.
The three-reactor complex has
not been producing tritium since
last April, when the Energy
Department shut down the last
active reactor for safety reasons.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
the operator of the reactors, disclosed earlier this month it had discovered and was monitoring 27
cooling system cracks, including
15 in the reactor it hopes to restart
by the end of this year.
John Ahearne, chairman of the
Energy Department's advisory
committee on nuclear facility safety, said the panel was told by
Richard W. Starostecki, a department safety official, the cracking
problem was "probably not as serious as has been suggested, but it's
still an open question." Ahearne said the department
planned to continue assessing the
severity of the problem.

Groups clash over
state jail system
WASHINGTON (AP) — Antiabortion lawmakers are concerned
about the views of President
Bush's choice to head the Department of Health and Human Services but concede they have little
hope of blocking the nomination.
Instead, they are pinning their
hopes on assurances by Bush transition officials that other top-level
HHS jobs will go to anti-abortion
activists.
"I'm assured all will be well in
the end, but it's growing curiouser
and curiouser by the day," said
Sen. Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H., a
strong opponent of abortion who is
still waiting to meet face-to-face
with HHS Secretary-designate
Louis Sullivan.
Humphrey said he is concerned
that some senators who have met
with Sullivan in advance of his
confirmation hearing next week
report that the nominee personally
supports the Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion — a
view different from that of Bush,
who says he wants the decision
reversed.
Humphrey said he was not comforted by Sullivan's pledge that as
a member of the Bush Cabinet he
would back the abortion policies of
the president, but that he sees little
likelihood the nomination will be
blocked.
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Story"
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16 Expounded
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22 Chop
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30 Confirm
31 Sponsor's
word
32 Marsh
33 Existed
34 Teutonic
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Study needed to find
seriousness of cracks
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Jailers Association says
its members want to be allowed to
contract with the state to house the

least serious degree of felon.
But spokesmen for county
magistrates and judge-executives
said Tuesday the state should take
over the jail system.
The two sides clashed in the
1988 General Assembly, each failing to win passage of legislation to
implement its plan, and they met
again at a meeting of the Governor's Task Force on Corrections.
Jailers want the state to pay them
$16 a day for each minimumsecurity prisoner — the current rate
for any state prisoner being held
temporarily in jail — and $26 a
day for a medium -security
prisoner.
Jailers would not keep prisoners
who required maximum security,
were considered escape risks, were
sentenced to more than 10 years, or
were considered dangerous to
themselves or others, said Daviess
County Jailer Harold Taylor.
The state would benefit by freeing prison beds for the most serious
offenders and counties with cell
space to spare would have a needed
source of income, Taylor said.
Mike McGee, executive director
of the Kentucky County JudgeExecutives Association, and Bob
Hicks, president of the Kentucky
Magistrates and Commissioners
Association, said a state takeover
of jails would allow greater
efficiency.
It also would make moot the
lawsuits against the state over
keeping state prisoners in local jails, they said.
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Notice

MOPE $ $ $ $
FOP WRITE OAK
COOPER/1W LOOS
MAUL TO INDEPENDENT
STAVE COMPANY
WINO° KENTUCKY
PHONE 502-324.4544
•

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Btack's Decorating Center,
701 S - 4th St Murray

Mrs. Theresa,

Berkline
FurnItur•
Gallery
NOW OPEN
at
Shopper's Mall
in Wiggins
Furn. Bldg.
2 mi. N. of
Murray on
U.S. 641

Psychic &
Astrological Reader
toes Are yOu *Wee"' P'0,See I"is qinea ons,,
oire.sea
tant today & put yOu, ,e,ecl at
ease
Located 3210 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah 5S4-7904
Open 9 AM -t0 P

HAIRCUTS etc Shampoo
Winter Sale! Any Scruples
leader $1095 Value up to
$17001 Dixieland Center,
753-6745

Open Thurs., Fri.
& Sat. 9-5
Sun. 12-5
Robert & Nell Wiggins
Owners
753-4566
Aerobic Classes
Now In Season
Mon., Wed. & Fri.
12:30-1:20

Instructor
Robin Brittain
753-'7597
$2.50 Per Class

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$3.50 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair.
Damper Installation,
Custom Hoods and Bird
Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Pour Answering Service
OPEN For Business:
Granda Miller's Country
Bakin'l Homemade breads
and pastenes No mixes or
preservatives 641 South to
Puryear- 140 West to 69
South to Solo's Mkt.- 140
West 1 1/4 mile to Bakery.
Open Monday- Saturday
noon, 8a.m -6p m. Ph.
901-782-3412. John &
Irene Miller, Cottage
Grove, Tn.

060

060

LOST black Doberman,
Jones & Sparkman Ads
near Lynn Grove If found
call 753-4936
LOST Great Dane Gray
with black spots answers
Please call
to 'Willie
759 4073 days or
753-0792 rights if you've
seen found Of have information about what happened to him Family pet,
lost in 94 East area

060
Help
Wanted

Wanted

Resumes
iiii c't.1 111 I
all .4

(par

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING

TALENT Search' $500
cash and $500 in prizes
Kentucky Opry, Draffenvile, Ky. 527-3869.

— Notice—
Purchaser of 1976
Ford Station Wagon
(Blue) lfl Symsonia on
Jan 2 please contact
seller at

IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Shop and Ward's Leather
have new store hours .
Mon -Tues. Noon-8p m.,
Wed.-Fri. 9a m -4p m., Sat.
9a m.-1p.m. Call for after
hours appointments Visit
us for all supplies and new
line of purses, starting at
must $1 991 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Road
893, 492-8580

443-1771
Ext. 156, day
851-3622
evening
After Inventory
Sale
Needlepoint kits and pre.
washed centers 20r*, to
off. Needlepoint
tapestry yarn 75e per
scein. Cross stitch books
1/2 price plus 50e. Huge
selection of knitting
yarns on clearance
Creative Expressions
915-A Coldwater Rd.
759-1946
9 til 4:30 M-F
•

AC Service
Company
Roofing, electrical
service, appliance
repair, 24 hour
service. All work
guaranteed
Free Estimates
436-2919

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100°,0 of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20's). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

02c
Personals

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU' pay for most nursing home cost.
*Medicare pays less than 2%
*Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
*In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
*Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor'• only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

A wonderful family experience Australian, Euro
peen, Scandinavian high
school exchange students
arrtving in August Become
a host family for American
Intercultural Student ExCall
change
1-800-SIBLING

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES
Business Hours
Monday-Friday
8 am-5 pm
Saturday
8 am-12 noon

753-4199

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

$450 per 100 payment
guaranteed Easy assembly work at home making small decorative toss
pillows for us We supply all
material and pay shipping
FREE INFO Send a
stamped, self-addressed
envolope to Coast Ent.,
Dept 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL,FL, 34984 or call
407-335-0456
$60 00 PER HUNDRED remailng letters from home'
Details, send selfaddressed, stamped envelope Associates, Box
309-1, Colonia NJ 07067
ABOVE ground pool installers needed for 1989 season Experience preferred
Call
toll
tree
1-800-356-9019 ask for
Paul
AGGRESSIVE representatives needed to work in
local area
Earn
$40-50,000 annually, with
management opportunities
Call
Edna
1-800-562-7898
ATTENTION- Hiring! Government jobs- your area.
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test
$17,840-$69.485 Call
1-602838-8885 Ext. R684.
BABYSITTER needed in
my home to care for 2
children Monday- Friday
6 30a m -4p m 436-5849
BONUS INCOME. Earn
$200-$250 weekly Mailing
1989 travel brochures For
more information send
stamped envelope to INC
P 0 Box 2139, Miami, Florida 33261.
CIRCULATION District
Manager Morehead!
Rowan County Resume
only The Daily Independent, Attn Don Shaw, P0.
Box 311, Ashland, Ky
41105-0311
DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours full or parttime Earn up to 50%1 Call
today 753-0171
DRIVERS What's important? •Mileage pay based
upon quality of experience,
'seniority increases up to
26 6/ mile,'home on a regular basis At Stoop Express we offer this and
more to singles, teams and
owner operators who are at
least 23 years old with 1
year recent OTR tractor/
trailer experience Give us
a call' Stoops Express, Nationwide 800-457-6418
EDUCATIONAL foundation for foreign studies
needs volunteer Area Representative to coordinate
non-profit internaticrnal
high school student exchange program locally No
fund raising required. Expenses paid and training
provided No experience
required for this volunteer
position, lust energy and
enthusiasm For more information call Deb Atherton
collect at 502-358-9615 or
call 1-800-447-4273
GET PAID for reading
books!$100 per title. Write RASE- 187A, 161 S Lincolnway, N Aurora, IL
60542,

LOT
ATTENDANT

Apply In Person To
Ron McNutt

McNutt Motor
Sales, Inc.
700 Main St.
Murray, Ky.

HOUSEPARENT $1821
week plus room. board &
laundry Work 23 days, off 5
days Mature person re
quired (School & home for
mentally retarded) Stewart
Home School, 4200 US
127 South, Frankfort, KY
502-2274.821
INTERNATIONAL student
org seeks individual to find
host homes and supervise
teen age foreign high
school exchange students
Fees paid 912 432 0742

11u

Help

Help
Wanted

Lost
Found

tlf•Ci/

pri)tc,arai.illi
dricf ii1)c•et

NOW hiring' Part time and
lull time Your umel $7 $10
per hour 759-4189

090

I c's(117It'

Skusbon
Wanted

One 1-)dge

?ow
The Mail
House
:414 _vain st.
( 811

Tues., Thu. & Fri.
8:00-7:00
Carr Health Building
South Gym

Murray Ledger & Times
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LICENSED Life & Health
agent needed Quality products, high commissions
with advance before issue
lead system and benefits
Call 1-800-456-4277

will take care of sick o
elderly. Also will do house
keeping 437-4214

ireauction
LEARN about Radon' Also
how to enter the growing
Radon business Ground
floor opportunity For infor
mation
phone
606-273-7928
or
800-5375066
NEED your GE,)? Study at
home with KETs GED on
TV
Enroll today
1-800-538-4433

TRUCK driver training 15
years experience D 0 T
WILL keep children in my certification
Financial aid
home Faye Halley available Training in Mur753-1547
freesboro. Tn Commercial
WILL sit with elderly or sick, Driver Institute Inc Tollnight or day Call anytime free 1-800-242-SEMI
753-0785

WILL stay with sick or elderly, do some domestic
work, run errands Excellent references and experience Either shift day or
night Call anytime If no
answer, call later as I am
not gone for long
753-4590
100

Business
MANAGEMENT TRAIOpportunity
NEES. SECOND OFFICE
OPENING. First Investors 1000 SUNBEDS, toning
Corporation, a 57 year old tables Sunal- Wolff tanning
investment firm, an- beds SlenderQuest pasnounces its second office sive exercisers Call for free
opening in the Nashville color catalogue Save to
area Immediate manage- 50% 1-800-228-6292
ment trainee positions
ALMO Heights grocery
available. 1st year income
available Febryary_1 Will
potential $16,000 plus
consider lease with option
$4,000 bonus 2nd year into buy. Also house and
come potential $25,000 large lot adioining property
plus $10,000 bonus . We
753-5358
train thoroughly. Call
615-269-7448 D Thomas. CAPITAL available for any
business and commercial
MANAGEMENT TRAIpurpose DIVERSIFIED
NEE. Upstate New York FINANCING, wrap-around
book manufacturer seeking
financing, construction
an entry level bindery manloans, equipment leasing,
agement trainee. Degree
1st & 2nd mortgages, real
required and background in
estate, farms & agriprinting preferred, but not
business loans, land aquisiessential Must have strong
bon, construction & equity
interpersonal and organifinanang. $25,000 and up.
zational skills. Must be willCall (502)753-0377 weeking to relocate Please for- days 6-9p.m or write Jackward resume to - P.O. Box son & Associates, Route 6
1005, Binghamton, NY Box 57, Murray, KY 42071.
13902.
COIN Operated Electric
MATURE full charged Games New route/ your
bookkeeper for trucking area Excellent earnings on
company in Puryear, Tn. investment of $8,600Computer experience pre- $44,600 Training, locaferred. Salary commensu- tions & complete set-up
rate with experience
800-462-3727
800-621-2888 ask for
IF you would like to own
Andra.
your own buisness, now is
OTR Drivers: Hornady the time! Changes are beTruck Line requires 1 year ing made with Diet Center
experience, 23 years of that will mean a business
age Start: 23c- 26¢/ mile boom. Personal commitbased on experience Ex- ments are forcing sale. For
benefits
cellent
additional information reConventionals/ Cabovers. spond to P0 Box 115,
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 3 3 - 1 3 1 3 , Hazel, Ky 42049
812-288-5700.
LETS Talk Shop Would
PROFESSIONAL Drivers you like to own your own
Wanted: Join the Tanksley kids clothes shop? Comteam of professionals OTR plete turn key package In
TIT drivers Must be 22/23 dudes inventory, fixtures,
or older, D 0 7 'qualified, training $25,000 investgood MVR and have one ment 1-800-562-KIDS
year verifiable experience
New benefits. Insurance RETAIL package beer,
free after 90 days, ability to wine and liquor store in
keep truck rider policy. Fuel Fulton, Ky For more inforand safety incentive bonus. mation call 502-472-2831
Gaff today: 606-525-4144 or 901-479-1954
or 1-800-527-TEAM. Drug THE Hunt
Is On' Do your
Screen/E.O.E.
have the ambition and aptiWANTED Truck driver, 23 tude to become a profesyears old, 2 years experi- sional cross-country truck
ence, clean driving record driver? Bowling Green Vo-502-395-5588
Tech in Bowling Green,
Kentucky can teach you in
WORK at home and earn lust three weeks, on the
up to $334 per week mak- same type of equipment
ing simple crafts No exper- J.B. Hunt uses Tuition is
ience needed, start right $850. Financial assistance
away. Send self- is available. And J B Hunt
addressed, stamped enve- regularly hires graduates.
lope to Craftways, P0 Must be 23 or older
Box 216, Edgewood, Md 1-800-643-3331
21040

Career
Opportunities
Bennett & Assoc. will be adding
two salespeople to their staff — No
overnight travel. Business experience preferred. but not
necessary Excellent training
program-good benfits. Successful
candidate can expect to earn
$25.000-$40,000.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 509
Murray, Ky. 42071
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF
CHARITY CARE SERVICES
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital of
Murray, Kentucky, will make available
from April 1, 1989 until March 31, 1990,
$454,319 of Hill-Burton charity care. Charity care will be available on a first request
basis to eligible persons needing care who
are unable to pay for hospital services until
the facility's annual compliance level is met.
Eligibility for charity care will be limited to
persons whose family income is not more
than the current poverty income guidelines
established by the Community Services Administration. This notice is published in accordance with 42 C.F.R. 124.505 Notice of
Availability of Uncompensated Services.

N:!4r

HOUSE items
753-6726

LIVING room suite gold
cola cook stove refrigerator maple table and 6
chairs 2 end tables coffee
table All in very good con
dition 435-4350

Careers In

• AIRLINES

•CRUISE LINES
•TPAVEL AGENCIES
i-i0AAF SIUDWRES /1?4,NiNC,
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

11113
Anti***

ANTIQUE walnut drop-leaf
table 6 antique ladder back
chairs antique cannonball
bed with mattress and box
springs Victorian chair. 2
hide-a-bed couches Hollywood bedroom suite with
mattress and box springs
green utility table set of
lamps 753 4390

170
Vacuum
Cleaners

-SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCE$SOR
103S.45 STUEW 'RES TRAll'eNri

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

VACUUM Cleaners Eve
see Kirby demostrated")
Impressed? Sure but not
enough to pay $850 Hoyv
about $199/ Prior models
1 year guarantee Free delivery Credit cards COD
315-593 8755 anytime Exchange only

1-800-327-7728
1145 mART SCHOCX
• Dv of A C T Corp
go, c
4.11

130
For Sale
Or Trade

1972 DODGE pick-up fai
shape good tires $500 o
will trade for good 2 whee
trailer 753 3657

19' ZENITH color TV
$150 436-2533

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
custom Built(Wks

MOVING SALE' Apartment
full of furniture' dining room
table and 4 chairs, living
room set with a
love
seat and matching chair, 2
end tables and matching
coffee table.Cail 753-8200

•••.'st
Train for

Phone

JOHN Deere 7200 six row
planter, planted only 1 100
acres +I 490 disc 21'
759 1233

$84.95 and Up

Ta.oe Vinyl Skirting
Keel Sealed
"Factory Experience
Building I Servicing
Mobile Homes.• Phone (5021492.8488 •
Miller
and Electric
Furnaces

S

$3215•°
S348'°
$•388”

1979 FLEETWOOD al,
electric 14x70 3 bedroom
2 bath underpinning Outside storage building front
porch Days 753 7/ 14
Nights 492 8642
1985 TRAILER 14x66
with furniture refrigerator
and dryer in park $11 000
firm 753-6726
1986 REDMAN Ventura
1470 with expand° 2 br 2
bath ready to move
$17,000 excellent condi
ton 502 738 5543 even
.rigs Serious inquiries only
1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM
2 bath all electric, CA &
CH wall to wall carpet
blinds and curtains GE
stove/ refrigerator D,W
underpinned and winter
ized 9x12 deck By ap
pointment 753-2922 ask
'or Tom after 6p rn
753-7124

140
DON T blow your tax •e
turn, Invest wisely in a new
28x44 3 bedroom 2 bath
norne for only $18 995
$215 per month Ma .
other winter specialsI
18 used homes from $5. and up Volunteer Homes
:
Lake Hwy 79 Pan,
901-642-4466

Want
To Buy

30" WHITE electric stove,' -ATTENTION Veterans
Home loans to buy or build
used 753-6726
100% financing 90% on
BUYING aluminum cans refinances Phone Clar55e tb , batteries $1 and up, ence Phillips Mortgage
scrap metal, copper and Company
iunk cars KGA Rycycling 1-615 684-1029 also con492-8183 days 498 8785 ventional loans
nights
FIREWOOD for sale
Mobile
FRAME mounted trailer 4374667
Homes For Rent
hitch for pick-up truck class
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
3 759-4905
12x50 MOBILE home
removal 7-ree estimate
WANT TO RENT OR BUY 436 2562 436 2758
fent $145 per month $14'5
Land and barn for horses
deposit Call after Sc in
Call 762-4812 weekdays or GO carts, go carts, go carts .753-9227
759-9660 nights and 5 HP single and double
2 OR 3 bedroom furnished
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
weekends
or unfurnished Some new
tor Center Industrial Road
WANT to buy Raw Furs Call 759-9831
furniture. natural gas
Stanley Owen McClellan
electric. air conditionect
Pulaski, IL 618 342 6316 LARGE, large. large setec
Shady Oaks 753 5209
lion of storage buildings in
WE buy scrap aluminum stock for immediate delivcopper, brass and alumi- ery Acree Portable Buildnum cans Call E3alcan Re- ings, Mayfield, Ky
cycling at 753-0338
502-247-7831
ASHLEY wood furnace
buildings
POLE
60.000 BTU) Used !1
32'x63'x10' cave, entrance
days Too small or ma
door and 16'x9' end slider
new ,
Completely house $600 I$893
$7595
)9011247-3394 after
5 HP 3 phase oommercia erected Other sizes avail- Call
air compressor with 60 gal- able Blitz Builders, Inc 1p_rn
lon tank Used 6 months 1_800 428 4009
'
759-1174
SEASONED firewood. $20
AMERICAN made leather a rick U haul 492-8254
work boots, camoflage after 5 30p m
army pants and shirts and
SEASONED firewood
all kinds of rubber boots
436-2744
Jerry's Sporting Goods, 6th
& Walnut St. Mayfield. KY. WE service all brands of
247-4704
kerosene heaters and carry
Center Or.
BEAUTY Shop equipment a full line of parts Keith s
'ndustrial
and suntan bed, 4 years Lawn & Tractor.
Off 641 N.
Road, 759 9831
old 753-0658 after 5p m

Creekview
Storage

DEBT Payoff Get up to WICKER all kinds. guns,
$700, 1967
$3,000 cash with purchase 1977 Cordoba
of swimming pool, spa or Mustang, 1974 34 Ford
thermally sealed replace- pick-up $750, Alaskon Ma•
ment windows The choice lamute puppies. Poodle
is yours
Toll free puppies, 1976 Chevy van
$2,100, 15' boat 753 6438
1-800 422 9872
NEW 12-speed touring
bicycle Hot tub 753 9616

Private Bays
A size for
every need

753-6734

Management Trainee

NEW 4000 watt Kolher
generator. 18' goose neck
trailer with van box with roil
up door 436-5811
SEAT lift chair If you arrva
medicare recipient with a
qualifying condition such as
arthritis Call toll free num
her for more information
Call 1 800 445 4174

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 480

SHARPE SF 8200 copier,
excellent condition
436 2248

Paducah,Ky 42002

SMALL sofa, 18- round
tables plus cloths to fit
electric broom, metal coat
rack metal folding chairs, 4
fiberglass chairs, 10 5 cu
ft refrigerator, dinette set,
fiberglass folding doors
22'x10' Call 753-5950

ONCE'N DONE'
'The Professional's Choice"
rmstrong®

4 RIDING mowers, 5HP
tiller, 1972 Chevy pick-up
753-8649

NO-RINSE FLOOR CLEANER
*One Step/No Rinse
'
,Leaves No Dulling Film
'Concentrates

1;5
Appliances
AMANA chest freezer, $75
RCA color TV, $50 Cal
753-3387 after 3p m
GE washer, Montgomery
Ward dryer Good condi
lion, $75 each Call
759 1266 before 3p m

FREE with

Coupon

4 31, 1989
Expiration Date4

TERRY'S PAINT &
DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321
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490
Apenments
For Rent

BUSINESS space orrice or
stare space at Southside
Shopping Center
753 9386 or 753 4509

3,J
Apertiarenb
Far Reel
1 BEDROOM apartment
ow utilities no pets
753-3949
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment '/. mile from
campus, water paid, $170
per month, no pets, no
children 753-5980
1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753 4109
2 BEDROOM duplex outside storage carport economical heat pump system Located on Valley
Wood Dr No pets, deposit
required 753-7947
2 BEDROOM duplex • available in February, deposit
required, no pets Call
753-3415 or 753-0409
3 BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment Stove refr19eraka, washer and dryer
hook ups. Just redecorated.
clean close to campus
$260 per month 753-7276
ENERGY efficient 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood
on quiet dead 'end street.
Carpet central heat & air,
appliances furnished No
Pets Deposit and lease required 753-7185
MUR- Cal apts Northwood
Dr 1 2 or 3 gn Now
renting Equal Housing Opportunity 759-4984
NICELY furnished 1, 2.3 or
4 bedroom apartments and
room for rent Located near
campus
Daytime
753-6111, night 753-0606

SUPER clean duplex
energy efficient central
HP concrete parking Also
2 bedroom apartment appliances furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898
TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt 1 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilldale Apts Hardin. Ky
Housing
Equal
Opportunity

EONS
36x60 METAL shop and lo
at Poor Farm Rd and North
16th Ext $18,000 Call
759 9404 or 753-7975
FOR Sale Good rental
properly, lour apartments
1 block from campus
$42.000, call 753-1203
INVESTMENT properties
2 brick duplexes, rented
$1,160 monthly Buy them
and well manage them
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

TWO 2 bedroom apart
ments for rent No pets
753-0521 before 3 30p m

2 BEDROOM house with
garage 121 South $240,
month + deposit 753-644.4
2 BEDROOM lake front
house for rent in Pine Bluff
Shores $250 a month plus
deposit 753-9386 or
753-4509
3 BEDROOM brick house
for rent in Dexter
759-9318
SMALL furnished house in
the middle of town
753-9968

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices. 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711 L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you
330
Into
Far Sate
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd , Loch Lomond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m

zisn

370
Livestock
& Supplies

Farms
For Sala

SIMMENTAL and Simisrah
bulls Performance & semen tested Excellent quality $650 & up Cadiz, Ky
522-7630

20 ACRE farm with 3 bed
room home 2 baths, dining
room, den. utility, hobby
room or office, double garage Good neighborhood,
Southwest school district.
Only serious inquiries
please, 753-7114 days, or
492-8642 nights

AKC Golden Retriever
pups top line male $125,
females
$ 1 00
901-642-0363

96 ACRES good cattle farm
near Ky Lake stock barn,
tobacco barn and 2-story
frame house with carport
and garage Located 12
miles east of Murray
753-3622 or 474-8011 for
more information

CHAMPION bloodline
Chinese Sharpe' puppies
for sale Only 2 left
1-247-8834

cURNISHED 1 bedroom
apartment, close to MSU,
deposit, no pets Call after STUD service AKC minia4p m 753-6564
ture Schnauzer, 1 year old
753-4722

1611
Homes
Fat Sale
2 BEDROOM brick house•
recently remodeled, must
see to appreciate, conve
niently located in good
neighborhood. Serious inquiries only. 759-4692

Thinking of listing?
;1-

.

prrinprt

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
The Village Ctr

641 North

759 9ERA

PACKAGING
MAINTENANCE
Area manufacturing concern and leader in the
absorbent clay industry has an immediate
opening for an individual to handle packaging
maintenance responsibilities.
Prospective candidates should possess three
to five years of prior maintenance experience,
be familiar with industrial packaging equipment and have a good industrial electrical
background with programmable electronic
controller experience: and be able to read and
interpret sophisticated parts and service
manuals.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual to become part of an exciting, progressive company, performing both regular
and preventive maintenance to assure optimum production and efficiency.
Please send resume or apply in person, in
complete confidence, to:
SOUTHERN CLAii.
DIVISION OF EDWARD LOWE
INDUSTRIES, INC.
SHIRLEY STREET
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
E.0.E .11.17F/1-1

NO PHONE CALLS. PLEASE:

3 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine Crest
Resort Quiet and private
setting, for sale or lease
Owner financing, low down
payment and low monthy
payments (502)442-5647
3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air_ 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000 Call 753-1203.
3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel, carpet, very nice.
Will sell for pay off.
492-8755
3 BEDROOM. 1 bath,
24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
approximately 5 miles out
of Murray Call after 7p m
437-4354.

3 BEDROOM brick, located
near Green River Lake in
Campbellsville Owner re
locating must sett Home a
neat and cozy with central
heat and air Wall to wall
carpeting full basement
good neighborhood walk
irig distance to school and
downtown $38 000 Call
Paul Osbourne Realty
502-465- 7368
3 BEDROOM bock, carport, FHA VA KHC
financing available little or
no down payment Coleman Real Estate 753-9898

1983 FORD Escort XL
blue. interior clean, excellent condition and gas mileage, 51,000 actual miles,
some extras J B Taylor, 5
Points Auto Repair,
753-9181 or 753 8124

BY Owner 2 or 3 bedroom
house on 1 acre lot All
appliances included, gas
heat, natural stone fireplace Approximately 8
miles east of Murray, $20s
753-0807,

1984 MUSTANG convert
able loaded excellent condition 753-8624

510
Sarvkes
Offered

CHRISTIAN lady will do
housecleaning References available 492-8899

1978 GMC truck top
36,000 miles 1 owner
901 232 8534
1987 CHEVROLET pick
up low mileage 6-60 warranty 759-1777 after 4p m
1987 JEEP 4x4
489-2273

Phone

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8'x12'
for $585 489 2663

1987 S-10 pick-up blue
short bed extra nice 2,000
actual miles 753-9341 or
753-1349

DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior. exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

1987 S-15 SMC Jimmy
fully loaded, blue/ silver 2
tone, 26,000 actual miles, 1
owner 759-1543 or
753-0509

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call tears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1 TON 1979 -Ford truck
fully enclosed box bed, new
engine less than 500 miles
new brakes transmission,
tires, shocks muffler, tail
pipe Can be seen at 1511
Story 753-0083 after 5p m
510
Carnpm

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris, TN

GENERAL house and of
lice cleaning 7 years experience 3 openings avtalable Phone after 3p m
759-1578

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

.1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham fully loaded,
low miles, sharp car, 1
Motorcycles
owner 759-1543 or 1985 BASS boat 16 ft
55HP Johnson motor, fully
1985 KX 250 Kawasaki 753-0509.
equipped 753-2483 after
3-wheeler, $550.
1987 CAVALIER wagon, 2p m.
759-103a.
$3,800. 1986 Plymouth
1988 RANGER 364
BORDERS Cycle and ATV Voyager mini van, $6,000
Yamaha Pro- V 150,
Center Used ATVs, parts, 1983 ElDorado
loaded, must sell $15.000
service, accessories and $5.500 759-9698
753-0504
tires 200 North Main, Ben1987 FORD Taurus 4 door
ton, Ky 502-527-1680
sedan, A/C, tilt. $5,500
530
1987 Ford Taurus wagon 4
Sentess
,190
door. $5,500 247-8955
Offered
Used
1988 CHEVROLET Cava- A-1 TREE* Service and
Cars
lier. red, 1 owner, 9,XXX stump removal. Your pro1965 CADILLAC. runs
miles Call 753-5447 after fessional tree service All
753-5378 or
good
5P-rn
types, removal. topotng,
436-2448
1988 CHRYSLER LeBaron feeding. Free estimates
1968 VOLKS WAGON Beeconvenable leather inter- 50' bucket truck and chip
tle. new tires, good condiior, fully loaded Must sell! per Call 753-0906.
tion 759-4189
435-4542
ALLEN'S Tree and Land1972 MUSTANG 1974 Inscaping Service Free esti1988 FORD Thunderbird
ternational pick-up truck
for sale by owner, loaded, mates Hauling rriulch,
753-0080
100,000 mile warranty, be- manure, gravel: dirt
1973 FORD LTD gold low book price Call after 753-8619 or 753-6951 after
5p m. 753-2332- 24 Hour
runs good, $600 Call 7p m 759-9963
answering service
753-8950 before Bp m
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
1977 CADILLAC ElDorado:
Service dishwashers, disNow it's
good running condition;
posals ranges, ovens, reneeds paint. new transmisfrigerators, washers &
sion, tires & exhaust; $700.
dryers Service on most
489-2484.
makes and models G E
1977 PONTIAC Sunbird:
factor/ trained The Aprebuilt inside and out, very,
pliance Works, Dr Rob Mavery good condition.
son Rd , Hwy 783
753-2455
436-2573
New & Used
1980 BUICK Riviera PS,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
GM Executives &
Kenmore Westinghouse.
PW, PL, tilt, cruise, '4 vinyl
Program Vehicles
roof, gray, velour power
Whirlpool 29 years experi901-042-3900
ence Parts 'and service.
seats, good tees, 90,XXX
used appliances Bobby
miles, $3,500 435-4273
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris
Hopper, 753-4872 or
1981 PLYMOUTH Relaint
436 5848
$1,800 Call after 4p m GOVERNMENT SEIZED
435-4577
Vehicles from $100 Fords
1981 TRANS Am: white, Mercedes Corvettes
loaded, custom wheels, Chevys Surplus Buyers
$3,300, great condition Guide (1) 805-6876000
Ext S-8155
753-9373 after 6p m.

Dan Taylor

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

GENERAL repair Carpentry, plumbing roofing, yard
and tree work, wood $25 a
rick Call 436-2642

BUY FACTORY DIRECT
AND SAVEIII Lightweight,
super insulated, SCAMP
fiberglass travel trailers,
13', 16' & 19' 5th wheels
Call
toll
tree
1-800-346 4962 for free
brochure

1170

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Services
Offered

Serikes
Offered

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing con
crate Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

WILL do babysirong in my
home Monday Friday
Morning or afternoon Have
references 759 4144

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437-4113

REDING and Carter's complete mobile home repairs
service Call 492 8806 for
estimate

J1111 Day
Painting
& Paper Hanging

753-3716

TELEPHONE wiring lacks
installed phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

SSI1

rided
81 Seed

WET BASEMENT" We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Co Rt 2 Box
409A Paducah, Ky 42001
or call 1-442-7026

GOOD quality, fall cu
fescue and clover baled
hay $1 75 per bale
753 8673

WILL babysit in my home
anytime, day or night Re
ferences 753-6605

SOUTHERN States Start
em right feed sale Buy 5
get 1 free See store for
details

GRASS hay 328 8685 after 4p m

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
7.53-5562 if no answer
753-6078. 753-0996

FREE to good home 3
month old female mixed
breed All shots Owner
moving 753-0696

9S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

LICENSED Electrician,
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electrical
and electric motor repairs.
No rewinding
Call
759-4751.

QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A,
436-2617

WILL do roofing, plumbing
painting & yard work Call
753 4370 or 436-5895

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-54-84

LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning. Sales and
service, Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's R.epair
753-7203.

LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835

WILL do plumbing tnstalla
tion & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753 1308

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

Poor Jessica, she came along
after KGA Recycling was named,
but she wants to join Dad
(Kenny), Mom (Glenda) and Big
Sister (Angela) in saying
THANKS!

Because Of You
We Are Starting Our
3rd Years

FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 2 TVs,
color 1 dryer 3 lots for sale
with complete hook ups for
mobile homes Rare
Doberman pinchers, fond
and rust color, AKC registered 2 mobile homes You
have to see to believe! Call
for an appointment
492-8806

KG A Recycling
Hazel, KY
Best Prices Paid
_

glass s

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

1982 RX-7 Mazda air, tilt
$2,495 Can be seen at
1500 Canterbury or call
753-9710

Grandchild... Child...
Husband... Wife...
Friend...
Have them pictured in a
heart on Valentine's Day!

Obella

1983 Z-28 red, 50.000
miles, loaded $6,500 Call
492-8873 or 753-0327

1985 BUICK Century Lim
ited like new, 4 cylinder, 4
door, AM-FM stereo cassette; power brakes, steerCONVENIENTLY lo- ing, locks and seats, tilt
catedINice 3 bedroom, 1 wheel, 1 owner, 29 MPG
bath home Shown by ap- Also 1981 Chevrolet Mapointment only Call before libu Call 753-4455 or
8p m 753-8950 $43,500 10a m -4p m 753-5819

"Who's the sweetheart
of your life?"
-*IBS

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

4 BEDROOM brick, Calloway County home on 1
acre Nice garden spot,
great neighborhood, quiet
country setting Owner
transfered, must sell
quickly' Asking $32,500
Call 437-4785 for viewing
or owner in Frankfort, Ky
502-875-2459 for more
details

GOVERNMENT HOMES
$1 00 (U Repair) foreclo- 1981 VW Jetta, gold, 4
sures, tax delinquent prop- door, excellent condition.
erty Now selling This areal new tires, high miles,
Call (Refundable) $2250 502-738-5543
1-407-744-3220 Ext K973 evenings
for listings
1982 CUTLASS Supreme
LOG Homes Over 40 stan- Brougham
V-8, loaded,
dard models Free brolocal car 753-7461
chure Honest Abe Log
Homes, Route 1, Box 1982 REGAL T-tops, fully
84CK, Moss, Tennessee loaded, extra nice car, must
sell 759-1543 or 753-0509
38575 800-231-3695
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house at comer of Tabard &
Mockingbird Dr in Martin
Heights 753-3903

530
Used
Cars

Homes
For Sala

Bring in $7.00, picture,
names or loveline along with
a self addressed stamped
envelope for the return of the
original photo.

Miierray Ledger & Times

ROLL Back! 1977 GMC
454 engine. automatic. PS.
PB, A/C, cruise control with
Jurdan steel rollback bed. 2
car hauler, 90% rubber. 1
owner. Truck in A-1 working condition! $9,500 Call
for details (901)986-4434.
TWO 1979 Morizas 4 cylinder and 6 cylinder
436-2879 after 5p m or
leave message on
machine
USED running Chevy engines 400 small block,
350's, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6 Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends Posarac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pisbons, fly wheels, all components Car and truck body
pieces Truck motors, trans
for Dodge. Ford, Internabon Tires. wheels Re-ring
engines and valve lobs Will
install! Will trade! Mosby
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet-Tro Gas
753-4184

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

'87 Nissan PU
'87 Camry LE
'87 Nissan Maxima
'87 Grand Am
'87 Dodge Dakota
'87 Corolla FX
'87 Toyota 4x4
'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am
'87 Dodge Dakota

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

'86 Z28 'roc

Pont From Gone At

'86 Chevy C10 P.U.
86 Chrysler 1al3aron

CHEVROLET, MC.

86 Chevy Celebrity
'86'1 Toyota Supra

95

'85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Vane

1979 FORD F 250 Club
Wagon Chateau window
van 4 captains chairs and
rear seat bed, good condi
bon 753-9794

'85 Chevy Conversion Van
'84 Cadillac El Dorado
41 Chevy S-10 Ext. Cab
'88 '67 '66

Classified Advertising Department 753-1916

'87 Plymouth Horizon
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dodge Omni
87 Ford Ranger XLT P U
'86 Olds 98 Regency
86 isuzu
'86 Honda Prelude
'86 Chevy SW8 P.0
46 Toyota Corolla LE

.5987
'6987
'6987
'7987
'12,487
'4487
'9887
'8987
'6487

18mo
N10
KR an,
48

48 OS
18

ma

42 no,
42mo.
42 nit
12 ma

20000*
125"'
155"*
155"*
178"*
270"*
112"*
243"*
215".
160"*

12

'11,987
2ri
'7987 48rt
'9387 42 mo
'6987 42 mo
'5987 42 na
'14,900 mo
'7487 mo
'9887 36 mm
'8487
'5487 3: 1
•

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

16987
'7687
05987
'6487
'4,987
'3987
5987
17987
03487
'7987

'84 Camry
'81 Nissan 414

228".
172"*
142".
320"*
183"*
271"*

'85 '84 '83

'84 Celica GT
'84 Dodge Convertible
'83 Ford Ranger
'83 Grand Pro
'63 Olds Cutlass
'82 Cher Van
'79 Toyota P U
76 Corvette
13,9%

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

192".
36mo 212"*
mom 167"*
36mo 180".
24 mm, 135"*
mmo 115".
36 mm 167"*
N rot 358"*
24 mm 136"*
36 mo

'82 and Old.' 14 51%•

• APR with 20% down payment or equal trad• equity plus ten & license fees with approy•d cr•dit.

500
Used
Make

Limit 1 person per heart!

Deadline for receipt of photos is Feb. 10.

'9,987 60 m0 19200 *
'6487 48 mo 162E4
'11,987 48 mo 25800 *
'13,487 mo 31500*
*0*
'8987 4
00::
48 foo 2200
'8987
700*
'9887
'9987 :
404 215::
'12987 48mo 288"*
'8987 48 rao 200'

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

New 1989 Camrys $12,967"
'86 Toyota 1W8 P.U.

502 753-2617

'8987

'87 Dodge Dakota
'88 MesOLPz

Need An arra or
For A Few Days?
DWAIN TAYLOR

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40 pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

515 S. 12th,
Murray, KY

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY, INC.

Phone
753-4961

